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SUMMARY
The strength of carbon fibres in unidirectional hybrid 
composites of glass and carbon fibres have been 
investigated. It has been shown that the strength 
distributions of bundles of carbon fibres impregnated with 
resin, both unsupported and in a hybrid, may be described by 
the Weibull model confirming earlier reports. The primary 
objective of this work has been to investigate the strength 
and the state of dispersion of the carbon component. Hybrid 
composites consisting of accurately aligned arrays of bundles 
in two and three dimensions have been fabricated and tested. 
It has been shown that the strength decreases when the bundle 
spacing is less than a critical distance but at very low 
spacings the strength begins to increase again. This 
observation is explained with reference to the fracture 
behaviour and the implications for practical composites are 
discus sed.
The hybrid composites exhibit a greater strength over 
impregnated bundles. An hypothesis is proposed to explain 
this phenomena which combines thermal effects with the 
constraining influence of the glass and the differences in 
the severity of flaws in hybrid bundles. The last two 
arguments result in a larger critical group of failed fibres 
being required in the hybrid before catastrophic failure 
occurs.
The type of hybrid specimen tested in this work enables 
the fracture process in the composite to be followed 
closely. The investigation has in principle supported the 
model for composite strength proposed by Batdorf, the 
"critical i-plet" model. However, experimental evidence 
indicated that a slightly different fracture process to that 
proposed by Batdorf was operating. The significance of this 
fracture process with respect to the strength and the size 
effect in composites is discussed.
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1 THE STRENGTH OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS
1.1 DEVELOPMENT OF FIBRE REINFORCED MATERIALS
1.1.1 MONOFIBRE COMPOSITES
Composite materials in various forms have been used by 
man for thousands of years. Simple composites such as clay 
bricks reinforced with straw were used by the Ancient 
Egyptians. Medieval archers used bows made from laminated 
strips of wood, horn, tendons, and silk to provide increased 
stiffness and therefore power. These and many other simple 
composites were made of existing natural materials. With the 
advances in technology over the last sixty years of polymer 
chemistry, metallurgy, and fibre manufacture, it is now 
possible to design advanced composites from a wide range of 
man-made materials.
Modern fibres exhibit strengths and stiffnesses that are 
many times greater than most bulk structural materials. To 
reap the benefit from these properties the fibres are encased 
in a matrix which acts as a medium for the transfer of load 
between fibres, preventing isolated fibre fractures from 
initiating catastrophic failure, and enabling the material to 
be formed to the desired shape. The wide range of fibres 
available (glass, carbon, silicon carbide, boron, and aramid) 
and matrices (polymers , metals, and ceramics) enable
composites to be used in applications that are very diverse. 
The majority of composites in use today use polymer based 
matrices with a fibre reinforcement. The commonest and 
cheapest of these is glass-fibre reinforced plastic (grp) 
which has found uses ranging from bus shelters to ships.
H.M.S. Wilton, a Royal Navy minesweeper has a grp hull [1].
*
With the advent of carbon and boron fibres in the 1960's 
stiffer reinforcements became available and are now finding 
wide use in many fields. The variety is enormous, ranging
from orthopaedic implants through armour and textile
machinery to sports goods and, increasingly, aircraft 
components. The majority of structural components in the 
Beechcraft Starship are made from carbon fibre reinforced 
plastics (cfrp) [2], A review of the applications for 
composite materials in the aerospace industry is given by 
Zweben [3].
The cost of producing a component from composite
materials is often more than the metallic equivalent. Raw
materials are invariably more expensive but the fabrication 
process may be a large volume mechanised process such as 
injection moulding and pultrusion with low unit costs or a 
labour intensive process like hand-lay up which is more 
expensive. The possible reductions in cost from; component 
assembly, one composite component may replace many individual 
metallic parts that make up the equivalent assembly, and
increased efficiency in use, weight savings in aircraft due 
to the use of composites materials give improved fuel economy 
and reduced inspection costs, often make composites more 
attractive than the metallic equivalent. In the aerospace 
industry, the cost is often secondary to the other benefits 
gained by using composite materials. Booms for the space 
shuttle pay-load area, for example, were made using a complex 
and expensive process but the material fitted the design 
requirements.
1.1.2 HYBRID COMPOSITES
Carbon and boron fibres are expensive but glass and 
Kevlar are relatively cheap, so the possibilities of 
combining expensive and cheap fibres in a common matrix to 
produce a more cost effective material are very attractive. 
The manner in which these fibres are dispersed in the matrix 
determines whether the material is classed as a hybrid 
composite or a hybrid structure. A hybrid structure 
incorporates large blocks of different materials. For hybrid 
composites there is no generally accepted system of 
classification, Phillips [4], Summerscales and Short [5] and 
Lovell [6,7] have made suggestions, but they can be broadly 
divided into four categories, which are illustrated in Fig 
1 .1 .
Type 1 is a sandwich hybrid consisting of a central core
which may be of a unidirectional or angle-ply composite, or
even another type of hybrid and two outer skins of a
different composite. Usually the composite is symmetrical 
about the central plane and the outer plies are made of the 
stiffer fibres, for example carbon fibres give improved 
bending stiffness and often Kevlar is used to give impact 
resistance. Sometimes the core is not a composite but a 
material such as foam, aluminium honeycomb, or even wood; 
these are strictly hybrid structures not hybrid composites.
The next hybrid, Type 2, is a laminated construction in 
which plies of different fibre types are layered in some 
predetermined sequence. The sequence and the angle of the 
plies may be designed to give the optimum combination of the 
properties required. The plies may be made from prepregs or
woven rovings. This type of hybrid is the most common
because of the ease of manufacture and flexibility in design, 
but often does not give the best properties.
Ribbed hybrids, Type 3, are a combination of the 
previous two types. Usually the ribs are made from the 
stiffer fibres and are used to give increased stiffness in a 
desired direction with the minimum use of material.
Intimately mixed hybrids, Type 4, fall into three sorts 
depending on the degree of mixing of the fibres. When
discrete tows (a) are mixed and when the mixing is on a fibre 
level (b). The third sort is where the second fibre type is 
used to provide strategic reinforcement (c), such as in the 
surface layers to improve the fracture energy under impact 
loading [8], In these hybrids the dispersion of the two 
fibres is important when considering the material 
propert ie s .
The benefits of using the stronger, stiffer, lighter 
fibres may be achieved at a lower cost in hybrid composites. 
By incorporating small amounts of high performance fibres, 
e.g carbon, with lower preformance fibres, e.g. glass, 
substantial improvements have been reported in: impact 
resistance (Wells and Hancox [9]), fatigue (Summer seales and 
Short [10,11]), toughness (McColl and Morley [12]), and 
damping (Dheram [13]). The thermal properties, corrosion 
resistance, and optical/microwave properties may be also 
modified. The failure of hybrids may be designed to occur in 
a progressive and controlled manner which provides good 
damage tolerance and allows for improved in-service 
inspection.
This great flexibility in choice of constituent 
materials enables designers to define the material properties 
required for a particular application, where previously the 
design was subordinate to the materials available. These 
design freedoms and reduced costs make hybrids very
attractive and as a result the uses and applications for 
hybrid composites are growing rapidly. The Boeing Aircraft 
Company are using hybrids extensively in their "767" airliner 
and the rotor blades for the Westland Lynx helicopter are 
also of a hybrid construction. A review of the present use 
of composites in high stress applications is given in [14].
To be able to design a component with confidence the 
engineer needs to know how the material behaves under 
external loads. When considering traditional engineering 
materials he can rely on a wide range of materials data and 
theories to predict the material's performance. When 
considering composites, however, although advances are being 
made in the theories for the strength, much of the design 
methodology used for metals is inadequate. The database 
available is very limited and conventional failure criteria 
are usually not suitable. Empirical studies, Lovell [6,7], 
have provided conservative guide lines for designing with 
hybrid composites. In order to utilise these materials in an 
efficient manner more information is required about their 
performance, about the mechanisms of the failure process and 
on techniques for predicting the properties more accurately.
1.2 SINGLE FIBRES
1.2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATISTICAL THEORY
Fibres have very high specific tensile properties and as 
a result are the major tensile load bearing component in 
practical compo-sites, but they suffer from poor compressive 
properties. It is in an effort to utilise the superior 
tensile properties of these fibres to the full that advanced 
composites have been developed. The strengths of individual 
fibres showsa large variability and, for this reason the 
strength of composites must be considered on a statistical 
basis. It is, therefore, necessary to understand the 
statistical behaviour of the strength of the fibres before 
investigating the strength of composites.
The theory of the strength of brittle solids has its 
origins in the work of Griffith [15] who produced an 
explanation for the observation that the strength of a 
brittle material is several orders of magnitude less than 
that predicted from the energy required to break all the 
atomic bonds in a cross-section of material. Griffith 
proposed that a body is only as strong as the strength of its 
weakest element and the presence of flaws reduces the 
strength. These flaws vary in magnitude throughout the body 
and are often considered to follow a Poisson distribution.
One of the first workers to realise that the strength of
materials under the Griffith theory has a close connection 
with the distribution of extreme values was Pierce [16]. 
Although the flaws may follow a Poisson distribution it is 
only the most severe flaw that determines the strength of the 
solid. Therefore it is the distribution of these extreme, in 
this case the smallest, values which is relevant. Pierce put 
forward a model for a fibre, in which the fibre is considered 
to consist of a series of segments, or links, like a chain, 
so that when one link fails the chain fails.
At the same time Fisher and Tippet [17] identified three 
types of extreme value distribution and described their 
limiting forms. It was not until Weibull [18,19,20] that 
Pierce's insight was put into a mathematical form. Weibull 
used Fisher and Tippet's Type III distribution as the basis 
for a distribution that described the behaviour of brittle 
materials. If the probability of survival of a single link 
in a chain is Ps then,(Fig 1.2 shows the theoretical 
components that makes up a composite):
Probability of survival of n links = P^ 1.1
It is often more convenient to consider the probability of 
failure so equation 1*1 becomes :-
Any such distribution may be written in the form:-
F(x) = 1 - EXP - (if>(x))
Weibull set conditions on the f unc t ion l|J( X) so that it 
must be a positive, non-decreasing function that vanishes at 
a value of X which is not necessarily equal to zero. The
condition that satisfies these requirements is:-
(x)
x-x w
so equation ( 1 . 3 ) becomes-
F(x) = 1 - EXP -
x-x w
1.4
1.5
If this describes the distribution function of a single 
link then the distribution function of a chain of n links is 
obtained using equation (1.1), so that equation (1.5) 
be come s :-
x-x
F(x) = 1 - EXP 1 . 6
o .
This is called the Weibull three parameter cumulative 
distribution function (cdf), where Xu is a threshold level 
below which F(X) is zero. W is the Weibull exponent or shape 
parameter and is a measure of material homogeneity, the 
smaller the dispersion of strengths the larger is W [21], Xo 
is the scale parameter or "characteristic strength". This is 
a characteristic parameter of the Weibull distribution and is 
always the 63.2th percentile, since when
x = XQ F(x) = 1 - EXP (-1) = 0.632 1.7
IU
By stipulating that Xu is equal to zero, the two 
parameter Weibull distribution is produced:-
F(x) = 1 - EXP - k(— )W 1.8
o
This is the most p r a c t i c a b l e  form ot the di s t ri b u t i o n .
The Weibull probability density function is given b y :-
f(x) = (w/xW) xW 1 exp [-(x/x )W ] 1*9
o o
Fig 1.3a shows the Weibull density function f(X) of a 
variable X plotted against X for differing values of W with 
Xo constant. As the value of the Weibull exponent is 
increased the spread in the data is reduced. For W=1 the 
distribution is the exponential distribution and when 3 < W <
4 it approximates to a normal distribution. Values of W 
below this give a negatively skewed distribution, while those 
above give a positively skewed one. Fig 1.3b. shows a plot 
of the cumulative distribution function F(X) vs Xo or the 
same parameters as in Fig 1.3a. All the curves pass through 
the same X value, the characteristic strength.
Equation (1.6) gives the probability that a link will 
fail, so the equation can be written in terms of the 
probability that failure will occur at a particular applied 
stress:-
P = 1 - EXP - k [— ]W 1.10
f x
o
If equation (1.10) is rearranged and natural logarithms 
are taken twice we get:-
ln In [—  ■- -] = w ln(x) - w In (x ) + ln(k) 1 . 1 1
1-P^ o
The Weibull exponent W may be estimated from a plot of 
In In [1/(1 — Pf)] against ln(X) by measuring the gradient of 
the straight line produced. Fig 1.3c. shows this plot for 
the values of W used in Fig 1.3a. with Xo and Xu still 
constant. The intersection of this line with In In 
[1/(1-Pf)j = 0, which corresponds to the 63.2th percentile,
gives the value of X o . The variance of X can be obtained
from the Weibull exponent using the following relationship:-
VAR(x) = X ^(r[l + 2/w] - (r [1 + 1/w])^) 1.12
where T is the Gamma function.
The mean value of X is given b y :
MEAN x = xq r (1 - 1 /w) 
and the mode b y :-
MODE = x [1 - (i)]1/w 
o w
The mode, median, and mean values will not necessarily 
coincide although for 3 < W < 4 the difference will be 
small. Nelson [22] gives a full account the statistics of 
the extreme value and Weibull distributions.
1. 13
1. 14
To produce a Weibull plot from which estimates of the 
parameters may be obtained the data points have to be ranked 
into ascending order and a probability assigned to each value 
using an estimator. Bergman [23] has compared four different 
methods of estimating the probabilities from the ranked 
data. These are
Pf = j/(n + 1) 1.15
Pf = j - 0.5/n
P = j - 0.3/n + 0.4 
f J
Pf = j - (3/8)/n + (1/4) 
where j is the rank number of the data point and n is the
total number of data points. The most appropriate estimator
is selected according to the sample size. For sample sizes
larger than 20 the second estimator is considered to give the
least biased result, while for samples of less than 20 the
fourth estimator is best. Good introductions to Weibull and
extreme value statistics are given by Braiden [24] and Gumbel
[25] respectivly.
1.3 SINGLE FIBRES IN A MATRIX
The presence of a matrix around the fibre provides a 
mechanism for the transfer of load back into the fibre away 
from the fibre break. This is achieved over a length of 
fibre commonly called the "ineffective length". The load 
that was carried by the failed length of the fibre is 
supported by the surrounding matrix material until the fibre 
is again capable of supporting it's portion of the load.
Knowledge of the ineffective length and the redistribution of 
load are important in attempting to describe the beheviour of 
composite materials. Single fibres embedded in resin provide 
a technique for investigating these phenomena.
1.3.1 THE EFFECTS OF A FIBRE FRACTURE
In uniaxial composites loaded in tension parallel to the 
fibres, failure is initiated by fibre failures. Some workers 
therefore investigated the events surrounding the fracture of 
a single fibre embedded in resin. Mullin et al [26] and 
Wadsworth and Spilling [27] both found that at high stress 
levels fibre failures produced a rapid release of energy 
resulting in high local matrix stresses. These stresses 
caused debonding at the interface when the interface was weak 
or radial matrix cracking when the interface was strong. The 
separation at the fibre ends and the length of the radial 
cracks were both about one fibre diameter. Mahishi and Adams 
[28] conducted a finite element analysis on a carbon fibre 
embedded in a matrix sheath. Their results were in agreement 
with the observations of Mullin et al [26] and Wadsworth and 
Spilling [27].
1.3.2 THE INEFFECTIVE LENGTH
When a fibre that is surrounded by a matrix is loaded in 
tension, the tensile load is carried by the fibres and the
matrix according to the Voight rule-of-mixtures. Since both 
the fibre and matrix are elongated to the same strain there 
are no shear forces between them. If a fibre fails it no 
longer carries it's full share of the load in the vicinity of 
the break and consequently relaxes. The matrix, however, is 
still under strain and as a result shear forces are produced 
between the fibre and the matrix. These shear forces will 
extend along the interface until the fibre and matrix are 
again strained to the same degree. The distance over which 
this occurs is called the ineffective length, see Fig 1.4.
Measurement of the ineffective length in real composites 
is very difficult, but estimates can be made from examining 
single fibres embedded in a matrix. Of the experimental 
studies on single fibres only Wadsworth and Spilling [27] and 
Armenakas and Sciammarella [29] have considered the 
ineffective length in any detail.
Wadsworth and Spilling [27] examined the load transfer 
length in a planar, two dimensional composite model. Upon 
fibre failure the load was transferred by the elastic 
deflection of the matrix. This resulted in the fibre being 
broken up into segments of approximately 200 um or 26 fibre 
diameters, which they considered to be twice the ineffective 
length. If, however, the interface is weak debonding may 
occur. Load transfer still took place over the debonded 
region, due to frictional loading between the fibre and the
matrix and extended up to 80 fibre diameters. There is also 
a region after the debonding has stopped over which the 
majority of the load is transferred. This results in a much 
longer ineffective length for a weak interface than for a 
strong one. They predicted that for three dimensional 
composites the ineffective length would be shorter than in 
two dimensional composites, due to the presence of more close 
neighbours resulting in increased interaction between fibre 
f racture s .
Armenakas and Sciammarella [29] compared experimental 
results to the values of <f predicted by Rosen [30], Sternberg 
[31], and based on the theory of Hedgepeth [32], Their 
results fall between those of Rosen - 44d and Sternberg - 
122d, where d is the fibre diameter. Rosen [30] and 
Hedgepeth [32] came to the same conclusions. They suggested 
that the ineffective length is affected by:-
1) local circumstances at the fibre break, such as changes in 
the geometry of the crack.
2) increasing deformation with loading.
3) the inelastic behaviour of the matrix.
1.3.3 STRESS REDISTRIBUTION AT A FIBRE FAILURE
Each component in a composite loaded in uniaxial tension 
in the absence of a stress raiser is assumed to be subjected 
to a uniform strain. Stress concentrations arise from
discontinuities in this uniform strain field. In composites 
the load is distributed between the different components 
according to their modulus and volume fraction. Since the 
fibres are of much higher modulus, they carry the majority of 
the load, and fibre failures are the principal source of 
these discontinuities. The load that was carried by the 
failed portion of the fibre is redistributed according to a 
load sharing rule. The ratio of this increase to the 
undisturbed fibre stress is the stress concentration factor.
The manner in which the stress is redistributed at the 
ends of the fibre will determine the stress concentrations in 
the surrounding material. Some of the earliest work was done 
by Cox [33], who examined the stress field around'a single 
discontinuous fibre in a matrix. Subsequently Tyson and 
Davies [34] and Allison and Hollaway [35] extended this 
work. They found that the stress field in the matrix away 
from the fibre end is non-uniform, and the peak shear 
stresses in the matrix were significantly greater than 
predicted by Cox.
More recently Galiotis et al [36] investigated the 
strain in single poly diacetylene single crystal fibres 
embedded in an epoxy resin under load using resonance Raman 
spectroscopy. They found that for axial strains of greater 
than 1% Cox's model provided a good qualitative description of 
the observed fibre stresses.
Schuster and Scala [37] examined sapphire whiskers in a 
photoelastic matrix and found that the stress concentrations 
at a whisker break were greater than at the end of an 
isolated whisker, and that the maximum shear stress is 
displaced from the whisker end. This is in agreement with 
the analysis of Allison and Hollaway [35].
Mullin et al [26] have also investigated the stress 
fields around breaks in single fibres. They identified an 
area of influence that extended 10-15 fibre diameters along 
the fibre axis either side of the break and 5-4 fibre 
diameters normal to the fibre. This was in agreement with 
Schuster and Scala's observations [37].
The strength of fibres has been shown to be 
stat istically variable and can be described to a reasonable 
accuracy by the Weibull distribution (Section 1.2.1). The 
presence of a matrix confines the effect of a fibre break to 
a small volume of material which is typically ellipsoid in 
shape with the long axis aligned parallel to the fibre 
direction and 20-30 fibre diameters in length by 8-10 fibre 
diameters wide. The distance along the fibre from the break 
at which the stress in the fibre reaches some predetermined 
fraction of the mean fibre stress is defined as the 
"ineffective length".
1.4 PARALLEL ARRAYS OF FIBRES IN A MATRIX
A single fibre embedded in resin may be considered as 
the basic building block for impregnated bundles and 
composites. A parallel array of fibres is the simplest 
arrangement of these building blocks, and may be used to 
investigate the behaviour of larger composites.
1.4.1 MODES OF FAILURE
Gucer and Gurland [21] considered a generalised 
aggregate body, with fibre composites as a special case.
Rosen [30], however, focussed specifically on fibre 
reinforced composites and developed the basic
chain-of-bundles model for composite materials, see Fig 1.5. 
After a fibre has failed a shear stress at the fibre-matrix 
interface diffuses the load back into the fibre, the length 
over which this occurs is the ineffective length 6. The 
matrix confines the influence of the break to a small volume 
of the composite of l e n g t h 2 6 a n d  width w. As the load is 
increased there is a gradual accumulation of fibre 
fractures. Fibres adjacent to the broken fibre segment will 
be subjected to an increased stress, a stress concentration, 
and may fail as a result. When enough segments in a 
cross-section have failed a weak surface is produced 
resulting in catastrophic failure of the composite. The 
variability in the fibre strength was considered to more than
offset the effects due to the stress concentrations and so 
they were ignored. In experiments on unilayer glass/epoxy 
specimens containing approximately 1000 fibres, fibre 
failures were first observed to occur at about 40% of the 
ultimate failure load and by the time ultimate failure 
occurred be tween 80 and 100 fibre failures had been 
observed.
Zweben [38] considered the same fracture process as 
Rosen [30] but included the effects of stress concentrations 
on adjacent fibres. During loading fibres fail in a random 
manner and the adjacent fibres were considered to carry the 
extra load. If, as a result of this overload an adjacent 
fibre fails then its overload is also redistributed over the 
fibres adjacent to the double fibre break. This process 
continues until eventually a catastrophic sequence of fibre 
failures results in composite failure. Catastrophic failure 
was predicted to occur when a group containing at least two 
failed fibres was present, but experimental evidence showed 
multiple fracture groups at about 70% of the composite 
failure stress. He quoted the results of Gatti et al [39], 
who altered the surface finish on boron fibres in an epoxy 
matrix. When the interfacial bond was good the chain-of 
bundles model could be applied with a weakest-link failure 
mechanism and when the interface bond was poor a fibre bundle 
model with a cumulative failure mechanism could be used.
Zweben and Rosen [40] extended the earlier analysis of 
Rosen [30] to include stress concentrations and derived for 
this model an expression for the expected number of groups of 
fibre fractures and the probability of the occurence of at 
least one group of this size. Experimental data from metal 
matrix composites gave reasonable agreement with the results 
of the analysis, however they were unable to derive a 
generalised expression for all uniaxial composites.
1.4.2 THE POSITIVELY AFFECTED LENGTH
The ineffective length in an array of fibres remains 
relatively unchanged from that for a single embedded fibre. 
Rosen [30] used the ineffective length to define the link 
length in his chain-of-bundles model for a composite, see Fig 
1.5. A shear-lag type of analysis was used to calculate the 
ineffective length,6 » which is given by the following
eq uat i o n :
d„
cosh
-1 1 + (1 - <f>) 
L 2(1 - <J>) 1. 16
Since the shear stress decays exponentially a fraction, <J) , of 
the undisturbed stress value must be used to define 6. Rosen 
[30] used a value for Cj) of 0.9, which gave a value for 6 of 
~3 fibre diameters for a 50% fibre volume fraction 
glass/epoxy composite. In the chain-of-bundles model the 
link length was defined as the ineffective length, but the 
value of 6 was shown to increase with modulus ratio, Ef/Gm. 
This was also found by Fitcher [41], Fukada [42], and Fukada 
and Kawata [43].
This definition and Rosen's equation have been used by 
many other workers [12,38,40,43,67,72,85,91,92] to define the 
ineffective length in their simulations and analyses of 
composite failure in spite of its limitations.
Fitcher [41] analysed a model of a sheet of composite 
one fibre thick, and found that for a group of fibre 
fractures the size of the ineffective length varies be tween 
fibres, with the central fibres having a longer ineffective 
length. As the total number of failed fibres in the group 
increased so did the ineffective length. He predicted that 
for a single fibre failure in a carbon/epoxy system the 
ineffective length would be about 17 fibre diameters.
Barry [44] has turned Rosen's [30] definition of the 
ineffective 1ength • around and instead of considering the
ineffective length of a failed fibre, he considers a
positively affected length [PAL] in an adjacent fibre, see 
Fig 1.5 . The PAL is defined as the length over which a
fibre is subjected to an increase in stress when an adjacent 
fibre fails. This corresponds to a distance of twice the 
ineffective length in the broken fibre. For a single fibre 
break with no debonding the PAL was 8-10 fibre diameters.
The effects on the PAL of the fibre/matrix modulus ratio, the
volume fraction of fibres and the length of debonding between
the fibre and the matrix were similar to those found by 
Zweben [38] for his ineffective length.
Batdorf [45] and Batdorf and Ghaffarian [46] have 
adopted Barry's PAL definition [44] and like Fitcher [41] 
considered that the PAL might vary with the number of fibre 
breaks in a particular group. They calculated an effective
PAL for an adjacent fibre which is given by the equation:-
m+1
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where 6 is the actual ineffective length, m the Weibull
exponent of the fibre, and C is the stress in the
neighbouring fibre for an i-plet of order i at the plane of
the break. This complex method enabled A to increase with
increasing crack size and applied load which the
chain-of-bundles model cannot do. Their analysis gave values
of A that were about an order of magnitude too large to agree
with the experimental results of Bader and Manders [47], this
they considered to be due to all the fibres adjacent to a
crack being allocated the same stress concentration factor.
This is important since the magnitude of the PAL will be
affected by the stress concentration from an adjacent broken
fibre. In a later paper [48] they modified the theory by
making the ineffective length dependent on the stress in the
neighbouring fibres, so that each fibre will not necessarily
have the same ineffective length since they may be subjected
to different stresses even though they are adjacent to the
same break.
Harlow and Phoenix [49] emphasised that from a 
statistical viewpoint the chain-of-bundles model is fairly 
insensitive to the magnitude of 6 , since as 6 changes the
number of bundles changes inversely and these effects tend to 
cancel each other out. The role of the ineffective length 
becomes important only when the effects of overloading and 
the probabilities of adjacent fibres breaking are 
considered. In practice the magnitude of 6 must be important 
since the effects of breaks are not confined to independent 
slices of the composite.
1.4.3 FIBRE STRESS CONCENTRATIONS
The major difference between a single embedded fibre and
an array of fibres is the effect the redistributed stress
from a fibre break has on the local stress in the
*
neighbouring fibres. The redistributed load when carried by 
a neighbouring fibre results in a stress concentration in 
that fibre over the positively affected length, which will 
increase the probability of failure.
Schuster and Scala [37] found that although the stress 
concentration at a break is greater than at a whisker end, 
for multi-whisker sapphire composites staggering the ends of 
short filaments reduced the stress concentrations to levels 
below those for isolated whiskers. However, at a spacing of 
5-6 whisker diameters there was no appreciable interaction 
between the stress fields of the individual whiskers.
Maclaughlin [50] found that decreasing the fibre 
spacing, which has the effect of increasing the fibre volume 
fraction, reduced the severity of the stress raisers 
resulting in lower stress concentrations in the adjacent 
fibres. The effect of interfacial bond strength on the 
stress concentration factors was shown by Reedy [51] to be 
very important. For the case of a perfectly bonded elastic 
composite the stress concentrations are independent of the 
material properties, but when the interface debonds there
will be a residual frictional shear stress. As the amount of
debonding increases the length of fibre affected increases 
with no increase in the redistributed stress, therefore the 
concentration factor in the adjacent fibre decreases.
It has proved difficult to produce exact stress 
concentration factors from the type of experiments detailed 
above. These analyses were only concerned with a few fibres, 
but the essential features of the stress distribution will be 
retained in composites containing many more fibres. As a 
result the majority of stress concentration factors have been
determined using theorectical models. A summary of these
factors for non-hybrid composites is given in Table 1.1.
Hedgepeth [32] and subsequently Hedgepeth and Van Dyke 
[52] produced calculated stress concentration factors for 
filamentary materials. Their analysis was based on shear-lag 
theory, which assumes that the fibres carry all the tensile
stresses and the matrix carries all the shear stresses. They 
applied a local load sharing rule [LLS], also used by Harlow 
and Phoenix [53,54] in their analysis, whereby the load from 
a broken fibre is distributed uniformly amonst its nearest 
neighbours. Fig 1.6. shows the LLS rule and the more 
general equal load sharing (ELS) rule. They calculated the 
stress concentration factors for both two dimensional linear 
arrays and for three dimensional hexagonal and square arrays 
for differing numbers of broken fibres. The geometry of the 
groups of broken fibres was not considered.
A dynamic effect was also predicted. This took the form 
of an oscillation in the stress concentration factor which 
decayed to a constant value within a few cycles. The ratio 
of the maximum stress at the first oscillation to the
constant value was defined as the dynamic response factor.
For a two dimensional array this rises from 1.15 for a single 
fibre break to a constant value of 1.27 for large numbers of 
broken fibres, thus the stress concentration factor for an 
isolated single fibre break momentarily reaches a value of 
1.53 before settling down to a static value of 1.33. The 
analysis is limited as effects such as fibre-matrix debonding 
and matrix plastic deformations are not considered. In spite 
of these limitations this work has become a standard scource 
for stress concentration factors and these values have been 
used by many authors [45,46,96,101],
Fichter [41] also used a shear-lag type of analysis but 
investigated the stress distributions in a composite that has 
two co-linear cracks, see Fig 1.7. His results showed that 
the influence of one crack extends no more than a distance 
either side of the crack equivalent to the width of the 
crack. When the separation of the cracks is small, ~3 fibre 
diameters, the stress concentrations in the intervening 
fibres are greater than at the edges of a much wider single 
crack. The longitudinal variation in the matrix shear stress 
and the dynamic overloads both increase with increasing crack 
size, but for double cracks the decay away form the crack is 
much quicker.
Ko et al [55] investigated the effect of crack 
orientation on the load concentration factor in a two 
dimensional composite sheet. As the angle of the crack to 
the fibre direction increases the stress concentration 
factors increase. For a normal crack their analysis reduces 
to that of Hedgepeth [32],
An experimental analysis of Hedgepeth's two dimensional 
model has been done by Armenakas and Sciammarella [29]. A 
semi-empirical method was used to compute the stress 
distributions around fibre breaks from the strain 
distribution at the surface of the specimen indicated by a 
Moire pattern technique. They found that the stress 
concentration factors obtained by Hedgepeth were generally
greater than those computed from experimental data by an 
average of 10%. This is not unexpected since Hedgepeth used 
a very simplified model.
Fukada and Kawata [43] applied a force balance to a 
section of composite which contained one or more broken 
fibres. They assumed that the gap between the broken fibre 
ends was filled with matrix and that the linear elastic 
theory of plane stress was applicable. The former is too 
unrealistic an assumption and it is debatable whether enough 
homogenous material is present for the latter to apply;
Bader and Manders [56,47] argue that there is not. Fukada 
and Kawata found that there is a rapid rise in the 
interfacial shear stress along the broken fibre interface 
towards the break. This resulted in a stress concentration 
factor for a single fibre break of 1.13 in the adjacent fibre 
decaying to 1.0 for the fourth fibre away from the break.
They claimed good agreement between their analysis and the 
experimental results of Armenakas and Sciammarella [29], but 
there was a difference in the fibre volume fractions of about 
15%. For the multiple fibre breaks the stress concentration 
factors were less than those of Hedgepeth [32], Two reasons 
were given for this viz: that consideration of the tensile
stress in the matrix was included and that the gaps between 
the broken fibres were filled with matrix. This last 
assumption probably gave an underestimate.
Fukada [42] also based his analysis on that of Hedgepeth 
[32], but where the previous analyses have considered a 
uniform fibre spacing he allowed the fibres to have a random 
spacing. The fibre spacing was modelled using a random 
number generator. 100 iterations were used to find the fibre 
spacing distribution which took the form of an exponential 
distribution. The actual stress concentration factors were 
calculated for each iteration. The cumulative distribution 
of the stress concentration factors did not fit either a 
Weibull or a Normal distribution, but the increment of the 
stress concentration factors, SCF-1, fitted a Weibull 
distribution. The Weibull exponent of SCF-1 increases as the 
number of fibre fractures increases which is in agreement 
with Smith's analysis [73]. The stress concentration factors 
calculated were ~10% greater than those calculated by 
He dg epe th [3 2].
1.5 BUNDLES OF FIBRES IN A MATRIX
A bundle of fibres embedded in a matrix is the smallest 
three dimensional unit in a composite and is made of many 
layers of two dimensional arrays. Therefore many of the 
characteristics of fibre arrays are preserved in bundle 
behav iour.
1.5.1 FAILURE MECHANISMS
Daniels [57] extended the weakest-link theory of fibres 
to bundles of threads, so that each thread fails at the 
failure stress of its weakest link. The load from the failed 
fibre is redistributed over all the remaining intact fibres 
of the bundle bundle, this is the equal load sharing rule 
(ELS), see Fig 1.6. The bundle as a whole does not fail 
until the remaining intact threads are unable to sustain the 
increased load. This is a progressive failure mechanism.
The actual number of failed fibres that are needed to cause 
catastrophic failure depends upon the variation in the 
strength of the fibres and the magnitude of the applied 
load. In practice frictional coupling and non-ideal loading 
will produce localised stress concentrations.
Gucer and Gurland [21] extended this analysis to 
composite materials. The presence of a matrix enables the 
load to be transferred back into the failed fibres away from 
the break and the failed fibre is still capable of sustaining 
a load. They considered two failure processes in which the 
elements were assumed to fail independently: a weakest-link
process which is essentially the same as that proposed by 
Daniels [57], and a dispersed fracture mode in which the 
failure is confined to a single predefined plane or layer in 
the material. Failure occurs when sufficient elements in one 
layer have failed so that the remaining elements can no
longer sustain the load at that cross-section. It is 
possible for all the fibres to have failed at some point 
along their length but for the composites as a whole to 
remain intact since there are not enough failures in any one 
single cross-section to produce overall failure. This model 
is more realistic than the weakest link model but is still 
too conservative for practical composites.
Harlow and Phoenix [54] have predicted a possible 
failure process from their probabilistic analysis of the 
strength of fibrous materials. They assumed that the 
redistributed load after a fibre failure is confined to the 
nearest neighbours in the section perpendicular to the fibre 
direction containing the failed fibres. Their numerical 
model indicated that when the load is high a single fibre 
break triggers a complete bundle failure. At intermediate 
loads initial fibre failures are scattered throughout the 
bundle at large separations. For these isolated fibre 
failures the chance of no further adjacent fibre failures 
occurring is high. For the LLS rule, see Fig 1.6, two fibres 
that are six or seven fibres apart will not interact in any 
way. So the bundle can be divided up into regions of the 
order of ten fibres in size that will tend to be 
statistically independent. However, if adjacent fibres do 
fail the probability of further adjacent fibres failing 
increases as the number of failed fibre increases.
Batdorf [45] and Batdorf and Ghaffarian [46] instead of 
using the chain-of-bundles model have used the formation of 
an unstable crack based upon a Griffith model as the failure 
process. They have assumed that fibres break in a random 
manner to form "singlets", which give rise to stress 
concentrations in adjacent fibres: one of these may in turn
fail and produce a "diplet" and so on to form larger 
"i-plets". The i-plet formed is assumed to form a 
penny-shaped crack in a square array of fibres.
The number of i-plets of a particular order may be 
calculated and plotted against the applied stress, see Fig 
1.8. At any particular applied stress there will be a 
critical order of i-plet which when created will precipitate 
catastrophic failure of the composite. The strength of the 
composite, for a given order of i-plet, is given by the 
intersection of the i-plet line with the horizontal axis, the 
first appearance of that i-plet, and the critical number of 
failed fibres is the value of i. They conclude that for a 
composite the critical value for i is typically about four.
1.5.2 STATISTICAL ASPECTS
Theories for bundle strength have attempted to combine 
the observed failure mechanisms with statistical theories of 
the strength of fibres to produce a statistical basis for the 
observed behaviour of bundles and composites.
Daniels [57] considered the strength distribution of a 
loose bundle of n parallel fibres. He found that as the 
number of fibres was altered the distribution also changed, 
so the strength is no longer a straight forward distribution 
of smallest values like that for a fibre. As n became large 
the distributions were found to converge to a limiting normal 
distribution but no indication of the value of n at which 
convergence was completed was given. Since composites are 
made from parallel bundles it follows that as the number of 
bundles increases the strength distribution might also 
converge to a limitimg form.
Gucer and Gurland [21] considered an aggregate body made 
from a series of layers of parallel elements. They took the 
weakest-link theory and used the Weibull distribution to 
describe the element strength distribution. This enabled 
them to obtain an expression for the most probable strength 
of a body of known dimensions. This rather crude analysis 
was improved by Rosen [30] who considered the variation of 
the link length on the strength of the composite. He derived 
an expression for the statistical mode of the composite 
strength distribution to be
a = (a63e) ^  1.18
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Scop and Argon [58,59] investigated laminated 
composites. The basic model was the same as that used by 
Rosen [30] for a parallel array of fibres but extended to
laminated composites. Rosen's analysis had accounted for the 
variation in ineffective length, Scop and Argon in addition 
accounted for stress concentrations resulting from the 
redistribution of the load from broken laminae. This 
involved calculating all the possible sequences of failed 
elements under the associated stress concentrations to 
produce a probability of failure at a specified applied 
stress. As the number of laminae n increases the number of
terms to be calculated increases as 2n  ^. As can be
envisaged the number of calculations increases rapidly as n 
increases. To overcome this they derived an approximation 
for large values of n. This work and that of Gucer and 
Gurland [21] have been the object of a reappraisal by Harlow 
and Phoenix [53,54]. Their analysis concluded that using 
Daniel's limiting distribution for a bundle to calculate the 
strength distribution of a composite under ELS was not a 
valid assumption, which Gucer and Gurland [21] had done, and 
that the hypothesis of Scop and Argon [58,59] that the bundle 
strength approaches a constant with zero variability as the 
number of fibres tends to infinity is also false.
Before we investigate further the use of the Weibull
distribution and extreme value statistics in relation to 
composite strength a mention must be made of the different 
statistical approaches made by some other workers.
Batdorf [45] and Batdorf and Ghaffarian [46,48]
calculated the probability of attaining a certain number of 
adjacent fibre failures, an i-plet, at a particular stress 
level assuming a Weibull distribution for the fibre 
strengths. From these results- they found that as the size of 
the critical i-plet, at which composite failure occurs, 
increases the effective Weibull exponent of the composite 
increases. Thus they concluded that a composite can be no 
longer described by just a single Weibull exponent. They 
also found large discrepancies in the values for the Weibull 
exponent between their numerical analysis and experimental 
results which they attributed to the experimental technique 
introducing scatter into the data.
Fukada and Kawata [60] examined Zweben's analysis [38] 
and proposed two modifications. Instead of calculating the 
probability for each possible sequence of broken fibres, they 
proposed a general formula that was applicable to any failure 
situation. They achieved a closer agreement with a Monte 
Carlo simulation using their modifications than with Zweben's 
original analysis.
In order to calculate the strength distribution for a 
bundle from the fibre strength distribution the effects of 
stress concentrations and the ineffective length have to be 
considered, which as previously shown makes the number of 
computations required emormous. Therefore attention has been 
focussed on producing a limiting distribution for any failure
situation to which all the strength distributions converge.
One of the first attempts to study the convergence to a 
limiting distribution was done by Harlow and Phoenix [53,54] 
who considered the chain-of-bundles model under a local load 
sharing rule. From the weakest-link theory the bundle 
strength distribution Gn(X) for a bundle of n fibres may be 
predicted from the fibre strength distribution, F(X), by 
equation 1.19:-
Gn (x) = 1 - [1 - F(x)]n ,_19
Harlow and Phoenix identified the basic problem as 
implementing equation 1.19 given F(X) and a load sharing 
rule. They have used a computer aided numerical analysis to 
generate the probability of failure for a bundle of fibres by 
calculating the probabilities of all the possible failure 
sequences. To test for convergence they have plotted graphs 
of the transformed distribution of equation 1.19:-
W (x) = 1 - [1 - Gn(x)rn 1.20
Wn(X) is the weak-link scaling of Gn(X) for a bundle of n 
fibres scaled back to a single fibre. On Weibull probability 
paper Wn(X) is just Gn(X) translated down by ln(l/n). The 
shape remains the same. The original analysis was limited to 
nine fibres due to the cost of computing time. Figs 1.9 and 
1.10 show the results of their analysis, the probablity of 
failure is plotted against the dimensionless load X* where
Their results show that there is a limiting cumulative 
distribution W(X) to which the bundle strength distributions 
Wn(X) converge rapidly. Convergence appears to be complete 
for nine fibres but the shape of the distribution is 
dependent on the Weibull exponent.
Harlow and Phoenix [49] have extended their earlier work 
[53,54] by introducing a tighter bound on composite strength, 
although it is still based on the occurrence of two or more 
adjacent fibre failures. They conclude that the local load 
sharing rule and the Weibull lower-tail behaviour of the 
fibres governs the behaviour of Hmn(X). In a subsequent 
paper [61] they concluded that the Weibull exponent for 
composite strength is quite insensitive to the initial 
variability in fibre strength. Also the probability range 
over which W[K](X), a characteristic distribution function 
for the situation when there are K adjacent broken fibres in 
the composite, coincides with W(X), a limiting distribution 
function, increases by orders of magnitude as the Weibull 
exponent of the fibre increases, and is fully convergent for 
W>10 .
The strength distribution Hmn(x) for a composite of m 
bundles of n fibres each may be predicted from the bundle 
distribution assuming that the strengths of the bundles are 
identical random variables by the expression:-
However, this assumption is not always valid. Harlow and 
Phoenix [53,54] predicted the behaviour of large composites 
using a transformed distribution of Gn(X), Wn(X), by the 
following expression:-
Hran(x) = 1 - tl - Wn(x)]Im 1.23
They conclude that Hmn(X) follows the weak-link formula and 
the appropriate cumulative distribution for Hmn(X) is 
obtained by moving Wn(X) vertically by an amount ln(mn).
So the possibility of describing the behaviour of the 
composite by a single distribution function for any number of 
broken fibres increases rapidly. For a typical composite 
this convergence is complete for a group of six broken 
fibres.
Smith [62,63,64] and Harlow et al [65] in a series of 
papers have attempted to improve the techniques for 
approximating the probability of a composite under local load 
sharing rules. Their results are consistent with previous 
results and numerical analyses. A more realistic expression 
for Hmn(X) than equation (1.23) for large values of mn such 
that N = m n —►oois
H (x) ^ G„(x) 1.24mn N
They conclude that a simple Weibull approximation for 
the strength of a composite is adequate provided that m
increases faster than n, in other words for long thin 
composites. In this situation a composite has an approximate 
Weibull distribution with a Weibull exponent rW, as compared 
to W for a single fibre. r can be interpreted as the 
critical crack size [62].
Smith et al [66] have combined these improved techniques 
to estimate the probability of failure of a three dimensional 
fibre composite with two different local load sharing rules, 
determined on a geometric and a mechanical basis. They 
defined a probability function for the occurrence of a group 
of K failures in a composite, GnK(X), which is equivalent to 
the distribution function for the strength of a bundle with K 
fractures. They found that the previous results for a two 
dimensional composite also hold for a three dimensional 
composite with the Weibull exponent given by K W . The scale 
parameter was found to be a function of W and the failure 
configuration of the K failed fibres.
Smith [64] considered that any further refinements to 
the present approximations will be of little practical 
importance and that future research will concentrate on 
generalising the analysis for other load sharing rules.
A useful comparison between the various asymptotic 
analyses is given by Phoenix and Smith [67], This emphasised
the importance of the Weibull distribution in describing 
composite strength.
There has been little experimental work on the 
relationship between the strength of fibres and that of 
bundles. Watson and Smith [68] have analysed the data of 
Priest [69] using maximum likelihood techniques and found 
that the weak-link relationship between the strength and the 
length are satisfied for single fibres but not for bundles.
As a corollary to this section a pertinent point was 
made by Smith and Taylor [70], "Empirical problems such as 
these cannot be solved by empirical statistical methods. 
Given modest amounts of data, it is notoriously difficult to 
distinguish among similar distributions such as log normal, 
Weibull and gamma, but extrapolations based on these 
distributions may differ enormously. Instead, extrapolation 
must be based on an understanding of the physical processes 
leading to failure."
1.5.3 STRESS CONCENTRATIONS IN THREE DIMENSIONS
Bundles of fibres are three dimensional arrays so the 
number of fibres affected by a fibre failure will be greater 
than in a linear array of fibres with a resulting change 
in the stress concentration factors. The added complication
of the increased number of different possible arrangements of 
the failed fibres will also affect stress concentration 
factors. Reported experimental work on stress concentrations 
in bundles of fibres is very limited.
Both Mullin et al [26] and Wadsworth and Spilling [27] 
found that there was no interaction between the fibres when 
the interface was weak, localised debonding occured between 
the fibre and the matrix, this they argued should allow more 
of the fibres to attain their potential strength. If this 
argument is taken to the extreme where the fibre debonds 
along its whole length then the bundle should behave like a 
bundle of loose fibres, with each fibre only as strong as its 
weakest flaw. This bundle should be weaker than a bundle 
containing a matrix, but Mullin et al [26] and Wadsworth and 
Spilling [27] imply that it should be stronger. However, 
considerable interaction was observed for the strong 
interface where matrix cracking may prevent the adjacent 
fibres from achieving their full strength potential. They 
also observed that the interface sheared at a lower strain in 
a bundle than for a single fibre. Wadsworth and Spilling 
concluded that the high shear stress at the interface would 
produce failure at the interface before the next fibre would 
fail since the stress concentrations in the adjacent fibres 
would not be sufficient to induce a growing crack.
Barry [44] calculated the static stress concentration
factors, using a finite difference technique, for a three 
dimensional composite involving both the nearest and the 
next-to-nearest neighbours. The peak static stress 
concentration factors agree well with those of Hedgepeth and 
Van Dyke [52]; for example 1.103, compared to Hedgepeth's 
1.104. The dynamic stress concentration factors were 
obtained from the static result using an energy balance. The 
dynamic to static ratio for a single fibre failure was 1.088 
compared to 1.15 obtained by Hedgepeth. The analysis 
indicated that the stress concentration factors would 
decrease with increasing debond length and also vary within 
this debond length. Reedy [51] investigated experimentally 
how variable debond lengths affect the stress concentration 
factors. Harlow and Phoenix [53,54] realised that the stress 
concentration factors varied over the ineffective length but 
did not consider this in their analysis.
Smith et al [66] have analysed the way in which the 
sequence and geometry of the failed fibres affects the stress 
concentration factors for a three dimensional hexagonal array 
of fibres. Two load sharing rules for determining the stress 
concentration factors were used: a geometric rule, GLS,
which is an extension of the two dimensional LLS rule and 
corresponds to the rule of Pitt and Phoenix [71], and a 
mechanical load sharing rule, MLS, which is a slightly 
altered version of the rule used by Hedgepeth and Van Dyke 
[52]. They have identified the dominant configurations of 
failed fibres for both load sharing rules, see Fig 1.11,
which give considerably higher values than for other three 
dimensional analyses. For example they get values of 1.75 
and 2.1 for GLS and MLS respectively, compared to Barry's 
[44] value of 1.4 for a group of seven fibre failures. They 
suggest that the mechanical load sharing rule is applicable 
to an elastic matrix and the geometric rule to a plastic 
matrix.
McKee and Sines [72] for a square array of fibres set up 
an equilibrium between the load that was carried by the 
broken fibre(s) and the new load carried by the nearest and 
next-to-nearest neighbours. This assumed an exponential 
decay. Including the next-to-nearest neighbours reduces the 
static stress concentration factor considerably, 1.09 
compared to Hedgepeth's [32] 1.15, which may be considered a 
more realistic model for composites with high volume 
fractions of fibres. The difference increases as the number 
of fibre failures increases.
All the analyses up to now have assumed that the fibres 
maintain a constant interfibre distance. In practice the 
interfibre distance varies considerably and will obviously 
affect the load redistribution.
Batdorf and Ghaffarian [48] made the stress 
concentration factors, in the fibres surrounding a break vary
according to a distribution function. They did not specify 
any particular distribution but chose a Weibull distribution 
since it simplified their analysis. No indication was given 
of how to obtain the parameters of this Weibull 
distribut ion.
Smith [73] has derived an expression that links the 
random variation in the stress concentration factors to the 
variation in the fibre spacing based on Hedgepeth's analysis 
[32]. The analysis provided only an approximate solution to 
the problem but nevertheless threw doubt on Batdorf and 
Ghaffarian's assumptions [48] of a Weibull distribution which 
has a constant shape parameter with increasing numbers of 
fibres. Smith found that the shape parameter should decrease 
as the number of fibres increases.
1.6 COMPOSITE MATERIALS
1.6.1 THE FRACTURE PROCESS
Jamison [74] has presented experimental data for 
unidirectional carbon/epoxy laminates tested under 
quasistatic tensile loading. Fibre breaks that occured 
within five fibre diameters of each other in adjacent fibres 
were considered to be an i-plet. At fracture, i-plets of 2 
or more fibres made up 20% of the total number of i-plets, 
but only 1% of the total consisted of 4 or more fibres. No
value for the largest i-plet was given. Matrix cracking or 
fibre/matrix debonding, or both, may be associated with the 
fibre failures, and they will influence the redistribution of 
the load and therefore the load at which the critical failure 
group is reached.
Fuwa et al [75] used acoustic emission (AE) and 
microscopy to monitor the deformation processes in cfrp 
laminates. From the AE response the failure was considered 
to be progressive and damage followed an increasing 
exponential curve to failure. Microscopic examination 
revealed a lack of single fibre fractures except in the 
stronger specimens, but there were groups of fibre failures 
that were not associated with the final failure site. The 
final fracture often ran at an angle other than at 90 degrees 
to the fibre and the loading direction. They also found that 
small bundles of fibres may fail and that shear failure of 
the matrix links the bundle failures together when the 
composite fails. These sub-bundles appear to contain about 
10-20 fibres.
Sato et al [76] have observed the fracture process in 
carbon fibre/epoxy laminates subjected to three point bending 
using an in-situ SEM technique. The first failure events 
were random fibre fractures at ~60% of the laminate failure 
load. This was followed by matrix cracking initiated from 
the tips of the broken fibre ends, partial de1aminations and
finally catastrophic failure. The final fracture path did not 
always run perpendicular to the fibre direction. This study 
supported a cumulative fracture process.
Several authors have assumed a cumulative fracture 
process in numerical simulations of composite failure.
Larder and Beadle [77] noted that the damage is not 
significant until several adjacent fibres have failed. Barry 
[44] found that even for small specimens the number of 
individual fibre failures will be large and that groups of 
broken fibres consisting of up to five fibres were stable and 
did not precipitate catastrophic failure. The catastrophic 
fracture site was not necessarily the largest group of failed 
fibres.
Smith et al [66] considered the arrangement of fibre 
fractures in a group of failed fibres and found that it is 
not just the size of the group but also the arrangement of 
the failed fibres in it that decides whether catastrophic 
failure follows. This supports the observations of Barry.
Tirosh [78] investigated plasticity and crack blunting 
in composites. He pointed out that the viscoelastic 
behaviour in reinforced epoxies, though normally undetectable 
at low stress levels, might be significant at high stress 
levels, for example when microcracking of the matrix occurs
at a crack tip. In work on prenotched unidirectional 
composites failure occurred in a direction parallel to the 
fibres with an associated plastic zone. The plastic 
deformation was assumed to be by shear parallel to the 
fibres. The blunting of the crack introduces a local stress 
relaxation with a corresponding reduction in the longitudinal 
fibrous tensile stress ahead of the crack. This reduction 
was found to follow a log(l/r) decay. The probability of 
fibre fracture is reduced in the vicinity of the blunting 
thereby increasing the load bearing capacity of the 
composite. The transverse stress, although less by about two 
orders of magnitude than the longitudinal stress reaches a 
maximum some distance ahead of the crack. This will promote 
fibre/matrix debonding ahead of the crack.
Crack growth in composites has also been studied by Ko 
et al [55] who analysed the conditions required for stable 
crack growth as the size and orientation of the crack 
relative to the fibre direction, which also was the loading 
direction, was altered. When the crack was normal to the 
fibre direction the results agreed with those of Tirosh 
[78], For an oblique crack, the stress required to propagate 
the crack increased as the crack grew and as the angle to the 
fibres decreased. Microscopic examination of the failure 
process showed discontinuous crack growth which might be due 
to a discontinuous debonding process at the fibre/matrix 
interface.
As can be seen from the work detailed above the failure 
process in a composite is complex. It is discontinuous; 
random fibre failures develop under stress concentrations 
into groups of failed fibres. When the number of failed 
fibres in a group reaches a critical value catastrophic 
failure occurs. In practice this group may occur within a 
small volume of composite, not just in a single plane, and 
will depend on the properties of the constituent materials in 
the composite. Theoretical values for the number of fibres 
in the critical i-plet range from one (Zweben [30]) to five 
(Barry [44]).
1.6.2 SIZE EFFECTS
In homogenous brittle solids the strength of the solid 
is governed by a unique critical flaw size which is defined 
by the stress concentration factor. Provided the size of the 
material is greater than the critical flaw size then the 
stength will be independent of size. For an inhomogenous 
solid, which composites are, the strength of the solid is 
governed by the strength of the weakest element, so the 
strength of the material decreases as its volume increases. 
This is due to the fact that the probability of a serious 
defect or flaw existing in the material increases as the size 
increase s .
Gucer and Gurland [21] studied the effects of size and
shape on the failure of an aggregate material. For the 
'weakest-link' mode they found that the strength was 
inversely proportional to the volume when the material is 
very inhomogenous. For their dispersed fracture mode, the 
strength was fairly insensitive to volume, but was affected 
by the shape of the specimen, long thin specimens being 
weaker than short fat ones. This is not unexpected since 
failure occurs by the fracture of a layer and the load is 
redistributed in this layer according to an ELS. The more 
elements there are in the layer the greater the damage that 
can be sustained and the higher the applied load before 
catastrophic failure occurs. In practice some sort of LLS 
rule applies which explains this positive size effect, where 
an increase in size produces an increase in strength.
Scop and Argon [58,59] also predicted a positive size 
effect for laminated composites, so that for composites of 
the same length, as the number of parallel elements increases 
the strength increases to a limiting value. For composites 
with very large numbers of elements the strength is 
independent of the number of elements. Harlow and Phoenix 
[54] re-examined the arguments and made strong objections to 
these hypotheses. They concluded, as did Zweben [38] and 
Zweben and Rosen [40], that the strength decreases as the 
volume increases whether by increasing the length or width 
does not matter. This implies that surface flaws and bulk 
flaws are of equal severity when in fact those at the surface 
are more severe, since the load is redistributed over a
smaller volume. Therefore composites with a large surface to 
volume ratio should be weaker than composites with a low 
ratio which is contrary to the conclusion of both Harlow and 
Phoenix [54] and Zweben and Rosen [40].
Fukada and Kawata [60] also re-examined Zweben's [38] 
analysis and proposed a modification. This altered the 
effect of the specimen size on the strength. They found that 
the size effect is small for changes in the width of the 
specimen, but large for changes in length. Ko [55] went one 
step further and, based on a Monte Carlo simulation, stated 
that the size effect was negligible, which is obviously 
wrong.
Batdorf [45] predicted that the number of i-plets of 
different orders increases as the volume of material 
increases, see Fig 1.12. As the i-plet order increases the 
failure line approaches an asymptotic value for the strength, 
indicating that for large composites the strength becomes 
insensitive to the size of the composite.
Smith [62] suggested that for a composite of n bundles 
in series
strength = constant/ln n i 25
Priest [69] has compared the strengths of different 
types of bundles at different lengths obtained from 
experiments on carbon fibres to strengths predicted using 
weak-link theory. As the length or number of fibres in the 
bundle increases the strength decreases, which is in 
agreement with most of the theories postulated above. 
Predicted strengths using weak-link statistics were in 
agreement with experiment for single fibres but not for loose 
or impregnated bundles of fibres. Watson and Smith [68] in a 
more rigorous statistical analysis of Priest's data confirmed 
his findings.
1.7 HYBRID COMPOSITES
1.7.1 THE DEFINITION OF HYBRID STRENGTH
In hybrid composites the definition is complicated by 
the presence of three components instead of two. These are a 
high modulus fibre (HM), a low modulus (LM) fibre, and the 
matrix. Since the matrix is common to both fibres it is 
easier to consider separate HM and LM phases. The properties 
of the hybrid will depend on the relative proportions of the 
two phases. The HM phase will carry more of the load than 
the LM for a corresponding amount of material. If the 
proportion of the HM phase is large then when it fails the LM 
phase will not be able to support the whole load and 
therefore the composite will fail. The strength is then the 
total stress on the composite at that moment and is given
by
a = E-e,. + E e c f f m m 1.26
If the proportion of the HM phase is low then failure of 
the HM phase will probably not produce failure of the LM 
phase. As the load applied is increased the HM phase may 
fail repeatedly by multiple cracking. If this does occur the 
strength may be defined as the first failure of the HM 
phase. Different arrangements of plies or tows and 
delamination may produce additional failure criteria. The 
present work is concerned with the failure of the HM phase 
which fails by multiple cracking. For the carbon/glass/epoxy 
system concerned this phase is the carbon component.
1.7.2 THE STRENGTH OF HYBRID COMPOSITES
The first observation of a hybrid effect has been 
attributed to Hayashi [79]. He noticed that the failure 
stress and the failure strain of the HM component were 
greater than those predicted by the rule-of-mixtures. He 
thought that this was due to a greater ductility in the 
glass/epoxy component retarding the fracture of the 
carbon/epoxy component.
Kalanin [80] investigated laminated unidirectional 
hybrids of glass and carbon fibres. He found that the
tensile strength, after an initial drop, and the tensile 
modulus both increase with increasing carbon content by 
factors of two and five respectively. The modulus increase 
can be predicted from existing laminate theory. Laminates 
having less than 40% carbon fail in a progressive not a 
catastrophic manner.
Bunsell and Harris [81] showed, that the high modulus 
material in hybrid laminates enhances the stiffness and the 
load bearing capacity of the hybrid, see Fig 1.13. If the 
layers are bonded together benefit continues after the carbon 
layers have failed until the whole composite fails. If the 
layers are unbonded the carbon fails catastrophically and all 
the load is taken by the glass. The carbon no longer 
contributes to the load bearing capacity of the composite.
In the bonded case, successive failure of the carbon 
fibres was produced with a corresponding increase in the 
acoustic emission response just prior to each of these 
failures. The carbon did not break completely across the 
specimen at one plane, but at many places scattered over the 
length of a layer. They concluded that there is a critical 
length for the effective reinforcement by the stiffer layers 
in a hybrid as in the ordinary theory of composites. The 
strength of a hybrid is strongly influenced by the bond 
between the constituents. Increases in the strain at first 
failure of up to 20% were recorded. Owing to the wide
scatter in the data they could not determine whether this
effect was solely due to the difference in the coefficients
of thermal expansion of the two components, which puts the 
carbon component into compression, see Fig 1.14.
In another study strips of glass reinforced plastic 
(grp) were incorporated into the outer plies of cfrp 
laminates as crack arrestors [82]. They observed that when 
cracks in the cfrp strips reached the grp they were stopped a 
little way into the grp. They put the crack arresting 
properties of the grp down to a difference in the failure 
mode of the cfrp core and the grp strips. In the grp there 
is an intense shearing at the crack tip which blunts the 
crack. Strips less than 3mm wide were ineffective as crack
arrestors. Coupled with the thermal compression put onto the
carbon the hybrid experiences a lower stress and can more 
readily resist fracture.
For intimately mixed hybrids they found, like Kalanin 
[80], that the tensile modulus could be predicted by the 
rule-of-mixtures. They also suggested that these hybrids 
would be less satisfactory at stopping macro-cracks, but that 
the initiation of micro-cracks would be inhibited. In fact 
there is no reason to suppose that micro-crack initiation by 
fibre failure will be any different in the two types of 
hybrid. However, there will be little hinderence to 
macro-crack propagation in the intimately mixed hybrid.
Aveston and Sillwood [83] considered the hybrid to 
consist of brittle fibres in a matrix consisting of less 
brittle fibres and a binder. They measured an increase in 
the mean fibre breaking strain of up to 116% in a 
glass/carbon hybrid over an all carbon composite. They also 
found that brittle fibre failures occurred over a range of 
strains and not at one characteristic strain. Their analysis 
was based on energy considerations from which they predicted 
the mean cracking strain of the hybrid under the assumption 
of a sliding frictional bond between the two components to be
where x is the mean crack spacing and Y the fibre surface 
energy. They found good agreement between theory and 
experiment but admitted that their analysis is difficult to 
apply to other published work. They concluded that the 
synergistic effect only occurs in intimately mixed hybrids, 
and that for maximum effect the brittle fibres should be as 
thin as possible, discrete, and distributed evenly throughout 
the matrix.
Zweben [84] based his analysis on that of Rosen [30] 
except the different types of fibres alternate in a two 
dimensional array. The model assumes that each fibre type 
has it's own strength distribution. He derived an expression 
for a lower bound on composite failure strain based on the 
first failure of an overstressed fibre as:-
1.27
e 2H = pr 6H^K n ~ ^q+S^ 1.28
Comparison with experimental data for Kevlar-49/carbon
hybrids showed his analysis to overestimate the increase in 
the strain to failure of the hybrid, 136% as compared to the 
experimental value of 36%. The introduction of LM fibres 
into a HM composite increases the strain required to 
propagate fibre breaks because the LM fibres act as crack 
arre st or s .
Bader and Manders [85] in an extensive experimental 
program on hybrid grp/cfrp/grp sandwich laminates, found that 
the geometry of the laminate has a marked effect on the 
properties of the hybrid. The initial ply failure strain of 
the carbon layer was increased by up to 50% for a variety of 
laminate geometries. They calculated the thermal strains 
induced in the hybrid and found these to account for only a 
small part of this increase.
In these laminated hybrids there was multiple cracking 
of the carbon component prior to composite failure. The 
plies failed in a cruciform type of crack with debonding at 
the ply interface. The amount of debonding was dependent on 
the ply thickness. They concluded that for thin carbon plies 
the glass plies constrain the relaxation of the carbon after 
failure, resulting in higher hybrid strains before sufficient 
energy is available for successive fractures. This they 
called constraint. The load was diffused back into the 
carbon plies across the debonded interface [56]. Multiple 
cracking was also observed in laminates, consisting of thinly
spread carbon tows sandwiched between glass plies. Isolated 
fibres and groups of fibres failed throughout the carbon 
layer leading to a gradual accumulation of damage by multiple 
cracking of the fibre bundles. No single crack propagated 
right across the layer but followed a microscopically 
tortuous fracture path, with matrix cracks linking the fibre 
failures. If macroscopic fracture mechanics are to apply in 
this situation then the crack should be large in comparison 
to the fibre diameter, so that there is an homogenous medium 
in the crack tip zone. This is not the case in composites, 
so macroscopic fracture mechanics are difficult to apply.
Many factors determine whether a crack will propagate 
from one bundle to another including the ratio of the volumes 
of the fibre types and the geometry of the bundles. Bader 
and Manders suggest that the critical number of adjacent 
fibre failures is about three for composite failure to occur, 
with final failure occuring by matrix shear cracks in the 
fibre direction.
Marom et al [86] found that to produce an enhancement in 
the properties of a hybrid the two fibres must differ in 
mechanical properties and in the type of interface they make 
with the matrix. They tested laminated hybrids consisting of 
Type 1/Type 2 carbon and glass/carbon. The carbon/carbon 
hybrids showed no deviation from the rule-of-mixtures. This 
was also demonstrated by Fukanaga et al [87] in a statistical
analysis. Fisher et al [88] have studied the effects of the 
loading configuration and the changes in the mode of 
fracture. Under interlaminar loading failure is by 
delamination between the plies while in translaminar loading 
failure is by fibre pullout. Both Marom et al and Fisher et 
al found that the enhancement in the hybrid properties is 
dependent on the relative proportions and the arrangement of 
each fibre type, and the loading configuration.
Aveston and Kelly [89] investigated the tensile first 
cracking strain of the HM component in hybrids and concluded 
that it is dependent on the interfacial area available for 
the transfer of stress between the two components. Therefore 
it depends on the effective diameter of the carbon fibres or 
tows and their dispersion.
Parratt and Potter [90] studied random aligned 
short-fibre hybrids and observed that it is the propagation 
rather than the initiation of cracks that is being suppressed 
by the constraint effect. Therefore the strength of the 
hybrid is dependent on the dispersion of the fibres, for 
example as discrete fibres or as fibre bundles.
Xing et al [91] have put forward an explanation of the 
hybrid effect in intimately mixed hybrids. The model is 
based on the different dynamic responses of the two fibre
types after a fibre failure. The phase difference between 
the two stress waves propagating along the fibres gives rise 
to stress concentrations and is governed by the fibre mass 
per unit lengths. Since the waves are out of phase the 
resulting stress concentration factors are less in a hybrid 
than in a non-hybrid composite. The magnitude of this 
difference is governed by the fibre extensional stiffnesses 
and increases as the ratio of the LM/HM fibre mass per unit 
length increases.
Bader and Priest [92] confirmed the hybrid effect using 
single tows of carbon in a glass/epoxy matrix and found an 
increase of 30% in the fracture stress of the hybridised 
bundles over an all carbon bundle. Some of this increase was 
attributable to a thermal mismatch strain, but the main cause 
was attributed to an alteration in the stress redistrbution 
between the carbon and the surrounding glass reinforced 
material due to hybridisation.
Fukada, Chou, and Fukanaga between them have analysed 
the strength of intimately mixed hybrids. The focus of the 
work has been to calculate the stress concentration factors 
for different arrangements of HM and LM fibres. The details 
of the analysis are covered in a later section. The results 
indicated that the stress concentration factors in a hybrid 
are lower than in a non-hybrid composite [93], Due to the 
lower stress concentration factors and the crack arresting
properties of the LM component the amount of damage that can 
be sustained in the hybrid is more than in the parent 
composites resulting in enhanced mechanical properties. The 
numerical analyses were difficult to implement [94,87] but 
indicated that the initial failure strain is dependent on the 
composite size, the relative fibre volume fractions, and the 
statistical distributions of the individual fibre strengths. 
They established that for an enhancement in the failure 
strain to occur then
where K is the SCF and 8 the ultimate strain for each 
component.
Harlow [95] has considered the same type of model as 
Zweben with different mechanical and statistical properties 
for the two fibres. In his model he uses a planar array of 
alternating fibres with one basic local load sharing rule.
The LM fibres therefore act as crack arrestors for cracks 
resulting from HM fibres failing in an intimately mixed 
hybrid. He deduced that for this model the critical number 
of fibre failures must increase through odd integers in most 
cases, and is dependent on the array being planar, the 
assumed load sharing rule, and the applied load. Defining a 
critical crack size for a hybrid in a concise form is 
difficult. He concluded that the critical crack size must be 
at least six or seven adjacent fibres.
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1.7.3 INEFFECTVE LENGTH
The magnitude of the ineffective length is dependent on 
the elastic properties of the fibre and the matrix. 
Differences in the elastic properties of the two fibres in 
the hybrid result in different values for 6 for the two 
fibres. Experimentally, limited attention has been focussed 
on estimating values for the different ineffective lengths. 
Beaumont and Anstice [96] investigated pullout lengths as an 
indication of the ineffective length and found that the 
pullout lengths of both carbon and glass fibres were 
independent of the micro structure. Barry [44] however had 
reservations about the reliability of the pullout length as 
an indication of the debond length.
Bader and Manders [56] estimated the ineffective length 
from the smallest distance between tow failures. This 
distance they assumed cannot be less than the ineffective 
length and therefore gives an upper bound on the ineffective 
length, which is not strictly true. This length varied from 
about 14mm for a 10,000 filament tow to 0.25mm for a 630 
filament tow.
Zweben [84] and Fukada [97] for their hybrid model 
acknowledged that the two fibres will have different 
ineffective lengths but only calculated it for the high
modulus fibre. Harlow [95] did not attempt to estimate what 
each 6 might be stating that there was insufficient data 
available.
All the authors who have investigated hybrids have used 
a chain-*of-bundl es model which inherently allocates the same 
ineffective length to each fibre type, which is not 
realistic. It is probable that the stress distribution 
around the fibre fractures might be affected significantly by 
this difference in 6. What has been established is that the 
ineffective length or PAL is dependent on the modulus ratio, 
Ef/Gm, the fibre diameter, fibre volume fraction, the applied 
load and the interfacial bond strength, which all point to 
differences in the ineffective length between the two types of 
f ibre.
1.7.4 STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
Hybrid composites pose a special problem when 
considering stress concentration factors. As shown above 
(Section 1.5.3) the stress concentration factors from a fibre 
fracture are dependent on the modulus ratio, Ef/Gm, and the 
interfacial properties of the matrix. The arrangement of the 
different fibres also takes on a more important role. Table 
1.2. shows a summary of stress concentration factors for 
hybrid composites calculated by various workers.
In all the following analyses, except that of Xing et al 
[91], the hybrid consists of a single layer of alternating LM 
and HM fibres. Xing et al [91] use alternating layers of LM 
and HM fibres, see Fig 1.15.
Zweben [84] realised that the stress concentration
factors associated with the fracture of a low modulus
fibre is different from that due to the failure of a high
modulus fibre, but attention was focussed on the failure of a
HM fibre. The analysis used a simplified shear-lag model and
the stress concentration factor is entirely dependent on the
ratio of the fibre extensional stiffnesses. The model
predicts lower stress concentrations in hybrids than in
*
composites of a single fibre type.
Xing et al [91] also used the approach of Hedgepeth [32] 
to calculate the dynamic stress concentration factors. They 
found that the dynamic stress concentration factors are 
dependent not only on the fibre extensional stiffnesses, like 
Zweben [84], but also on the mass per unit lengths of the two 
fibres. Their model predicts lower stress concentration 
factors in hybrid composites than in composites of only one 
fibre type. This was contrary to the prediction made by 
Zweben [84].
Fukada, Chou, and Fukanaga in a series of papers
([87,93,97,98,99]) have modelled the stress concentration 
factors in hybrid composites in detail. Combining the ideas 
of Hedgepeth [32] and Xing [91] and using a model similar 
that of Zweben [84] they have calculated the stress 
concentration factors for a variety of failed fibre 
arrangements and fibre types [98]. When HM fibres fail the 
stress concentration factor in the adjacent LM fibre is 
greater than the stress concentration factor in the next HM 
fibre. The actual value is dependent on the stiffness ratio 
between the fibres, and decreases rapidly as the stiffness 
ratio increased [99,97]. As the volume fraction of HM fibres 
decreases the number of HM fibres that fail before 
catastrophic failure occurs increases.
As the total number of failed fibres increases the 
stress concentration factors for both fibre types increase, 
but the magnitude of the increase is dependent on the 
arrangement of the failed fibres [93]. Recently they have 
analysed the effects of fibre volume fraction and bundle size 
[87]. As the bundle size increases the SCF in adjacent 
bundles increases.
Fariborg et al [100] have adapted the LLS of Harlow and 
Phoenix [53] for hybrid composites using two simple functions 
based on the fibre modulus ratio and the number of each fibre 
type that have failed in the failure group. Their results 
give values for the SCF's that are much larger than those
calculated by Fukanaga et al [94], but their load sharing 
rule can be used to calculate the SCF's for any geometrical 
arrangement or fibre volume fraction. This is very useful 
for theoretical analyses.
1.7.5 STATISTICAL ASPECTS
All the statistical theories presented so far have 
considered composites containing only one type of fibre.
Some work, however, has been done on hybrid composites.
These models all consider a planar array of alternating low 
modulus (LM) and high modulus (HM) fibres, see Fig 1.15. The 
early work consideredonly the failure of the HM component. 
Zweben [84] and then Fukada [97] have essentially taken the 
analysis developed by Rosen [30], Zweben [38], and Rosen and 
Zweben [40] but allocated different Weibull parameters to 
each fibre type. They went on to predict the probability of 
a LM fibre failure following the failure of an adjacent HM 
fibre, using this as a criterion for composite failure. They 
produced a lower bound on composite strain to failure:-
Fukanaga et al approached [94] looked at the problem in a 
similar way.
Bader and Priest [92] investigated experimentally the 
fracture of carbon tows in a carbon/glass hybrid. They found 
that the strength distribution followed a Weibull
distribution for each gauge length, but found a slight rise 
in W as the gauge length was reduced. They plotted In 
strength against In length, which under weak-link theory 
should give a straight line, and concluded that for hybrid 
bundles the data did not fit the 1ength/strength 
relationship. This was supported by the analysis of Smith 
and Watson [68]
Recently Harlow [95] has given the most complete 
analysis of hybrids to date. The analysis is based on the 
methods used in the non-hybrid models but alterations are 
made to the stress concentration factors and different 
Weibull parameters are allocated to each fibre type. There 
is a limiting distribution W(x) similar to that for 
non-hybrid composites to which Wk(x), a distribution function 
for k fibre failures in a bundle, converges. A typical graph 
of Wk(x) for the hybrid at different values of k is shown in 
Fig 1.16. The rate of convergence to the limiting 
distribution is slower for hybrids than for composites of one 
fibre type. Weakest link formulae were found to apply to 
hybrids, so predicting the composite strength from the 
limiting distribution follows the same method as for the 
non-hybrid composites above.
1.7.6 THERMAL STRESSES
All materials either expand or contract when heated. In
fibre composite materials if there is a good bond between the 
fibre and the matrix, then as the cured laminate cools down 
from its cure temperature to room temperature, the fibres and 
matrix will contract by different amounts depending on their 
thermal expansion coefficients. This results in a thermal 
stress between the two components. The amount of stress 
generated, equation 1.31, will depend on the expansion 
coefficients, the moduli, the proportion of fibres and the 
temperature range.
eA =  AT(aB - V 7 ' + K 3 1
For a composite with a single fibre type the large
differences in the moduli (glass/epoxy is about 25), means
that the majority of the thermal stresses are accomodated by
the matrix. Typically for a glass/epoxy composite the strain
in the fibres will be of the order of 0.005%.
In hybrid composites the moduli of the two fibres are 
closer than that of fibre and matrix, for carbon/glass it is 
about 3 times, which means that large thermal strains can be 
generated in both types of fibre. In the hybrids discussed 
in this work the carbon is in the minority and will therefore 
carry most of the strain. As the carbon component has a 
small coefficient of thermal expansion and glass a large one 
the carbon component will be put into compression by the 
thermal stresses.
When considering the tensile strength of the HM
component in hybrids, the HM component has to overcome this 
compressive strain before being placed in tension. This will
give an apparent increase in the failure strength of the HM
component.
Bader and Manders [56] measured the thermal stresses
induced in laminated hybrids of E-glass and carbon directly
by measuring the bending in an unbalanced beam and from this
calculated the thermal strain mismatch. For HTS
—6
carbon/E-glass this was 1.04 x 10 . The fraction of this
mismatch which puts the carbon into compression is given by 
the ratio of the stiffnesses of the two components. The
thermal stress was only able to account for a small
proportion of the observed enhancement in the failure strains 
in the composites.
It is difficult to accurately estimate the thermal 
stresses from the thermal expansion coefficients, the moduli, 
and the areas of each component because of non-linearity in 
the thermal expansions of the grp and the cfrp phases. The 
effective solidification temperature during cure will depend 
on the relaxation occuring in the resin. These effects will 
tend to reduce the calculated thermal stresses so this method 
will only give an upper bound.
Bunsell and Harris [81] could not decide whether their 
observed failure strain enhancement of the HM component was 
entirely due to thermal strains. Zweben [84] examined their 
results and concluded that only about 10% of the enhancement 
could be attributed to thermal strains.
Table 1.1 Stress concentration factors for non-hybrid 
composites taken from the literature.
Ref. Arrangement Static/ Fibres
of fibres Dynamic affected
no. failed fibres 
1 2 5
8 7 /V'L ' 2 - D linear static
dynamic
1.333 1.600 2.216
1.533 1.904 2.814
88 3-D square static 1.146 1.188 1.451 (9)
96 2-D linear static 1.341 1.628 2.433
89 ^  3-D square static 1.086 1.142 1.236
1.020 1.032 1.050
40 3-D hexagonal static
ii
A gll 
A ml 1
1.4 1.750
1.400 1.662
91 2-D linear
V*
static A
B
A EX 
B "
134 
070 
2 80 
030
1.60
1.15
1.39
1.160
2 2 ^  2-D ring static 1.500 2.000 3.500
28 3-D hexagonal static A
dynamic A
103
200
1.402 (7)
21 2-D linear static
ii
A
A
1.123 
1 .25 8
1.149
1.528
1.171 (3) 
1.803 (3)
3 3 ^  2-D linear static
ii
A
B
1.130 
1 .020
1.100 1.150
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Table 1.2 Stress concentration factors for hybrid composites 
taken from the literature.
Ref. Arrangement Modulus Static/ Fibre Number
of fibres Ratio Dynamic 1 2 3 4
he /1 e
1 2  3 4
0 0 0 0 0
81 X . . . . 0.3 static 1.777 1.121 1.060 1.031
. X . . . " - 1.131 1.030 1.010
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stress concentration factors associated 
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Fig 1.11 Predicted load concentration factors for 
different configurations of failed fibres 
in a 3-D composite under:
a) Geometric load sharing (gls)
b) Mechanical load sharing (mis).
From Harlow et al [66].
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Fig 1.15 The schematic representation of hybrid 
composites as used by a)Zweben [84],
Fukada et al [93] and b)Xing et al [91] to 
predict stress concentration factors in 
hybrid composites.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL
This work can be divided into three areas; single 
fibres, impregnated tows, and hybrids. Single fibres 
embedded in resin were used to investigate the load 
redistribution around a fibre fracture. This gives 
information about the ineffective length and the volume 
of influence of the break. By scaling these values to 
tow dimensions estimates may be made about the load 
redistribution at tow failures.
Fibre manufacturers use the tensile strength of 
impregnated tows as a measure of fibre strength. The 
relationship between these values and the performance of 
composite laminates is therefore important to designers. 
Impregnated bundles of lk, 5k and 10k fibres were tested 
at different gauge lengths to investigate the effect of 
bundle size and length on the strength. These tests also 
provided a reference for the hybrid experiments.
The hybrid experiments were designed to investigate 
the effects of bundle size and bundle distribution on the 
strength and fracture characteristics of the HM component 
in the hybrid composites. The effects of bundle size 
were investigated using hybrid bundles of lk, 5k, and 10k 
fibres. The distribution of the HM component was
investigated using two and three dimensional arrays of lk 
bundles arranged at different spacings. When the bundle 
fails the load is redistributed locally. These 
experiments give an indication of the load 
redistribution.
2.1 MATERIALS
2.1.1 FIBRES
The carbon fibre used throughout this work came from 
a single 1/2 kg batch of high strength 'Celion 1000".
This batch was the same as that used by Priest [69] and 
has been fully characterised. The fibre was manufactured 
by the Celanese Corporation.
Two types of glass fibre were used. The fibre used 
in the majority of the work was manufactured by the 
Owens-Corning Fibreglass Company, and supplied as 2400 
tex and 1200 tex rovings. The latter was used for the 
three dimensional laminates. This fibre has a nominal 
fibre diameter of 20 pm. The other glass fibre, with a 
nominal fibre diameter of 10 pm, was supplied in a 1330 
tex roving by the Fibreglass Company. Details of all the 
fibres are given in Table 2.1.
2.1.2 RESIN
For all the work a standard resin formulation has 
been used consisting of a Bisphenol-A based epoxy resin 
[Shell Epikote 828] with an anhydride curing agent [Shell 
Epicure NMA] and an amide accelerator [Shell Epicure 
K61B], in the proportions 100:60:4 by volume. All the 
chemicals were obtained from the Shell Chemical Company 
and the formulation was a general purpose one suitable 
for wet-lay-up applications.
2.2 SINGLE FIBRE SPECIMENS
2.2.1 PREPARATION
These specimens were made to investigate the 
redistribution of stress around a broken fibre when 
embedded in resin. The specimen dimensions are shown in 
Fig 2.1.
A master copy of the specimen was machined out of 
aluminium alloy. This was sprayed with a silicone mould 
release agent and a silicone rubber moulding compound 
cast around it to produce a mould, see Fig 2.2. The 
mould was sprayed with silicone mould release agent and 
placed in a specially designed jig, Fig 2.3. A length of
carbon tow was taped at one end to a glass plate and
washed in acetone to splay the fibres out. The solvent
also removed some of the size from the fibres. A fibre
was then extracted from the tow using tweezers, the ends
of which had been coated in double sided adhesive tape.
The ends of the fibre holder were abraded and a drop of
cyanoacrylate glue applied; moistening the ends
accelerated the setting time. The fibre was held in
contact with the ends of the holder under light tension
until the glue had set, usually 1 - 2  minutes. The
holder was then positioned in the jig with the fibre
aligned down the centre of the specimen; the design of
the mould facilitated this operation. The jig was placed
o
in an oven preheated to 100 C to warm the mould. Resin 
that had previously been mixed and degassed at 70°C was 
introduced into the moulds from either end using a 
syringe. The resin flowed easily into the mould 
displacing any air. Excess resin was removed from the 
ends with an absorbent tissue. The entire jig was placed 
in the preheated oven and left to cure for three hours. 
After curing, the specimens were easily removed from the 
moulds. The ends of the specimens were trimmed with a 
diamond cutting wheel, see F»ig 2.2. The moulds could be 
reused up to five times. The specimens were then 
post-cured for three hours at 1 5 0 °C under a small weight, 
this was to ensure that they remained flat.
In all more than thirty single fibre specimens were
made; in addition five specimens were made incorporating 
two parallel fibres. The preparation was the same as for 
the single fibre specimens except that two fibres were 
extracted from the bundle and glued to the holder.
2.2.2 TESTING
The specimens were tested in a purpose-built 
straining stage fitted to a Zeiss optical microscope, see 
Fig 2.4. The load was applied to the specimen via a 
differential screw mechanism, so that one revolution of 
the handle moved the crosshead 0.16mm. The specimen was 
strained in tension and was viewed in transmitted light 
under crossed-po1arisers. The photoelastic properties of 
the matrix revealed any disturbance in the stress field
around the fibre as a colour change. When a fibre failed
the extent of the stress field resulting from the break 
was readily observed, see Fig 2.5. To confirm that the 
fibre had broken, four samples were made with a length of 
fibre protruding out of either end of the specimen. An 
electrical connection was made between the fibre ends and
a resistance meter. The resistance of the fibre was
typically 50 ohms. Small increments of load were 
applied, and both the specimen and the meter were 
observed. When the colour changes first appeared the 
resistance of the carbon increased instantaneously to 
infinity. This indicated that the electrical circuit had 
been broken as a result of the fibre failing.
2.2.3 RESULTS
Many materials that are normally optically isotropic 
behave anistropically when they are stressed. The 
optical response can be related to the principal stresses 
in the material using the stress-optic law. If the 
material is illuminated with plane-polarised light two 
sets of fringes are produced: the isoclinics, where the
directions of the principal stresses are parallel to the 
axes of the polaroids and the isochromatics where the 
difference in the principal stresses produces a 
retardation equal to a whole number of wavelengths. The 
isochromatic fringes give the lines of constant principal 
stress. A full stress analysis requires these fringes to 
be mapped out and the fringe order to be determined. A 
comprehensive introduction to photoelastic stress 
analysis is given by Kuske and Robertson [101],
This technique has been used to study the stress 
distribution around flaws and discontinuous fibres by 
various workers [33,34,35] but in their models the 
"fibre" was many orders of magnitude larger than in 
practice. More recently Drzal et al [102] have used 
carbon fibres embedded in an epoxy resin to investigate 
the interfacial shear strength, but their analysis of the 
observed photoelastic effects was confined to general 
observations about the region of increased stress. In
the specimens using carbon fibres investigated in this 
work, where the fibre diameter is about 7 u m , t h e  
individual fringes were unresolvable even at high 
magnification and although a full stress analysis was not 
feasible, information about the extent of the stress 
distribution around a broken fibre was obtained. Upon 
loading, the specimens took on a uniform translucent 
green colour indicating that the stresses in the specimen 
were uniform. A typical fibre break is shown in Fig 
2.5. The coloured lobes indicate where the stress field 
differs from the underlying stress state. The colours 
are a function of the stress and the difference in the 
colour of adjacent lobes is due to the orientation of the 
polariser.
The fibre break was generally associated with some 
matrix cracking, which did not always lie in the same 
plane or run all the way round the fibre. This may be 
due to variations along the fibre in the strength of the 
interfacial bond between the fibre and the matrix. If at 
the fibre break there is a strong bond the matrix fails 
producing a crack but if the bond is weak the interface 
debonds. The debonded zone extends along the fibre until 
the interfacial bond is again sufficiently strong and 
then the matrix may fail resulting in a matrix crack 
displaced from the plane of the fibre break. This will 
result in a non-uniform stress field around the break, 
encouraging a non-planar crack in a bundle of fibres.
The colours indicate a change in stress, and if we 
assume that the load is transferred back into the fibre 
away from the break by shear stresses in the matrix, a 
value for the ineffective length can be estimated from 
the length of the coloured lobes along the fibre. This 
gives an ineffective length of about ~70 microns or 9 
fibre diameters.
Also from these tests we can establish a value for 
the distance perpendicular to the fibre over which the 
stress is redistributed, this is of the order of 4-5 
fibre diameters either side of the fibre. In the 
specimens containing two parallel fibres it was noted 
that only in about half the cases did a break in one 
fibre precipitate a break in the adjacent fibre and of 
these most were not co-planar. The volume of influence 
of a fibre break appears to be relatively unaffected by 
the presence of the second fibre.
2.3 IMPREGNATED TOW SPECIMENS
2.3.1 TOW PREPARATION .
A machine was built that would produce semi-cured, 
rigid, impregnated tow on a continuous basis, enabling 
large quantities of a consistent quality to be made, see 
Fig 2.6. The carbon tow was pulled off a spool and
through a bath of warm degassed resin, where it was fully 
impregnated, through a series of guides and against a 
sponge to remove any excess resin, and was finally drawn 
up through a vertical furnace, where it was cured to a
"B" stage. The rigid tow could then be cut to any
desired length as it emerged from the pulling rollers. A 
vertical furnace was used since it was easy to align the 
roving down the centre and there was no possibility of 
contact with the walls. The B-stage resin is in a state 
of partial cure, so that the resin is solid at room 
temperature but melts on reheating to 1 0 0 °C. When the 
tows are used to make a hybrid laminate the resin in the
tows and the resin in the laminate can mix resulting in a
uniform matrix. Attempts to acheive this state were made 
with several accelerators. Benzy1-dimethy 1 amine (BDMA) 
and Boron triflouride (BF3) in various concentrations 
were tried but the resulting resins did not solidify 
quickly enough after emerging from the furnace. K61B was 
found to be suitable and various furnace temperatures and 
through-put speeds were tried to optimise the operating 
conditions. A temperature at the top of the furnace of 
1 2 0 °C and a through-put speed of 2 cm/min, were found to 
give a semi-cured tow that solidified soon after emerging 
from the furnace. On reheating to 1 0 0 °C the resin melted 
and the tow lost it's rigidity. These conditions were 
used to produce all the impregnated single tow used in 
this work.
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Impregnated bundles of five or ten tows were also 
made. The same apparatus was used except that the guides 
and sponge were replaced by a PTFE die. Five (or ten) 
fifteen-metre lengths of carbon tow were cut from the 
spool and fed as a single bundle through the machine as 
for the single impregnated tows.
The volume fraction of fibres was established by 
weighing a sample of the bundle, burning off the resin in 
a furnace at 600 deg C for three hours and reweighing. 
Using densities of the components taken from Hancox [103] 
the volume fraction of fibre may be calculated. The 
volume fractions were 0.74, 0.77, and 0.76 for the lk,
5k, and 10k bundles respectively
2.3.2 SPECIMEN PREPARATION
For the single tows aluminium end tabs were bonded 
to both ends of the specimen using a two part epoxy 
adhesive as shown in Fig 2.7. The gauge length was 
defined by the distance between the end tabs. Specimens 
with gauge lengths of 20, 50, 100 and 200mm1were made.
The tows were suspended in an air circulating oven under 
a small load (<0.005% strain) for three hours at 100 C to 
cure and for an additional three hours at 1 5 0 °C to 
post-cure.
This end tab arrangement proved satisfactory for the
single tows but not for the larger bundle sizes, because
under load the tows tended to either fail in the end tab
or pullout from the end tabs. For the 5K and 10K bundles
an alternative technique was used [104]. A 35mm length
of braided glass fibre wire insulation, internal diameter
1mm, was soaked in a premixed two part epoxy resin*. The
impregnated glass fibre sleeve was slid onto one end of
the tow, see Fig 2.8. A wire hook was inserted into the
end of the sleeve before the resin had gelled. The resin
o
was cured for half an hour at 90 C. The procedure was 
repeated for the other end and the sleeve positioned to 
give the desired gauge length. The tows were then hung 
in an air circulating oven under a small load (<0.001 %
strain) and cured as for the single tows. Fig 2.9 shows 
the types of specimen ready for testing.
*This resin XD 927 was supplied by Ciba-Geigy. The resin 
and hardener were mixed in the proportions 3.1:1 by 
we i g h t .
2.3.3 TESTING AND DATA ANALYSIS
All the tows were tested in an Instron 1175 tensile 
testing machine. The single tow bundles were held as 
shown in Fig 2.7. The grooved grips ensured that the tow 
was alinged down the loading axis. The upper grip was 
free to rotate to minimise any torsional effects. For 
the larger bundles the gripping arrangement is shown in 
Fig 2.8. The grooved inserts were carefully aligned in 
the grips down the loading axis and held in place by 
double sided adhesive tape. This meant that the grip 
faces did not require realigning for every test. The 
test conditions for both arrangements are given in Table 
2 . 2 .
The load/extension curves for all the bundles showed 
a slight increase in slope as the test progressed due to 
a change modulus with increased strain. A computer 
program was written to calculate the moduli, 
cross-sectional areas, and failure stresses of the 
bundles on a nominal gauge length of 200 mm. This was 
incorporated as a subroutine in the main statistical 
computer program. The failure stresses were then 
analysed using this program , Appendix C, to give the 
statistical parameters and output data suitable for 
drawing the cdf and Weibull plots. The Weibull 
parameters were estimated using maximum likelihood
techniques based on an initial estimate obtained from the 
Weibull plot, Appendix A gives a fuller explanation of 
the method used.
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2.3.4 RESULTS
The cumulative distribution function (cdf) for the 
lk bundle is plotted in Fig 2.39a, the solid line is the 
corresponding cdf using the calculated Weibull parameters 
from Table 2.3. The axes are the same for all the 
hybrids. This plot gives a visual indication of the fit 
of the data to the Weibull distribution. A Weibull plot 
is shown in Fig 2.39b showing a good fit. Fig 2.39c 
shows the cdf plotted on axes that are the same for 
impregnated bundles and hybrids. The 5k and 10k results 
are plotted in Figs 2.40-2.41. The statistical 
parameters are given in Table 2.3.
The Weibull exponents for all the impregnated 
bundles are relatively high, at ~30, compared to single 
fibres, which have an exponent of "*5 [69]. This
indicates a decrease in the variability of the bundle 
strength.
The characteristic stress values for the 5k and 10k 
bundles are less than for the lk bundle as expected, but
there appears to be little difference between the 5k and 
10k bundles. For the lk and 10k bundle sizes the data
for the 20mm gauge length appears to be low, this was due
to the difficulties in holding specimens of this length 
resulting in slipage in the grips. Comparisons between 
the experimental values for different gauge lengths at 
each bundle size with values calculated using weaklink 
scaling, see Table 2.5, show a good fit for the 5k 
bundles but not the lk and 10k bundles due to the 
anomalous value at 20mm value. Weak-link scaling between 
the bundle sizes, Table 2.7, again, shows a good fit 
except for the 20mm gauge length values.
Scanning electron micrographs of fracture surfaces 
are shown in Fig 2.10. When the lk bundle failed there
was no warning and the bundle shattered into many
pieces. In order to observe the initial fracture site 
some 50mm gauge length specimens were encased in 
gelatine. This prevented the bundle shattering and 
preserved the initial fracture site. The lk bundles 
usually did not fail across a single cross-section but 
were staggered. The micrographs of the 5k and 10k 
bundles are from 50mm gauge length specimens where there 
was a single fracture site in the specimen and the 
specimens did not shatter. Fracture surfaces generally 
had a more staggered appearence than the single tow 
bundles giving a larger fracture zone which is probably 
due to the individual tows retaining some of their
individual character. Fibre debond lengths for all 
bundles are given in Table 2.10, and were typically of 
the order of 30um.
2.4 HYBRID SPECIMEN PREPARATION
The hybrid specimens tested were of three basic 
types: a single carbon bundle embedded in glass fibre
and epoxy resin, a two dimensional array of carbon 
bundles, and a three dimensional array. The first type 
provides a data base from which to compare the array 
hybrids and a measure of the hybrid effect when compared 
to the impregnated tows. Three bundle sizes were tested 
to investigate the effect of bundle geometry on the 
failure of hybrids. The array hybrids were used to 
investigate the effects of varying the tow spacing on the 
strength and fracture mode of the carbon bundles both in 
two and three dimensions. The failure data provide a 
basis for estimating realistic load concentration factors 
and load sharing rules for not only hybrid composites but 
also composites in general.
2.4.1 SINGLE TOW HYBRIDS
These specimens consisted of 280 x 20 x 2.5mm 
coupons containing unidirectional glass fibre in epoxy 
resin with a single tow of carbon fibres aligned down the
central axis of the coupon. They were made by a proven 
filament winding technique which had been adapted by 
Priest [69] for hybrids. This technique was used with a 
few modifications. Five semi-cured pre-impregnated tows 
330mm in length were laid out on a board. A wire hook 
was bonded to each end of each tow using a two part epoxy 
adhesive. The tows were then suspended in an open steel 
frame using elastic bands, so that they were under light 
tension, see Fig 2.11. The frame was then placed in the 
filament winding apparatus. The end of the glass roving 
(2400 tex) was attached to the frame and glass fibre to a 
width of about 2cm was wound onto the frame. The 
position of the carbon tows was then adjusted to ensure 
that the carbon tows were aligned parallel to the glass 
roving, which was then wound over the rest of the frame. 
The carbon tows were thus sandwiched between two layers 
of glass roving wound on to the frame. The next stage 
was to impregnate the fibres with resin and to cure it to 
form a plate approximately 2.5mm thick.
A steel mould with a cavity 2 80 x 180mm with open 
ends was used. Four pegs, one at each corner, ensured 
that the top and bottom halves of the mould stayed in 
place during curing. The bottom half of the mould was 
placed into a vacuum box and a sheet of release film 
placed in the mould. Warm ( 7 0 °C) degassed resin was 
poured into the bottom of the mould and the prepared 
frame placed on top. This was degassed under vacuum for
ten minutes. More resin was poured on top of the frame 
and the whole degassed for a further fifteen minutes.
The frame and the mould were then removed from the vacuum 
b o x .
Another sheet of release film was placed on top and
any entrapped air was removed using a roller. The top
half of the mould was then placed in position with four
spacers placed at the corners to give the desired
thickness of laminate, see Fig 2.12. The closed mould
and frame were placed in the oven and weights sufficient
to give a pressure of 15 kN/m were placed on top. The
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laminate was cured for three hours at 100 C.
After cooling, the laminate was cut into specimens 
12mm wide by 280mm long, each with a carbon tow aligned 
down the centre. The specimen thickness was 2.5mm. The 
specimens were then post cured at 150°C for three hours 
under a small weight to prevent the specimens warping.
After cooling the specimens were end-tagged and 
strain gauges were attached, see Fig 2.14. Specimen 
dimensions are given in Fig 2.13. Appendix B gives exact 
details of this procedure. Many laminates were made 
before the technique was perfected and the final 25 
specimens using the 20ym glass came from five different
laminates. Just one laminate was used for the five 10pm 
glass specimens.
2.4.2 2-D MULTIPLE TOW HYBRIDS
These specimens consisted of a linear array of tows 
of carbon fibres surrounded by glass fibre and epoxy 
resin. Four tow spacings were used 1.5, 1.0, 0.5 and 
0.3mm between bundle centres, the last is with the tows 
in contact. These correspond to tow spacings of 6, 4, 2, 
and 1 tow diameters respectively, see Fig 2.15. They 
were made in a similar way to the single tow hybrids.
Two end tabs were taped 300mm apart on a board. Seven 
carbon tows were placed between the end tabs at the 
desired spacing and held in place with double sided 
adhesive tape. Parallel lines drawn on the board were 
used as a guide to ensure that the tows lay parallel.
When all the tows were aligned they were glued to the 
tabs using a two pack epoxy adhesive. Two cotton threads 
were glued, outside the gauge length, across the array, 
so that the thread weaved in between the tows. This was 
to prevent them splaying outwards in the mould. The 
procedure then followed that for the single tow hybrids. 
Two laminates of three specimens each were made of each 
type of hybrid. One laminate of specimens consisting of 
a tape of 40 adjacent carbon tows was also made in the 
same way. The gauge length chosen was 100mm becaues at 
longer gauge lengths the tow spacing could not be
controlled sufficiently accurately. The specimen 
dimensions are given in Fig 2.13.
2.4.3 3-D MULITPLE TOW HYBRIDS
These specimens consisted of three layers of carbon 
tows surrounded by glass fibre and epoxy resin. Two 
types of specimen were made. In one there were eleven 
tows per layer at a spacing of 1.5mm with 1.5mm between 
the layers and in the other 20 tows were laid in a tape 
with an inter-layer spacing of 0.75mm. The carbon tows 
for each layer were attached to end tabs in the method 
used for the 2-D hybrid specimens, except that each end 
tab had a central locating hole. Three sets of tows were 
suspended in steel frames using elastic bands. Four 
additional frames were wound with 1200 tex glass fibre. 
The number of layers of glass fibre on these frames 
determined the inter-layer spacing and the overall 
specimen thickness.
Resin which had been degassed under vaucum was 
poured into the bottom of the mould, which had been lined 
with release film. The first glass fibre covered frame 
and the first carbon frame were positioned in the mould. 
This was degassed under vacuum for ten minutes. More 
resin was poured into the mould and the next pair of 
frames positioned on the mould. This was also degassed
for ten minutes. The proceedure was then repeated until 
all the frames had been postioned in the mould. Locating 
pins were inserted through the end tabs and held in 
position by an aluminium strip, see Fig 2.16. A layer of 
release film was placed in the mould and any air bubbles 
removed with a roller. The procedure then followed that 
for the single tow hybrids to produce the finished 
specimens, see Fig 2.17. Specimen dimensions are given 
in Fig 2.13. This procedure was very time consuming and 
it was difficult to maintain the alingment and spacing of 
the tows throughout the fabrication process. However, 
nine useful test pieces were produced and tested.
2.5 HYBRID EXPERIMENTAL
2.5.1 HYBRID TESTING
The single tow and 2-D hybrid specimens were tested 
in tension in an Instron 1195 tensile testing machine, 
and the 3-D hybrids were tested in a larger Instron 
1175. For the subsequent analysis it was necessary to 
record the strain and the position of each tow fracture. 
Initially a similar procedure to that used by Priest was 
used. This involved painting the back of the specimen 
black and illuminating it from the side using a 
fluorescent strip light to observe the tow failures, but 
this illumination proved inadequate. Two new light 
guides were constructed, in which a bright light source
was converted to a linear array the length of the 
specimen using a fan of optical fibres. This resulted in 
light of a greater intensity being directed accurately 
into the side of the specimen. Unfortunately even with 
this system of illumination the tow failures were hard to 
observe. This was caused by a lack of debonding along 
the tow interface after failure. The technique depends 
on light being reflected off these interfaces. The area 
of the debonded interface in these specimens was less 
than that observed by Priest resulting in the amount of 
light reflected being reduced. This made the observation 
of the failures almost impossible. The reasons for this 
are not entirely clear. Priest used the same carbon 
fibre, similar glass fibre, and a similar resin system. 
The only obvious difference is the continuous tow 
impregnation technique used in the present work. This 
technique produced a bundle of a slightly smaller 
diameter. This may produce a smaller resin rich region 
in the interface between the carbon and the glass 
portions of the hybrid, resulting in debonding occuring 
less readily. To overcome this problem an entirely new 
illumination system had to be developed, see Fig 2.19. 
This system used a similar technique to that used in the 
single fibre experiments.
The specimen was illuminated from behind by a 
fluorescent tube. In between the light source and the 
specimen was placed a polarising plate and in front of
the specimen a 35mm camera fitted with a polarising 
filter, as an analyser. In the extinction position the 
tow failures showed up as lighter areas due to the 
photoelastic effects in the glass/epoxy that could be 
easily observed. A millimetre scale was placed along one 
side of the specimen, this was attached only at the top 
of the gauge length. A strain recording bridge was 
positioned on the other side. Both it and the scale were 
visible in the frame of the camera. This arrangement 
enabled the position of the failure and the strain at 
which it occured to be recorded on film as it occured for 
analysis at a later date. For the single tow hybrids a 
photograph was taken as each tow failed. The failure 
could be heard as a "ping". A typical failure sequence 
is shown in Fig 2.20. The error in the strain reading 
was estimated to be no more than 0.001%. For the 
multiple tow hybrids the initial five or six photographs 
corresponded with the tow failures but the remaining 
photographs were taken at predetermined intervals of 
strain. The interval corresponded to an increment in 
strain of 0.005%. This procedure was followed because it 
was found to be very difficult to identify the sequence 
of the tow failures in the later stages of the test. Fig 
2.21 shows a typical failure sequence for a multiple tow 
hybrid. Table 2.2 summarises the test conditions used.
The same procedure was used to test the 2D tape 
specimens, but it was found to be impossible to follow
the exact sequence of the breaks. The photoelastic 
technique relies on a visible layer of resin around the 
bundles but this is absent when the bundles are very 
close to one another. Each of the three specimens was 
loaded to a different maximum strain, 1.80%, 1.85%, and 
2.00% respectively. The positions of the tow failures 
were recorded and the debond lengths measured, see Table 
2.10. Fig 2.22 shows the failure situations at the three 
strain 1evels.
For the 3D hybrids it also proved impossible to 
record the failure sequence because the front layer of 
bundles tended to obscure the middle and rear layers. 
Therefore for the 1.5mm spacing two specimens were loaded 
to 1.85% strain and two to 2.00% strain. The tow 
failures were subsequently identified and analysed. Two 
tape specimens were also loaded to 1.85% strain.
2.5.2 HYBRID DATA ANALYSIS
The experimental data was in the form of a series of 
photographs showing the position and strain of each 
break. The strain recorded in a photograph in which a 
break first appeared was taken to be the failure strain 
of that break. The position of the break was then 
confirmed against the actual specimen and the position 
adjusted to that at zero strain. To analyse the data a
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system of notional gauge lengths was adopted, see Fig
2.23. The first bundle failure to occur was considered
to be the failure strength of the whole 200mm gauge
length, in all there were 16 readings. The 200mm gauge
length was notionally divided into two 100mm gauge
lengths and the lowest failure strain for each portion
selected. For each specimen there were two measurements
giving 32 in all. The 200mm value will reappear as the
lower of the two 100mm values. This was continued to
give 64 measurements at 50mm and 160 at 20mm. In
practice the full complement of values was not always
achieved indicating that there were some portions that
had not failed when the test was stopped. A computer
program, Appendix C, took each set of data in turn,
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sorted it, produced data suitable for drawing the cdf and 
Weibull plots for each gauge length and calculated the 
statistical parameters. This program was the same as 
that used to analyse the impregnated bundle results.
2.6 HYBRID RESULTS
2.6.1 SINGLE TOW HYBRIDS
The testing of single tow hybrid specimens provided 
the basis for the multiple tow hybrids and a link between 
this work and that of Priest. The cdf and Weibull plots 
for the three bundle sizes are given in Figs 2.42-2.44. 
Table 2.3 lists the statistical parameters for the IK, 5K
and 10k bundle sizes. Note that for the impregnated 
bundles the force at failure was measured and converted 
to stress, whereas for the hybrids the strain was 
measured.
Comparisons of the experimentally determined 
characteristic stresses with those predicted using 
weak-link scaling are given in Table 2.6. The 
discrepancy between experiment and prediction is small, 
<3.5%. Weak-link scaling between the different bundle 
sizes has also been predicted, see Table 2.7. The 
discrepancy between the characteristic stresses predicted 
for each bundle size and experiment is low for all gauge 
lengths, <4.25%. A Mann-Whitney Significance Test [105] 
was conducted on the strength data for the three bundle 
sizes. This test ascertains whether the underlying 
strength distributions for each set of data are the same 
or different. A computer program Appendix D was written 
to perform this test. The results are given in Table 
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2.6.2 FRACTURE MODE
When bundle failures occurred an audible 'ping' was 
heard. This indicated that the failure process involved 
the rapid growth of a critical flaw. In the IK bundles 
the amount of debonding associated with the failure was
small, with a mean value of 0.4mm. Both the 5K and 10K 
bundles showed considerable debonding, Nth^T^meajn values 
being 9mm and 21mm respectively, Fig 2.24.
The debond length may be estimated using the force
balance equation 2.1:—
2
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where O  is the applied stress, x. the interfacial shear 
stress (IFSS), 1 the debond length, and r the fibre 
diameter. This equates the tensile forces in the fibre 
with the shear forces at the interface. A value for the 
IFSS can be estimated from the length of the photoelastic 
lobes observed for single fibres embedded in resin, this 
was 70 urn, which together with a mean failure stress of
2.7 GPa gives a value for of 152 MPa. This is about 
triple that found by Miller et al [111] who tested Celion 
3000 carbon fibres. Using a value of 152 MPa the debond 
lengths for the bundle hybrids were estimated to be 2, 4 
and 5mm for the lk, 5k and 10k bundles respectively.
The IFSS may also be estimated using the force 
balance equation 2.1 with the experimentally determined 
values of 1. This gives values of 626, 60 and 42MPa for 
the lk, 5k and 10k bundles respectively, which are 
obviously too high. The equation assumes that the
bundles are broken into lengths equal to the critical 
length, in practice this rarely occurs. Drzal [102] has 
derived an equation (2.2) which takes into account the 
variation in segment lengths.
t = (a/21 ) (T (1 - 1/w)) 2.2
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where x  is the interfacial shear strength, 0 is the 
failure stress, lo is the characteristic length, W is the 
Weibull exponent and F is the Gamma function. The 
distances between breaks were measured, excluding 
debonding, and mean values were obtained of 6, 17 and
30mm, corresponding to 23, 28 and 35 bundle diameters for 
lk, 5k and 10K bundles respectively. Using the 
statistics program in Appendix C the Weibull parameters, 
Wand l o ,  for the distribution of the lengths were 
calculated. The failure stresses of all the breaks were 
used to calculate values of 'T? for each break. The mean 
of these values gives the mean IFFS. A computer program 
was written to execute this procedure, see Appendix E. 
Table 2.11 gives all the IFSSs and the debond lengths.
The mean IFSS was found to decrease with increasing 
bundle diameter.
Polished transverse sections of the bundle hybrids, 
Fig 2.25, revealed that all the bundles were 
approximately circular in cross-section. The 5K and 10K 
bundles exhibit good consolidation, so although the
individual tows are discernible they are packed tightly 
together, and behave more like a single tow than 
individual tows. Longtidudinal cross-sections were also 
examined. A typical IK bundle failure is shown in Fig 
2.26. It was noted that there were many single fibre 
breaks scattered along the bundle length. To confirm 
that these breaks were the result of the testing and not 
of the fabrication procedure, four specimens were 
examined after being loaded to strains of 0%, 1.17%,
1.66% and 1.71%, the last case being the strain at which 
the first bundle failure had occurred. The number of 
fibre fractures counted were 1, 3, 91 and 160 per 200mm 
length of tow respectively. In the 5k and 10K bundles 
the appearance of the fractures were similar to that of 
the IK bundle, see Fig 2.26.
In all the bundle hybrids groups of fibre fractures, 
i-plets, involving up to seven fibres were observed, see 
Fig 2.27. It must be remembered that the i-plet may 
contain more broken fibres than this since the polishing 
only reveals the fractures lying on a single plane.
Transmission optical microscopy revealed the 
presence of matrix cracks emanating from the debonded 
region around a bundle fracture. In the IK bundle these 
were few, maybe due to the small amount of debonding, but 
in the 5K and 10K bundles the cracking was extensive, see
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Fig 2.28.
2.6.3 10pm GLASS FIBRE HYBRIDS
When fibres in a bundle fail the fibres at the edges 
of the bundle produce the most severe flaws, since the 
load is redistributed over a smaller number of failed 
fibres than failures in the middle of the bundle. In a 
hybrid bundle the severity is reduced by the presence of 
the glass fibres which can accomodate some of the extra 
load. The ability of the glass to accomodate this extra 
load is dependent on the fibre cross-sectional area.
These experiments were designed to investigate the effect 
on the strength of the lk carbon bundle of a glass fibre 
with a smaller fibre diameter.
The experimental data for the hybrids using lOum 
glass fibre was analysed in the same way as for the 20um 
glass fibre hybrids. The cdf and Weibull plots are given 
in Fig 2.45 and the statistical parameters in Table 2.3. 
The Weibull exponents, around 24, for the two short gauge 
lengths are similar to those for the 20jim glass fibre 
hybrids. The high values for the longer gauge lengths
may be due to the small amount of data. The
characteristic stresses for all gauge lengths are lower 
by an average of 2%. Comparisons with values predicted
by weak-link scaling are given in Table 2.8.
Longditudinal cross-sections, see Fig 2.26, showed a 
morphology similar to the 20pm glass fibre hybrids.
2.6.4 2-D MULTIPLE TOW HYBRIDS
The experimental data from these hybrids consisted 
of failure strains and positions for each of the seven 
tows in the specimen. All seven sets of data were 
combined and a similar analysis carried out to that 
detailed in Section 2.5.2. The cdf and Weibull plots for 
each tow spacing are given in Figs 2.46-2.49 and the 
statistical parameters in Table 2.4.
These multiple tow hybrids have higher Weibull 
exponents compared to the IK hybrids. This shows a 
reduction in the variability. From observations of the 
0.3mm and the 0.5mm tow spacings during testing one tow 
failure always initiated failures in some or all of the 
remaining tows. This is reflected in the reduction in 
the variability in the failure strain.
The characteristic stresses are also different from 
the IK bundle hybrid: in the 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0mm spaced
specimens it was lower and in the 1.5mm, higher than the 
IK bundle hybrid. Comparison with values predicted by 
weak-link scaling are given in Table 2.9. Differences
are <3.0%, which is within experimental error.
If there is no interaction between the tows in the 
array then they should fail independently with the same 
underlying distribution as for the IK bundle hybrid which 
is effectively an array with infinite tow spacing. If 
there is some interaction then the tows should fail 
prematurely due to the increased load from adjacent 
failed tows resulting in a decrease in the characteristic 
stress. To test whether the experimental data for the 2D 
hybrids and the IK hybrid have been sampled from the same 
underlying distribution, or from different distributions, 
a Mann-Whitney Significance test was performed, as in 
section 2.6.1.
The results of the test are shown in Table 2.13.
The tests indicate that the probability of the 1.5mm and 
IK hybrid data being sampled from the same distribution 
and that the 0.3mm and 0.5mm data being both sampled from 
another distribution is significant. The 1.0mm data 
however was sampled from a different distribution from 
both other pairs. Thus it may be concluded that there is 
no interaction between the tows in the 1.5mm spaced array 
but there is in the more closely spaced arrays.
When a failure is observed then the neighbouring
bundles were examined to ascertain whether fractures in 
these bundles were influenced by the original 
neighbouring bundle failure. In order to do this an 
arbitary interaction distance (di) has been specified. 
Failures in neighbouring bundles within a distance ±  di 
of the original' array may then be said to interact, see 
Fig 2.29. This measure will vary with the value assumed 
for di. The data was analysed using three values of di : 
1, 2, and 3mm. A distance of 2mm corresponds
approximately to the length of the photoelastic lobes 
observed during testing and is equivalent to about eight
bundle diameters. This distance corresponds
approximately to the ineffective length parameter. Fig 
2.30 shows the percentage of breaks interacting as a 
function of the interaction distance di at a strain of 
1.85%, which was the maximum strain seen by all the 
specimens. The amount of interaction increases as the 
spacing is decreased and as the interaction distance 
increases. Fig 2.32 shows a typical transverse 
cross-section for each of the different tow spacings.
The 0.5mm spacing has little glass fibre between the tows 
and this explains why the behaviour is very similar to 
the 0.3mm spacing hybrid. Longtidudinal cross-sections 
through failure sites, Fig 2.31, show how similar the 
failures are to the IK hybrid failures.
It was only in the hybrids with the closest tow
spacing that any change in the debond length was
observed. The 1.5mm and 1.0mm spaced hybrids had mean 
debond lengths of 0.4mm, whereas the 0.3mm and 0.5mm 
spacing hybrids had a mean debond length of 1.5mm.
The last 2D hybrid specimens tested contained a tape 
of 40 adjacent carbon tows. It was found to be 
impossible to follow the failure sequence in the usual 
way, so the three specimens were loaded to strains of 
1.80%, 1.85% and 2.00%. The resultant fracture states 
are shown in Fig 2.22. The crack spacing appears to have 
reached saturation by 1.85% strain, with a mean crack 
spacing measured down the central axis of the specimen of 
9mm. As the applied strain increased the debond length 
also increased. These were the only hybrids in which 
this phenomenon was observed. The mean debond length 
increased from 1.5mm to between 2.5 and 4mm as the strain 
increased.
2.6.5 3D MULTIPLE TOW HYBRIDS
Since a statistical analysis on the same lines as 
that used for the 2D and bundle hybrids was not possible, 
because of the difficulties reported in Section 2.5.1, 
the analysis was confined to observing the mode of 
fracture and the interactions between the carbon tows.
Bundle spacings of 1.5mm and 0.3mm correspond to the 
limits of the 2D arrays, the first where all the tows are 
evenly distributed in the matrix and the second where the 
tows are adjacent within the layer and the layers are 
separated by only a thin layer of glass fibre. The 
cross-section of the 1.5mm array is shown in Fig 2.18.
For the 1.5mm spacing it was possible to map out the 
tow fractures without destroying the specimen. Two sets 
of specimens were tested, one to 1.85% strain and the 
other to 2.00% strain. This enabled not only the effects 
of varying the interaction distance and the configuration 
of the affected tows to be studied but also the effect of
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different strain levels. Fig 2.33 shows the interaction 
plot for the 3-D hybrids. As was observed in the 2-D 
hybrids the degree of interaction increased with 
increasing interaction distance. In addition it also 
increased with strain and the number of tows included in 
the area of influence of a break. The degree of 
interaction for the 3-D tape hybrids, both within each 
layer and between layers was 100%. The amount of 
debonding associated with the tow failures in the tape 
hybrid was the largest of all the hybrids containing 
single tow bundles, with a debond length of 9mm.
One 3-D 1.5mm spacing specimen was cycled to 
progressively higher strains to monitor any degradation
in modulus. Since the carbon:glass volume ratio is 1:33 
it was expected that the tow failures might have an 
effect on the modulus of the composite. A plot of load 
against strain is shown in Fig 2.34. There was no 
degradation in the modulus below 1.67% strain. The next 
load cycle up to 1.95% strain showed four regions; an 
initial region up to 1.67% were the modulus was constant, 
a region up to 1.78% where there was a slight decrease in 
the modulus, a region up to 1.85% in which the modulus 
dropped dramatically, and the final region up to 1.95% 
where the modulus was about 2/3 of its original value. 
This central region between 1.75% and 1.85% strain is 
where the failure of the carbon tows has a significant 
effect on the modulus of the composite. Above 1.85% the 
modulus is determined by the glass component even though 
there may be carbon tows still failing.
2.7 MICROSCOPY
Initially specimens were examined under a low 
powered stereo microscope in transmitted light. The 
surfaces of all the hybrid specimens were usually good 
enough for inspection of the carbon bundle, but where 
necessary the faces were polished with 6pm and 1 pm 
diamond pastes. One specimen of each of the single 
bundle hybrids was selected for a closer examination.
Both faces were ground to within approximately half a 
millimetre of the carbon tow then polished using a series
of carborundum abrasive papers, 320, 400, 600, 1200 grit, 
and 6 micron diamond paste with distilled water as the 
lubricant.
Specimens selected for further examination were 
sectioned using a diamond cutting wheel and for 
1ongtidudinal cross-sections any excess glass fibre was 
removed on a belt grinder. The specimen surface was then 
flattened parallel to the carbon tow on 320 grit 
carborundum paper using a purpose built holder. The 
specimen was mounted in a standard specimen mounting 
resin and allowed to set. The mounted specimen was 
polished as for the previous examination except that a 1 
pm diamond paste was also used to give the better surface 
finish required.
2.8 ACOUSTIC EMISSION MONITORING
2.8.1 TESTING AND DATA ANALYSIS
During the testing of the single tow hybrid 
specimens tow failures were often accompanied by an 
audible "ping". It was decided to investigate this 
further using Acoustic Emission (AE) monitoring to see if 
any further infom at ion about the failure processes could 
be obtained. The acoustic emissions take the form of 
elastic stress waves and can be detected by sensitive
transducers. One specimen of each type of hybrid, except 
the lk 10pm glass fibre hybrid, were tested. Three 
transducers were attached to the specimen with petroleum 
jelly as a coupling agent, see Fig 2.35. The guard 
transducers enable any emissions from outside a gauge 
length to be filtered out and only true emissions from 
the specimen to be monitored. The resultant gauge length 
monitored was half the specimen length. The recording 
interval was two seconds. The parameters measured during 
the test were load, strain, and emission count rate. An 
overall picture of the AE response of the different 
hybrids tested was obtained by monitoring the response 
over the whole loading process up to 1.85% strain and 
comparing this to an all glass control.
A second set of experiments was done to investigate 
the AE response in the region of a tow failure. To do 
this a transient recorder was used. This device is a 
monitoring device which can store 1000 bits of 
information for output to a peripheral device such as an 
oscilloscope. The recorder was operated in the 
pre-trigger mode whereby the input signal, the acoustic 
emission response, is continually monitored by passing it 
through the recorder's memory, so that events that occur 
both before and after the trigger being activated may be 
recorded. The trigger level can be set so that when a 
preset input threshold is exceeded the trigger trips and 
the memory retains the information that was in it at the
moment the trigger was tripped. A sweep time of 50ms was 
was used which enabled a reading of the AE activity to be 
taken every 5 Op s. The proportion of the 1000 bits to be 
recorded that occurred prior to the trigger was set to 
700. After triggering the monitoring has to be 
reactivated manually. The contents of the memory were 
transfered to an oscilloscope where the trace was 
recorded, digitised and stored on a computer for 
analysis. Tests were conducted on each of the single tow 
hybrids. Difficulties in setting the trigger level 
accurately meant that with the increased amount of AE 
activity in the multiple tow hybrids it was impossible to 
record a discrete tow failure.
2.8.2 RESULTS
Plots of the acoustic emission (AE) count rate 
against strain, with the corresponding load/strain line 
are given for all the hybrids in Fig 2.36. The AE 
response is dependent on the quality of the acoustic 
coupling to the specimen. This results in slight 
variations in the magnitude of the response between 
specimens and also in the amount of noise monitored that 
occurred outside the gauge length. The all-glass 
control, Fig 2.36a, shows a distinct background with the 
occasional peak at low strains. These are probablly due 
to noise emanating from the grips. The important point 
to note is the absence of peaks at high strains. The
single bundle hybrids (Fig 2.36b,c,d) all show distinct 
peaks at high strains. These could be matched to 
specific tow failures, however it was not possible to 
identify the AE response for individual fibre failures. 
The AE response of the multiple tow hybrids was similar 
to the single tow hybrids. Individual bundle failures 
could be matched to peaks in the AE response. There is 
an overall increase in the response towards higher 
strains; to some extent this is due to the increased 
number of tows in these specimens, but also it is due to 
interactions between the tows. The 3-D hybrid specimens 
also show this increase but to a greater extent (Fig 
2.36e,f,g). The 1.5mm spacing hybrid has 33 tows and the 
individual peaks could not be matched to the tow failures 
since often more than one tow would fail in a single 
counting interval. The 3-D tape specimens with 60 tows 
showed the increased activity but since many of the tows 
were failing simultaneously the appearence of the trace 
is more like that for the ten tow bundle hybrid than the 
3-D 1.5mm spacing hybrid.
The AE responses from individual tow failures 
recorded using a transient recorder for the IK, 5K and 
10K bundle hybrids are shown in Fig 2.37a,b,c. A tow 
failure is a rapid event typically occurring in less than 
10 ms. During this time span there were many events 
occuring which correspond to the failure of fibres or 
groups of fibres in the tow.
The response from a 3-D 1.5mm spacing hybrid is also 
shown in Fig 2.37d. The failure time is double that of 
the single tows with probably more than one tow failure 
occurring simultaneously, since this was recorded at a 
higher strain level than the others.
2.9 STRAIN UNIFORMITY
The testing of hybrids assumes that the strain field 
in the gauge length of the specimen is uniform. To test 
that this was the case a 2-D hybrid specimen of 1.0mm 
spacing had three strain gauges attached to it. The 
specimen was then loaded up to 1.0% strain in each of the 
four possible orientations giving twelve strain readings, 
see Fig 2.38. The maximum difference between readings 
was found to be 0.0001 %.
Table 2.1 Fibre materials
Carbon
Glass :
Celion 1000 nominal diameter
size
tw i s t
no. of filaments 
Batch N o .
7.87 pm 
2.5% epoxy 
0.3 T / inch 
1000
HTA-7W-0322
Cosmostrand
nominal diameter 20 pm
size epoxy compatible
tex 2400 and 1200
Fibreglass LN30
nominal diameter 10 pm
size epoxy compatible
tex 1710
Table 2.2 Hybrid test conditions and material parameters
Specimen length modulus Vf Test rate Strain rate
mm G P a mm / min %/min
Impreg. Ik 200 160 0.74 0.5 0.25
100 160 0.74 0.5 0.5
50 160 0.74 0.5 1.0
20 160 0.74 0.5 2.5
5k 200 166 0.77
ino 0.25
100 166 0.77 0.5 0.5
50 166 0.77 0.5 1.0
20 166 0.77 0.5 2.5
10K 200 164 0.76 0.5 0.25
100 164 0.76 0.5 0.5
50 164 0.76 0.5 1.0
20 164 0.76 0.5 2.5
C/G ratio
Hybrid lk 200 42 0 .003 0 .038 0.019
100 42 0.003 0.038 0.019
50 42 0.003 0 .038 0.019
20 42 0.003 0.038 0.019
5k 200 43 0.014 0.038 0.019
100 43 0.014 0.038 0.019
50 43 0.014 0.038 0.019
20 43 0.014 0.038 0.019
10k 200 45 0.030 0.038 0.019
100 45 0.030 0.038 0.019
50 45 0.030 0.038 0.019
20 45 0.030 0.038 0.019
Hybr id 
2D arrays
100
50
20
Tape
44
44
44
55
0.020 
0 .020 
0.020 
0.113
0.0140
0.0140
0.0140
0.0140
0.0071 
0.0071 
0.0071 
0.0071
Hybrid 
3D arrays
100
Tape
53
61
0 .093 
0.170
0.0140
0.0140
0.0071 
0 .0071
XTable 2.3 Statistical parameters for fibres and
impregnated bundles.
L #obs . W Xo X C.V. R
(mm) (GPa) (GPa) %
Single 50 66 6.14 2.41 2.25 18.4 0.993
20 70 5.59 2.63 2.45 19.9 0.994
10 64 5.74 3.25 3.05 20 .2 0.963
1 57 5.71 4.53 4.24 20.0 0.994
Impre g . lk 200 51 24.97 2.76 2.61 2.17 0.992
100 28 35.79 2.78 2.75 1.31 0.990
50 26 25 .78 2. 86 2 . 80 2.21 0.976
20 25 25 .70 2.75 2.70 2.06 0.984
Impre g . 5k 200 14 26 .44 2.57 2.51 1.72 0.907
100 14 24.74 2.62 2.55 3.52 0.952
50 14 26 .14 2.66 2.61 1 . 88 0.985
20 14 41 .33 2.73 2.69 1.12 0.9 83
Impre g .10k 200 14 35.36 2.63 2.59 1.18 0.981
100 10 33 .31 2.64 2.60 1.29 0.927
50 13 63 .01 2.75 2.73 0.67 0.987
20 9 49.96 2.70 2.67 0.81 0.9 80
Hybr id lk 200 16 29 . 80 3.71 3.65 3.00 0.958
20pm glass 100 29 27 .79 3.78 3.71 3.13 0.972
50 61 29.55 3.83 3.76 3 .23 0.982
20 151 29.92 3.90 3 . 82 3.28 0.987
Hybrid 5k 200 10 34.36 3.52 3.47 2.19 0.987
100 20 32.66 3.57 3.51 2.43 0.985
50 39 18.73 3.69 3.61 6 .23 0.944
20 92 21 .39 3.78 3.69 5 .26 0.969
Hybrid 10k 200 9 42.33 3.55 3.51 1.70 0.978
100 1 8 28.35 3.63 3.57 3.10 0.947
50 37 30.61 3.68 3.62 2.80 0.966
20 59 31 .97 3.72 3.65 3.80 0.957
Hybrid lk 200 5 63 .03 3.63 3.59 1.17 0.696
10 pm glass 100 10 33.07 3.70 3.65 2.07 0.939
50 20 23 .84 3.77 3.69 4.36 0.939
20 50 26 .00 3.83 3.76 3 .93 0.950
Table 2.4 Statistical parameters for 2D array hybrids.
L
( mm)
#obs . W Xo
(GPa)
X
(GPa)
C.V.
%
R
1 . 5 mm 100 34 30.94 3.85 3.78 3.05 0 .982
spacing 50 70 33 .46 3 .90 3 . 84 2.80 0.991
20 157 37 .56 3.94 3.88 2.43 0.992
1 . Omm 100 34 40 .70 3.53 3.48 1.76 0.986
spacing 50 69 37 .58 3.59 3.54 2.02 0.991
20 174 35.98 3.67 3.61 2. 23 0.992
0 . 5 mm 100 35 53 .72 3.62 3.58 1.35 0.967
spac ing 50 70 44.75 3.68 3.64 1.71 0.977
20 169 39.30 3.75 3.70 2.08 0.985
0 .3 mm 100 28 50.10 3.58 3.54 1 .42 0.7 46
spacing 50 56 33 .38 3.66 3.60 2.47 0.871
20 140 37.69 3.77 3.72 2.22 0.965
J. T
Table 2.5
lk bundle 
from 200
from 20
5k bundle 
from 200
from 20
10k bundle 
from 200
from 20
Weakest- li nk predictions of characteristic
stress for impregnated bundles.
length Xo Xo % change
(mm) experiment predicted wrt exp
200
100
50
20
76
78
86
75
76
83
91
02
+ 1.31 
+ 1 . 86 
+ 9 . 86
20
50
100
200
75 
86 
78
76
75
66
58
52
-7.18
-7.61
-8.74
200
100
50
20
2.57 
2.6 2 
2.66 
2.73
20
50
100
200
73
66
62
57
57
64
71
80
+0.70 
+ 1.59 
+ 2.63
73
67
63
58
+0 . 23 
+0.30 
+0.55
200
100
50
20
63
64 
75 
70
63
68
74
81
+ 1 .66 
-0.48 
+4.04
20
50
100
200
70
75
64
63
2.70
2.65
2.61
2.58
-3.62
-0.98
-2.04
1 ZD
Table 2.6
lk bundle 
from 200
from 20
5k bundle 
from 200
from 20
10k bundle 
from 200
from 20
W e a k e st-l in k predictions of characteristic
stress for hybrid bundles.
length 
( mm)
Xo
exper iment
Xo
predicted
% change 
wrt exp
(20pm glass fibre)
200
100
50
20
3.71 
3.78 
3.83 
3 .90
3.71
3.80
3.89
4.01
+0 .46 
+ 1.48 
+ 2.77
20
50
100
200
3 .90 
3 . 83 
3.7 8 
3.71
3.90
3.78
3.68
3.60
-1 .42 
-2.54 
-3.11
200
100
50
20
52
57
70
77
52
59
66
76
+0.60
-0.96
-0.18
20
50
100
200
77
70
57
52
77
64
54
44
-1.77
-0.97
-2.30
200
100
50
20
55
70
77
83
55
61
67
75
-2.47
-2.70
-2.13
20
50
100
200
83
77
70
55
83
70
60
51
-1 .93 
-2.70 
-1 .26
X 4. \J
Table 2.7 Characteristic stress for bundles of different 
size predicted by weak link scaling.
(mm) experiment predicted wrt exp
length Xo Xo % change
Impregnated bundles predicted from lk.
lk 200 2.76 2.76 -
100 2.97 2.97 -
50 2. 85 2.85 —
5k 200 2.57 2.73 +6 .27
100 2.62 2.79 +6.77
50 2.66 2. 83 +6 .27
10k 200 2.63 2. 81 +6.72
100 2.64 2.83 +7.16
50 2.75 2.85 +3.71
Hybr id bundle s predicted from lk.
lk 200 3.71 3.71 -
100 3.78 3.78 -
50 3.83 3.83
5k 200 3.52 3.56 +0.94
100 3.57 3.62 + 1 .26
50 3.70 3.89 + 5.17
10k 200 3.55 3.62 + 1.91
100 3.63 3.79 +4.46
50 3.68 3 . 83 +4.19
Table 2.8 Weakest-1ink predictions of characteristic stress 
for lk hybrid bundles with 10 um glass fibre.
length Xo Xo
(mm) experiment predicted
from 200 200 3.63 3.63
100 3.70 3.67
50 3.77 3.71
20 3.83 3.76
from 20 20 3 . 83 3 . 83
50 3.77 3.70
100 3.70 3.60
200 3.63 3.51
% change 
wrt exp
-0 . 81 
-1.57 
-1 .70
-1 .93 
-2.70 
-3 .44
X X. \J
Table 2.9 W e ak es t-link  predictions of characteristic
stress for the array hybrids.
1ength 
( mm)
Xo
exper iment
Xo
predicted
% change 
wrt exp
1.5 mm spacing 
from 100 100
50 
20
85
90
94
85
94
06
+0 . 95 
+ 2.93
from 20 20
50
100
94
90
85
94
85
78
-1 .41 
-1 .95
1.0 mm spacing 
f r om 100 100
50 
20
52
59
67
52
58
66
-0.26
- 0.22
from 20 20
50 
100
0.5 mm spacing 
from 100 100
50 
20
67
59
52
3.62
3.68
3.75
67
58
51
3.62
3.67
3.73
-0.34
-0.30
-0.3 5 
-0.53
from 20 20
50 
100
0.3 mm spacing 
f rom 100 100
50 
20
75
68
62
58
66
77
75
66
60
58
63
70
-0.48
-0.57
-0 . 82 
-1 . 94
from 20 20
50
100
77
66
58
77
68
61
+0.53
+0.91
Table 2.10 Debond and pullout lengths
Impregnated bundles
diameter debond length pullout length
( mm) ( mm) (im)
lk 0 .27 — 0 - 4 8
5k 0.60 - 0 - 4 8
10k 0.85 - 0 - 4 8
Hybrid bundles
diameter debond length fracture zone
(mm) (mm) (mm)
lk 0.27 0.4 0.6 - 0.7
5k 0.60 9.0 0.9 - 1.2
10k 0.85 21 .0 1.3 - 1.6
U  V
Table 2.11 Predictions for the interfacial shear stress 
and debond lengths for hybrid bundles.
A) Force balance method
Predicted using (J0 = 3.7 GPa and a fibre 6= 70 um.
bundle size dl
(MPa) (mm)
lk 152 2
5k 152 4
Predicted using experimental values of debond length. 
1 k 6 26 —
5k 60
10k 42
B) After Drzal [103]
bundle size dl
(MPa) ( mm)
lk 433 0.58
5k 126 4.20
10k 6 6 11.60
1K o
5k X o
10 k  1 k  X = Significant
agreement
Table 2.12 Mann-Whitney Significance Test for single 
tow hybrids.
1-5 X
TO o o
0 - 5 o o o
0 - 3 o o o X
C O 1-5  1 0 0 - 5
Table 2.13 Mann-Whitney Significance Test for array 
hybrids.
20
12 26 12
Fig 2.1 Dimensions of a single carbon fibre
microtensile specimen (in millimetres).
Fig 2.2 The master copy of the single carbon fibre 
specimen (a) from which a silicone rubber 
mould (b) was made, with a specimen before 
(c) and after (d) the ends have been 
r emov e d .
locking nut
fibre holder
fibre
mould
Fig 2.3 The apparatus for aligning a single carbon 
fibre down the centre of the coupon.
Fig 2.4 The microtensometer used to test the single 
carbon fibre specimens which would be 
attached to the stage of a Zeiss optical 
microscope .
Fig 2.5 Photomicrograph of the optical effects
surrounding a typical fibre fracture of a 
single carbon fibre embedded in epoxy 
resin.
Fig 2.6 Diagram of the machine used to produce
semi-cured impregnated fibre bundles on a 
continuous basis (not to scale).
bundle
_^ 5_ O
25 mm
epoxy
adhesive
U
t  loading pin
10mm
-loading axis
Fig 2.7 End tab dimensions and loading arrangement 
used to test lk impregnated bundles.
35 mm
bundle
glass fibre 
sleeve
grip insert
Instron grip
10mm
Fig 2.8 Dimensions of the grip inserts and glass 
fabric sleeve for 5k and 10k impregnated 
bundles with the loading arrangement.
± U J
Fig 2.9 Examples of impregnated bundles of IK, 
5K and 10K fibres.
Fig 2.10 Scanning electron micrographs of
impregnated bundle fracture surfaces.
1J /
hook
tensioning 
bands
tows
end tab
frame
Fig 2.11 Arrangement used to tension impregnated 
bundles in a steel frame prior to being 
overwound with glass fibre.
frame
carbon tows 
overwound 
with glass fibres
mould
mould top
mould bottom
■=[ P shim
impregnated 
and degassed 
fibres
Fig 2.12 The positions of the mould and frame 
during the cure of hybrid specimens.
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Fig 2.13 Dimensions of the hybrid specimens (in mm)
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Fig 2.14 Examples of lk (20 urn glass fibre), 5k, 
10k and lk (10 urn glass fibre) hybrid 
c o u p o n s .
7llJ£c p | | |
Mljliifi
Fig 2.15 Examples of 2D array hybrid coupons at
bundle spacings of 1.5, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.3mm.
alignment plate
frames of Z Z
glass
carbon
glass
carbon
glass
carbon
a> <bglass
alignment rods
Fig 2.16 The arrangement of the frames and locating 
pins for the production of the 3D array 
hy br i d s .
3D>'5- d
Fig 2.17 Examples of 3D array hybrid test coupons.
Fig 2.18 Cross-section of 3D array specimen at 1.5mm 
spacing.
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1 )  F L U O R E S C E N T  t u b e
2) POLARISING PLATE
3) SPECIMEN
4) INSTRON GRIPS
5) CAMERA WITH ANALYSING FILTER
Fig 2.19 Schematic of the illumination system
used during the testing of hybrid specimens.
Fig 2.20 A typical single tow failure sequence, in
practice larger photographs than these were 
used to identify the position of the 
b r e a k s .
Fig 2.21 A typical failure sequence from a 1.0mm 
spacing 2D array hybrid. In practice 
larger photographs than these were used to 
identify the position of the breaks.
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Fig 2.23 The system of notional gauge lengths used 
to analyse the hybrid failure data 
collected from the sequences like those in 
Fig 2.20 and 2.2).
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Fig 2.24 Photographs of debond regions in 5k and 
10k hybrid bundles.
Fig 2.25 Micrographs of polished transverse sections 
through hybrid bundles of lk, 5k and 10k 
fibres .
Fig 2 .
01 m m
1k
20Mm
1k
10Mm
26 Micrographs of polished longitudinal 
sections through hybrid bundles of lk 
(20 and 10 um glass fibres), 5k and 10 
fibres showing similarities between fa 
morphologie s .
k
il ur e
Fig 2.27 Micrograph of "i-plets" observed in hybrid 
bundles.
Fig 2.28 Micrographs of matrix cracking associated 
with the debonded region in 5k and 10k 
hybrid bundles.
33 C
interaction 1k bundle 
distance (mm) diameters
Fig 2.29 Definition of the arbitary interaction
distance used to analyse the 2D array of 
hybrid specimens.
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1.85*/. strain
l-
353010 15 20 25
INTERACTION DISTANCE <mm> X10'
Fig 2.30 The percentage of bundle breaks interacting 
as a function of the interaction distance 
at a strain of 1.85% for the 2D array at 
different bundle spacings.
Fi 2.31 Micrographs of the longitudinal cross
section of failures in 2D array hybrids.
Fig 2.32 Micrographs of transverse crosssections 
of the 2D array hybrid specimens.
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Fig 2.33 The percentage of bundle breaks interacting 
as a function of interaction distance for 
3D array hybrid specimens at a spacing of 
1.5mm for strain of 1.85% and 2.00%.
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Fig 2.34 Load/strain curves for a 3D hybrid specimen 
at 1.5mm bundle spacing loaded to 
succeedingly higher levels showing the 
degradation in modulus of the specimen at 
at high strains.
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Fig 2.35 Arrangement of AE transducers on a hybrid 
spe cimen.
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Fig 2.36 Accoustic AE emmission traces for the different 
hybrids and a glass control, together with 
the corresponding load/strain- cure.
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Fig 2.37 Transient recorder traces of the AE
response from tow failures in a)lk, b)5k, c)10k
and 3D hybrid specimens. These correspond 
to the large peaks in Fig 2.36.
strain gauges
FRONT BACK
Fig 2.38 Diagram showing the four possible orientations
of a hybrid specimen in the Instron grips giving 
twelve strain gauge positions.
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3 DISCUSSION
3.1 THE STRENGTH OF FIBRES
The strength distributions of the carbon fibres used 
in this work were determined by Priest [69], who tested 
fibres at gauge lengths of 50, 20, 10 and 1mm. There was 
a good correlation with the Weibull model, which gave a 
mean Weibull exponent of 5.8. This is in general 
agreement with other published data, Hitchon and Phillips 
[106] and Moreton [107], who found mean Weibull exponents 
of 6.0 and 7.0 respectively. A Weibull exponent in this 
range indicates considerable scatter in the data, the 
coefficient of variation (CV) is ~20%. The hypothesis of 
weakest link scaling is an integral part of the Weibull 
model (eq 1.6). Priest [69] found that his data agreed 
with this hypothesis within the limits of experimental 
error. Watson and Smith [6 8 ] in a more rigorous analysis 
confirmed this.
These results indicate that it is sufficient to 
consider the fibre strength to be determined by the most 
severe flaw contained in the length tested. In the 
present work the fibres are treated as ideal brittle 
solids and the structure of the fibre and the nature of 
individual flaws have not been considered.
3.2 COMPOSITE MATERIALS
3.2.1 FRACTURE BEHAVIOUR
A composite material may be treated as a 
semi-infinite array of fibres in a common matrix, and the 
manner in which the fibres fail in this array determines 
the fracture behaviour of the composite. The simplest 
example would be if the matrix is air, for instance an 
unsupported bundle. In this situation once a fibre has 
failed it no longer supports any load and the load that 
it was carrying must be shared evenly between the 
remaining intact fibres (ELS). As the bundle is loaded, 
fibres fail throughout the bundle and eventually the 
remaining fibres are no longer able to support the 
applied load and the bundle fails catastrophically.
The behaviour is altered if the matrix is an elastic 
material and two basic theories have been proposed for 
the behaviour of composite materials with an elastic 
matrix 3 the cumulative weakening theory based on the 
chain-of-bundles model proposed by Rosen [30], and the 
"i-plet" model proposed by Batdorf [45,46]. Rosen 
considered the composite to be divided into segments 
whose length was determined by the ineffective length of 
the embedded fibre. Fibres will fail sporadically 
throughout the composite as it is loaded. Inside a
segment Rosen allowed the composite to behave in the same 
way as an unsupported bundle with the result that the 
composite failed when one segment was unable to support 
the applied load. The resultant fracture zone would 
thus be confined within the segment length,
but within this region the fracture surface might be 
uneven. From the photoelastic response of a single 
broken fibre embedded in resin the ineffective length 
(segment length) was estimated to be ~70pm. This is 
comparable to the lengths found by Mullin et al [26] and 
Schuster and Scala [37]. If the Rosen model is 
applicable fracture zones of the order of 7 0vim wide 
should be observed.
Batdorf discarded the idea of dividing the composite 
into segments and focused on the behaviour of the 
individual fibre failures. As in the Rosen model fibre 
failures will occur throughout the composite but the 
effects of a break are confined to a localised volume of 
a length equivalent to the PAL and a few fibre diameters 
wide. The load from the failed fibre is redistributed 
over the adjacent fibres over this length, Fig 1.4. This 
transfer length is not necessarily constant, but may vary 
according to the local disposition of fibre breaks in 
that region. Once the i“plet has reached a critical size 
Batdorf assumes failure to occur catastrophically by a 
macroscopic crack running through the composite. The 
most probable direction for this running crack is
perpendicular to the fibre direction, (Ko et al [55]).
The resultant fracture surface would be similar to that 
proposed by Rosen except that the width of the fracture 
zone might be considerably wider.
The final fracture of the impregnated bundles 
studied was instantaneous and examination of the fracture 
surfaces revealed (Fig 2.10) a large fracture zone within 
which the individual fibre failures and groups of 
failures were staggered over lengths of up to 5mm. This 
suggests that the actual failure process is more complex 
than implied by either model. The fracture morphology 
may be misleading because much consequential damage, 
notably splitting, occurs as a result of the large amount 
of energy released when failure of the bundle occurs.
The hybrid specimens are unique in that the 
glass/resin matrix prevents the carbon component from 
disintegrating upon failure so that the fractures may be 
examined with a minimum of disturbance. Examination of 
the failures in hybrid specimens, Fig 2.26, showed the 
zone to be 600-700pm; this is larger than would be 
expected from either Rosen's or Batdorf's models. The 
appearance of the fracture shows that there may be more 
than one nucleus for failure and the final failure occurs 
by shear failure of the matrix, or the fibre/matrix 
interface, between nuclei . Fig 3.1 shows a possible
failure sequence consistent with the observed final 
fracture morphology. Failure relies on the accumulation 
of i-plets within a localised volume, these i-plets 
probably grow according to the Batdorf model but a 
critical point is reached when the continuing growth of 
the i-plet is controlled by the fibre-matrix interfacial 
shear strength. If at the edge of the i-plet the 
interfacial shear stress is exceeded then the interface 
debonds blunting the growing crack. This blunting may 
occur with a mechanism similar to that proposed by Tirosh 
[78]. The size of each blunted i-plet will depend on the 
local interfacial shear strength, so the i-plet size will 
vary. The largest i-plet observed was of the order of 
six fibres, Fig 2.27, therefore the composite may 
effectively be divided into sub-bundles of about six 
fibres in diameter. Harlow and Phoenix [53,54] also 
considered groups of 10-15 fibres to be statistically 
independent. The resultant fracture process is by the 
growth and coalescence of i-plets. The Batdorf "critical 
i-plet" may therefore not be a critical number of fibres 
in an i-plet but a critical accumulation of i-plets in 
the bundle.
3.2.2 COMPOSITE STRENGTH
If a composite consisted of fibres of equal strength 
then all the fibres would fail at the same failure 
strain. The composite would then have a strength that
could be predicted from the Voigt rule-of-mixtures, 
equat ion 3.1.
o = V£a_ + V a = V,.a.p + (1 - V ) a 3.1
c f f  m m  f f  f m
If however the fibre strengths are distributed over 
a wide range, as shown in Section 3.1, then the failure 
of the weakest fibres will be constrained by the stronger 
fibres that surround them. This will result in the 
composite also having a distribution of strengths. The 
experimental results on impregnated bundles, Figs 
2.39-2.4 1 and Table 2.3, show that the strength 
distribution of the bundles may be described by a Weibull 
distribution. However, for an equivalent gauge length 
the bundles may be stronger than the fibres and a large 
reduction in the scatter, W = 25 (CV = 2%) is also 
observed. These trends were also observed by Priest [
69] for impregnated bundles. Priest also tested bundles 
that had not been impregnated with resin and found these 
bundles to be weaker and had a lower Weibull exponent 
than the impregnated ones, W = 15 (CV = 8%). The 
presence of a matrix has therefore contributed to the 
increase in the strength and the reduction in the 
scatter. The statistical analysis of Harlow and Phoenix 
[54] applied to fibres with properties similar to those 
used in this work would predict a strength of "2.45 GPa 
for a 100mm long 1000 filament bundle. The experimental 
value was higher than this (2.80 GPa). However, in their 
computer model Harlow and Phoenix used a Weibull exponent
of 5 compared to the experimental value of 5.8. The 
complexity of the algorithm and the amount of computer 
time used in the analysis precluded a re-evaluation using 
the different Weibull exponent. However using the 
experimental value of W their anaylsis would be expected 
to give a closer agreement with the experimentally 
determined strength.
The Batdorf model provides a technique for 
estimating the strength of the composite and consequently 
the size of the critical i-plet. Fig 3.2 shows a Batdorf 
plot corresponding to a lk bundle used in this work. For 
an i-plet of size of 3 the predicted strength is 2.80 GPa 
compared to the experimental value of 2.86 GPa.
Therefore the predicted critical i-plet size for an 
impregnated bundle is ~ 3 .
3.2.3 WEAKLINK SCALING
The model for weaklink theory assumes that the 
material is homogenous and may be divided into segments 
in which failure will originate from a single critical 
flaw. Single fibres appear to fit this model and are 
therefore expected to follow this weaklink theory. This 
was indeed found to be the case, see Section 3.1. If 
composite behaviour followed either of the models 
proposed by Rosen [30], (chain of bundles) or Batdorf
[45,46], in which failure originates from a single 
critical flaw, then composite bundles should also agree 
with the weaklink hypothesis. Weaklink scaling of bundle 
strengths from one length to another are shown in Table 
2.7 and exhibit an apparently good fit to the model at 
each of the three bundle sizes. The more rigorous 
anaylsis of Watson and Smith [68] however indicates that 
the weaklink model does not apply to these bundles. The 
composites are not homogenous materials and the evidence 
discussed, in Section 3.2.1, shows that niether Rosens' 
model nor Batdorf's are strictly applicable either.
The weaklink theory also predicts changes in 
strength with volume, which may be affected by either 
changes in length or width i.e. number of fibres in the 
bundle. If weaklink scaling is applicable then the 
strengths for bundles of lk, 5k and 10k fibres, should 
coincide at a constant volume (i.e. 100mm length of lk
bundle should be similar to 20mm length of 5k). Fig 3.3 
and Table 2.7 demonstrate that this is not the case and, 
therefore, conventional weaklink scaling does not appear 
to be applicable.
The apparent agreement between the theory and the 
experimental results for changes in length and the lack 
of agreement for changes in volume are a consequence of 
the differences between flaws at the surface and flaws in
the bulk of the composite bundle. If flaws are 
considered to be equivalent to simple Griffith-type 
cracks a surface flaw would be twice as severe as a 
buried flaw of equivalent size. The critical parameter 
is therefore the surface/volume ratio of the bundle. For 
changes in length the surface/volume ratio is a constant 
and weaklink scaling therefore appears to fit, but as the 
number of fibres, and therefore the diameter is increased 
the surface/volume ratio decreases, see Figure 3.4.
This is accompanied by a corresponding reduction in the 
probability that failure will initiate at a surface 
defect. The Weibull model does not take into account 
differences in the severity of the two types of flaws.
It only considers a volume effect in which the 
probability of attaining a more severe flaw is greater in 
a larger volume of material. This effect, equation 1.11, 
follows a logarithmic law and also tends to a constant 
value at large volumes. So at large volumes the 
probability of failure will be constant while at small 
volumes the surface/volume effect dominates.
3.3 HYBRID COMPOSITES
3.3.1 STRENGTH
The charcteristic stress for the lk single bundle 
hybrids shows a marked increase over that of an 
impregnated bundle, Table 2.3, this is the hybrid
effect. Priest [69] observed similar effects but his lk 
bundles were rather weaker. This may be due to the lower 
volume fraction of fibres in his bundles (69% against 
76%) and the fact that improved techniques for the 
fabrication have been developed in the current work. The 
larger bundle sizes tested by Priest were 3k and 9k so 
direct comparisons are not possible.
The 5k and 10k bundles have similar Weibull 
exponents to the lk bundle but with a greater variation 
in W between gauge lengths. The characteristic strengths 
are lower than the lk bundle as would be expected, but 
are similar to each other with the 10k suprisingly 
slightly greater than the 5k. Fig 3.5 shows the bundle 
failure strains plotted against the length of intact 
bundle in which that failure occurred. As can be seen the 
strengths of the bundles show a decrease towards longer 
lengths. A Mann-Whitney Significance Test, Table 2.12, 
has shown that the underlying distributions for the lk 
and the larger bundle sizes are significantly different 
but that the 5k and 10k bundles are probably sampled from 
the same distribution. A similar trend was observed in 
the impregnated bundles and the implications for the size 
effect have been discussed earlier.
The progress of damage (fibre failures) in hybrid 
specimens was followed by inspecting polished
longditudinal cross-sections of lk bundle hybrids which 
had been loaded to strains of 1.17%, 1.68% and 1.71% 
strain. The cross-section through the bundle was about 
30 fibres wide. The number of fibre breaks observed in 
the 200mm lengths were 3, 91 and 160 respectively. The 
expected number of fibre failures may be estimated from 
the Weibull equation (1.10) as described in Section
1.2.1. Using a fibre Weibull exponent of 5.8 and a 
characteristic stress of 4.53 GPa for a 1mm length, 
(Priest [69]), the expected number of breaks for the 
corresponding strains were calculated to be 163, 1220 and 
1632 respectively, much greater than the observed 
numbers. If, however, the Weibull exponent were 
increased to about 17 and the characteristic stress kept 
constant, the predicted number of breaks would be 0.2, 91 
and 150, which are close to the observed values. Johnson 
[108] managed to increase the strength and decrease the 
variability of the carbon fibres by removing the surface 
layers, which included the surface flaws. When a fibre 
is surrounded by a matrix the severity of the surface 
flaws may be reduced. Recent work on silicon carbide 
fibres (Clarke [109]) has demonstrated both an increase 
in Weibull exponent and strength for fibres in a matrix, 
compared with tests in air, due to the inhibition of 
surface defects initiating failure. It is considered 
that the measured strength and Weibull exponent are 
likely to be influenced by experimental variables and 
that the "true" strength would be higher and the scatter 
lower than that measured. The observed number of fibre
breaks supports this argument.
The increase in characteristic stress between 
impregnated bundles and hybrid bundles may be defined as 
a positive hybrid effect, this is tabulated in the Table
3.1. This "hybrid effect" may be partially explained by 
a change in the properties of the fibres but there are 
also other more important strengthening mechanisms 
operating. These are: thermal effects, the constraint
imposed by the surrounding glass fibre/resin matrix, and 
changes in the behaviour of the surface flaws in the 
bundle.
Thermal strains are produced in the bundle due to 
the different coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of 
the fibres. The differences in the CTE between the 
components in the composite (epoxy +ve, glass +ve, carbon 
-ve) result in the carbon component being placed into 
compression upon cooling to room temperature from the 
cure temperature, Figs 1.14 and 3.6. The thermal strains 
may be calculated from equation (I .31) and are shown in 
Table 3.2.
The thermal component of the impregnated bundle strength 
is very small and can be considered negligible, but for 
hybrids it is significant. The maximum thermal stress 
was in the lk bundle hybrid with a value of 0.13 GPa,
which at a 50mm gauge length contributes about 3.5% of 
the failure stress. It should be noted that Priest [69] 
overestimated the thermal strains because he used the 
fibre moduli rather than the composite moduli in his 
calculat ions.
The constraint effect may be a more efficient 
strengthening mechanism than the thermal strains. The 
presence of the glass fibre/resin matrix surrounding the 
carbon bundle constrains a crack at the surface from 
growing into the bundle. In an impregnated bundle as a 
surface crack grows into the bundle the base of the crack 
opens unhindered, but in a hybrid the opening of the base 
of the crack is constrained by the glass fibres 
surrounding the bundle, see Fig 3.7. A greater applied 
force will be required to propogate the crack through the 
hybrid bundle compared to the impregnated bundle. The 
degree to which the crack is constrained will depend on 
the stiffness of the surrounding matrix. A matrix with a 
low modulus, i.e. natural rubber, will have little 
effect in constraining a growing crack. The model for 
hybrid strength proposed by Aveston and Sillwood [83] 
uses constraint to predict the strength of the high 
modulus component in a hybrid composite. This is the 
only analysis which considers an arrangement of fibres or 
bundles which is similar to the type of specimens 
considered in this work. The carbon component is treated 
as a "fibre11 with a modulus equivalent to an impregnated
bundle of 0.76 fibre volume fraction. The "fibre" is 
embedded in an homogenous matrix with a modulus 
corresponding to that of a glass/epoxy composite of 0.55 
volume fraction. The predicted failure strain is given 
by equation 1.27 for the case where the fibre-matrix bond 
is a frictional sliding one. For a similar arrangement 
of "fibres" to that used in this work the predicted 
fracture strain is 2.78 %, the experimental value, the 
mean of all the gauge lengths, was 1.77 %. The predicted 
failure strain is very sensitive at low values of the 
volume fraction of fibres and the ineffective length, Fig 
3.8. The analysis is also very sensitive to the values 
of the moduli for each component. When the volume 
fraction of fibres is very low the predicted failure 
strain tends to infinity. Conversely, if the volume 
fraction of fibres is high the failure strain tends to 
zero. In the hybrid coupons it was very low (0.002 - 
0.02). However, the carbon component may be limited to a 
few bundle diameters, so an effective volume fraction 
might be more appropriate, see Fig 3.9. If the area of 
influence is taken to be 12 bundle diameters across, the 
predicted failure strain is 1.44% which is a closer 
estimate to the experimentally determined failure strain. 
This inaccuracy casts doubt on the validity of the 
analysis of Aveston and Sillwood.
The presence of the glass fibre/epoxy resin matrix 
also has an effect on the severity of the surface flaws
in the carbon bundle. By surrounding the carbon bundle 
the surface flaw becomes a bulk flaw. The reduction in 
the severity of the flaw is dependent on the stiffness of 
the surrounding material. At a fibre level it is the 
stress concentrations on adjacent fibres which controls 
the severity of the flaw. Figure 3.10 illustrates 
schematically the differences between a bulk flaw, a 
surface flaw in an impregnated bundle and a surface flaw 
in a hybrid bundle. The stress concentrations 
surrounding the surface flaw are reduced by the presence 
of the hybridising material. The ability of this 
material to reduce the severity of the flaw is also 
dependent on its effective stiffness. If the hybridising 
material has the same modulus as the bundle the surface 
flaw will effectively become a true bulk flaw. The 
constraint and surface flaw mechanisms are 
complimentary. The former considers a continuous 
approach where the latter is a micromechanics approach. 
The effective stiffness of the surrounding material may 
be reduced by reducing the diameter of the fibres. A 
series of experiments on hybrids with a glass fibre of 
smaller diameter (10pm compared to 20pm) did show a 
reduction in strength, Table 2.3, supporting this 
hypothe sis.
3.3.2 MODE OF FRACTURE
The most notable difference between failures of the
different bundle sizes is the amount of debonding 
associated with each bundle failure, see Table 2.10. 
Priest [69] also observed different amounts of debonding 
between bundle sizes. However, his lk hybrid showed 
debond lengths that were "4 times greater than this work, 
which is probably due to a thicker resin rich region at 
the surface of his bundles. The 3k and 9k bundles also 
showed debond lengths that were not consistent with this 
work. This may be caused by the poor compaction of the 
bundles in Priest's work. The interfacial shear stress 
is dependent on bundle size according to equations 2.1 
and 2.2 which agrees with the increased debonding 
observed for the larger bundle sizes. The IFSS being 
proportional to the inverse of the bundle diameter as 
expected from equations 2.1 and 2.2.
3.3.3 INFLUENCE OF TOW DISPERSION
The effect of altering the tow dispersion will be to 
alter the way in which the load is redistributed around a 
tow failure. This will depend on the tow spacing and the 
PAL. For the array hybrids used in this work the degree 
of interaction between failures in adjacent tows has been 
monitored, Fig 2.30* The interaction distance is similar 
to the PAL used by Barry [44] and Batdorf [45,46]. The 
PAL may be estimated from the change in the photoelastic 
response of the resin around a bundle failure. This was 
about 8 bundle diameters or 2mm . Comparison with the
response from a single broken fibre, Section 2.2.3, where 
the ineffective length was estimated to be "9 fibre 
diameters, shows a similar response but on a different 
scale.
The degree of interaction would be expected to 
increase with increasing PAL since a larger volume of 
material is under consideration each time. It also 
increases with decreasing tow spacing. Intuitively this 
is also what one would expect but it is the implications 
of this that are important. If the redistributed load 
from a break is taken up by an adjacent tow then the 
probability of that tow failing will be increased due to 
this overload. As the tow spacing is reduced the 
overload from a broken tow on its neighbours will 
increase with a consequent increase in the probability of 
failure in the neighbouring tows. This should result in 
a decrease in the observed strength of the carbon tows in 
the hybrid as the tow spacing decreases. Table 2.4 gives 
the strengths for each tow spacing, but the expected 
trends are not followed exactly.
The strength of bundles at spacings of 1.0, 0.5 and 
0.3mm are less than that of the isolated tow and the 
strength of the bundles in the 0.3mm array is less than 
in the 0.5mm array as expected, but the strength of the 
bundles in the 1.5mm arrays are greater than the isolated
tows. This appears to be in contradiction to what would 
be expected. However, it must be remembered that the 
characteristic strength is not an absolute value, but is 
derived from a statistical distribution of strengths. 
Different groups of data sampled from the same population 
may give different results even though they both are 
taken from the same underlying distribution. The 
Mann-Whitney Significance Test may be used to distinguish 
between sets of data that have been sampled from 
different underlying distributions. This is a 
non-parametric test and so does not depend on the 
distribution involved, unlike tests such as the 
"Student's t-test". The relationships between the 
strength distributions for the arrays are shown in Table 
2.13. This indicates that the 1.5mm spacing and the 
isolated tow have been sampled from the same 
distribution.
The apparent interactions observed are a result of 
the random failure of the bundles and the bundles are 
acting independently of each other. This bundle spacing 
corresponds to "5.5 bundle diameters, which is greater 
than the 4-5 bundle diameters of the estimated 
interaction volume deduced from the photoelastic 
response. Interaction would therefore not be expected to 
occur at this spacing.
The Mann-Whitney Significance Test also indicates 
that the strength data for the 0.5mm and 0.3mm arrays 
have been sampled from a common (but different from the 
1.5mm) distribution. It was found difficult to fabricate 
coupons with an appreciable quantity of glass fibres
between bundles in the 0.5mm arrays, see Figure 2.32. In
the 1.0mm arrays this was not the case, however, the 
strength of the 1.0mm array is less than that of either
the 0.5 or 0.3mm arrays. A possible explanation for this
anomally is a change in the fracture behaviour as the 
bundles get closer together. At a spacing of 1.0mm the 
bundles are sufficiently far apart to act as separate 
bundles, but at the closer spacings the bundles 
effectively act as a single large bundle. The strengths 
of the 0.3mm and 0.5mm arrays are in fact very similar to 
the strengths of the larger, 5k and 10k, single bundle 
hybrids, Tables 2.3-2.4. The mean strength for the array 
of seven lk bundles lies between the strengths of the 5k 
and 10k bundles as might be expected.
In the three dimensional arrays the possiblities for 
redistributing the load after a break are increased. 
Although the tows in the 1.5mm array do not exhibit any 
interaction they still follow the same trends as the 
arrays where interactions are occuring since the method 
of analysing the interactions is based on an arbitary 
interaction distance. The degree of interaction 
increases as the number of tows affected increases as
would be expected, Fig 2.33. It also increases with 
increasing strain, since as the strain increases the 
number of failures increases and therefore the chance of 
interactions occuring also increases.
Commercial production of hybrid composites where the 
tows are accurately aligned is rare, composites are 
usually made of a laminated construction. The 0.3/0.5mm 
array may be considerd as a basic unit for a laminated 
composite, with adjacent units making up tapes and 
plies. Fig 2.2Z shows fracture situations for tape 
hybrids showing 100% interaction which was also observed 
in the 0.3/0.5mm arrays. The most obvious difference 
between the tape and the array hybrids is the amount of 
debonding present at failure. As discussed earlier 
increasing the bundle diameter decreases the interfacial 
shear strength and increases the amount of debonding.
For tapes a similar situation applies where increasing 
the width of the tape is analogous to increasing the 
diameter of the bundle.
The parameter governing the IFFS is the surafce to 
volume ratio (S/V). Fig 3.11 illiustrates the effect of 
different tow arrangemets on the S/V ratio. A single tow 
has a high S/V ratio and exhibits little debonding at 
failure. As the number of tows in the bundle is 
increased the decrease in the S/V ratio is less for tows
arranged in tapes than arranged into larger bundles. The 
amount of debonding is therfore less in the former 
situation than in the latter. Debonding in the 0.3/0.5mm 
spacing array was less (~2-3mm) than for the 5k bundle 
(~9mm). As the tape width is increased the S/V ratio 
decreases, but converges asymptotically to a constant 
value. This value is close to that for a seven tow tape 
so the debonding observed is marginally greater for the 
2-D tape hybrids.
3.4 FUTURE WORK
The present work has highlighted shortcomings in the 
present theories for composite strength and pointed to 
gaps in the present knowledge. Possible avenues for 
further research may be:~
1) The possible change in the Weibull exponent of a 
fibre when embedded in resin has implications for the 
prediction of composite strength from fibre properties. 
All the present analyses assume that the fibre properties
are unaltered by the matrix. The photoelastic
*
microtensile technique could be used, with a few 
adaptations, to investigate this effect.
2) The present work has demonstrated the limitations 
of the size effect and weak-link scaling for the 
prediction of the strength of large composite structures. 
A more detailed investigation into the effects of 
specimen size in relation to composites of practical 
dimensions would be invaluable to designers using 
laboratory data.
3) The advantage of hybrid composites of the type 
used in this work for the investigation of the mechanisms
of composite strength is the ability to follow the 
fracture process easily and to preserve the situation at 
failure. The effects of different load sharing rules may 
be compared to experimental results for any desired 
configuration of bundles. More realistic load sharing 
rules may then be incorporated into the present theories 
to improve the accuracy of the predictions. The 
statistical theory of composite strength has reached the 
stage where more realistic load sharing rules are 
required for further progress to be made.
4) The dispersion of the carbon component in the 
hybrid has been shown to have a marked effect on the 
properties of the hybrid. The indications are that 
hybrid composites containing hybrid plies may provide the 
best combination of properties. An extension of the 
present work to laminated composites using "pre-pregs" 
would provide a simple and easy method for investigating 
these effects for a wide range of geometries. The 
benefit of this work to designers of hybrid composites 
would be substantial.
5) Most hybrid work to date, including this work, 
has concerned hybrids with different types of 
reinforcements. A comparable hybrid would be one 
containing different resin systems with a common 
reinforcement, for example the incorporation of a
toughened resin to improve impact performance. A further 
extension to this would be double hybrids containing 
different fibres to improve the compressive properties. 
This may provide a means of overcoming some of the 
present limitations of both non-hybrid and conventional 
hybrids at present in use.
Table 3.1 Hybrid effect with respect to impregnated
bundles strength.
L x ° h Xob
( mm) (GPa) (GPa)
lk Hybrid
200 3.71 3.58
100 3.78 3.65
50 3.83 3.70
20 3 . 90 3.77
5k Hybrid
200 3 .53 3 .40
100 3.57 3 .44
50 3.70 3.57
20 3.78 3.65
10k Hybrid
200 3.55 3 .43
100 3.63 3.51
50 3.68 3.56
20 3.7 2 3.60
1.5mm array 
100
hy br id 
3 .85 3.72
50 3 .90 3.77
20 3.94 3 .81
1.0mm array 
100
hy br id 
3 .53 3 .40
50 3.59 3 .46
20 3.67 3.54
0.5mm arr ay 
100
hybr id 
3.62 3 .49
50 3.68 3.55
20 3.75 3.62
0.3mm array 
100
hybr id 
3.58 3 .45
50 3.66 3 .53
20 3.77 3.64
Difference % increase
(GPa) wrt impreg.
+0.82 30
+0.85 30
+0.84 29
+1.02 37
+0.83 32
+0.82 31
+0.91 34
+0.92 34
+0.80 30
+0.87 33
+0.81 29
+0.90 33
+0.9 2 33
+0.91 32
+ 1 .06 3 8
+0.60 22
+0.60 21
+0.79 29
+0.69 25
+0.69 24
+0 . 87 3 2
+0.65 23
+0.67 23
+0.89 32
Table 3.2 Thermal strain data
Material Coefficient of Youngs modulus
thermal expansion (GPa)
x 10”6
carbon fibre -0.8* 215
glass fibre +5.0* 72
epoxy resin +60 * 3.5
component in Vf effective modulus
composite (GPa)
carbon 0.75 161
glass 0.55 40
Impregnated thermal strain thermal stress
bundle s (%) (GPa)
lk 2.52 X
-3
10 0.0054
5k 2.52 X io'3 0.0054
10k 2.52 X io~3 0.0054
Hybrid bundles
1 k 8.26 X io"3 0.133
5k 8.01 X 10\ 0.129
10k 7.70 X 10 0.124
* taken from reference [104]
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Fig 3.2 Failure lines for a composite taken from 
Batdorf [46] calculated from the single 
fibre properties (taken from Priest [69]).
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Fig 3.7 The mechanism by which the glass fibre/resin 
matrix constrains a crack from growing from 
the surface into a carbon bundle in a 
hybrid composite.
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Fig 3.9 The difference between the actual volume
fraction and the effective volume fraction 
of "fibres" for the model of Aveston and 
S illwood [83].
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with the SCF in the carbon fibres under 
local load sharing.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
1) The strength distribution of bundles of carbon 
fibres impregnated with resin, both with and without 
hybridisation, may be described by the Weibull
di str ibut ion.
2) The enhancement in the strength of hybrids over 
non-hybrid composites may be explained by a combination 
of: thermally induced compressive strains in the HM
component, the constraining effects of the surrounding 
matrix on the growth of cracks in the HM component, and 
the alteration in the severity of the surface flaws in 
the HM component by the presence of the LM component.
3) For arrays of bundles the limit for interactions 
to occur between bundles is 5.5 bundle diameters. As the 
bundle spacing decreases the strength of the bundles 
decreases due to load sharing between adjacent bundles. 
However, as the bundle spacing becomes small (>2mm) the 
bundles lose their individual character and behave as a 
single large bundle. This results in an apparent rise in 
the strength at small bundle spacings. The amount of 
debonding associated with these arrays at small bundle 
spacings is considerably less than the debonding 
associated with an equivalent circular bundle of the same
number of fibres.
4) For hybrid composites, which incorporate a 
practical proportion of HM fibres, the optimum dispersion 
for enhanced strength would be a laminated composite in 
which individual plies are either all LM fibres or a 
hybrid of LM and HM fibres. The hybrid ply would consist 
of tapes of HM fibres whose width is of a similar 
dimension to the laminate thickness separated by LM
fibres. The final layup of the two types of ply would
depend on the application envisaged for the composite.
5) The volume of surrounding material affected by 
the failure of a fibre embedded in resin has been shown 
to extend to approximately 10 fibre diameters either side
of the break parallel to the fibre and 4-5 fibre
diameters perpendicular. This is in agreement with the 
observations of Schuster and Scala [37] and Mullin et al 
[26].
6) Composite failure has been shown to follow the 
basic model proposed by Batdorf [45, 46] in the initial 
stages of failure. However, once an i-plet has reached a 
critical size instead of catastrophic failure ensuing it 
is blunted by the failure of the interfacial bond at the 
crack surface. The size of the critical i-plet is
dependent on the local interfacial bond strength. Final 
failure is by the coalesence of i-plets, that have 
reached their critical size, and by the failure of the 
intervening interfacial bond. The composite may 
therefore be divided into sub-bundles of between 20 and 
30 fibres. It is when a critical number of these 
sub-bundles have failed in one locality that catastrophic 
failure occurs.
7) The Weibull model predicts a decrease in strength 
for an increase in the volume of material (weak link 
scaling). For materials that are homogenous and in which 
failure originates from a single critical flaw, such as 
individual fibres, this model has been shown to be 
applicable [68,69]. However, the experimental evidence 
demonstrates that the model does not apply to impregnated 
bundles or bundles of fibres incorporated in a hybrid.
In addition to bundles of fibres not being homogenous or 
failure originating from a single flaw, the Weibull model 
does not consider the relative severities of surface and 
bulk flaws. Surface flaws are the more severe and as the 
bundle diameter increases the surface to volume ratio 
decreases accompanied by a reduction in the probability 
that failure will initiate at a surface defect.
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Table 1.1 Stress concentration factors for non-hybrid 
composites taken from the literature.
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Figure
.2 Stress concentration factors for hybrid composites
taken from the literature.
'.1 Fibre materials
1.2 Hybrid test conditions and material parameters
1.3 Statistical parameters for fibres and 
impregnated bundles.
.4 Statistical parameters for 2D array hybrids.
.5 Weakest-link predictions of characteristic
stress for impregnated bundles.
.6 Weakest-link predictions of characteristic
stress for hybrid bundles.
.7 Characteristic stress for bundles of different
size predicted by weak link scaling.
.8 Weakest-link predictions of characteristic stress
for lk hybrid bundles with 10 urn glass fibre.
.9 Weakest-link predictions of characteristic
stress for the array hybrids.
.10 Debond and pullout lengths
.11 Predictions for the interfacial shear stress
and debond lengths for hybrid bundles.
.1 Hybrid effect with respect to impregnated
bundles strength.
.2 Thermal strain data
hybrid composites with different degrees of 
of dispersion.
1.1 Schematic representations of four possible
1.2 The four notional volume elements present 
in a composite.
1.3 Weibull graphs for five different values of 
the Weibull exponent for a constant scale 
parameter:
a) The Weibull density function (wdf)
b) The integrated wdf - the cumulative 
distribution function (cdf)
c) The same data plotted on Weibull axes.
Figure
Figure
Figure
Fi gure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure 1
Figure 1
Figure 1
1.4 The ineffective length 6 of a broken fibre 
and the corresponding positively affected 
length (PAL) in an adjacent fibre.
.5 The chain-of-bundles model (after
Rosen [30]) for a composite of m fibres 
made up of n segments each of length 7.S,
.6 Two basic load sharing models:
a) Equal load sharing (ELS)
b) Local load sharing (LLS).
.7 Model used by Fichter [41] to calculate the
stress concentration factors associated 
with two co-planar cracks in a unilayer 
compo site.
.8 Plot of Ln (expected number of i-plets of 
size i) , Qi against Ln (stress) which 
gives a failure 'envelope' for composite 
strength, taken from Batdorf [45].
.9 Convergence of the transformed probability 
distribution for bundle strength, W n (x), 
as the bundle size increases from 1 to 9 
fibres, W=10. From Harlow and Phoenix [54].
.10 Convergence limits for a bundle of 9 fibres
for Weibull exponents between 3 and 50.
From Harlow and Phoenix [54].
.11 Predicted load concentration factors for
different configurations of failed fibres 
in a 3-D composite under:
a) Geometric load sharing (gls)
b) Mechanical load sharing (mis).
From Harlow et al [66],
.12 Plot of Ln (expected number of i-plets of
size i), Qi against Ln (volume of bundle), 
taken from Batdorf [45].
.13 Idealised stress/strain curves for a hybrid
laminate in which the LE and HE components 
are either bonded together or not. From 
Bunsell and Harris [81].
.14 The effect of the different thermal
expansion coefficients of the glass and 
carbon fibres on the load/strain behaviour 
of the hybrid. Note the carbon component 
is placed into compression.
Figure 1.15 The schematic representation of hybrid 
composites as used by a)Zweben [84],
Fukuda et al [93] and b)Xing et al [91] to 
predict stress concentration factors in 
hybrid composites.
Figure 1.16 Hybrid composite characteristic distribution 
functions, W(k)(x), for k fibre failures and 
two values of the Weibull scale parameter Xo 
of the high modulus fibre.
Note how convergence is almost complete for 
k > 5 . From Harlow [61].
Figure 2.1 Dimensions of a single carbon fibre
microtensile specimen (in millimetres).
Figure 2.2 The master copy of the single carbon fibre 
specimen (a) from which a silicone rubber 
mould (b) was made, with a specimen before 
(c) and after (d) the ends have been 
removed.
Figure 2.3 
Figure 2.4
Figure 2.5
F i gure 2 . 6
Figure 2.7 
Figure 2.8
Figure 2.9
The apparatus for aligning a single carbon 
fibre down the centre of the coupon.
The microtensometer used to test the single 
carbon fibre specimens which would be 
attached to the stage of a Zeiss optical 
microscope.
Photomicrograph of the optical effects 
surrounding a typical fibre fracture of a 
single carbon fibre embedded in epoxy 
resin.
Diagram of the machine used to produce 
semi-cured impregnated fibre bundles on a 
continuous basis (not to scale).
End tab dimensions and loading arrangement 
used to test lk impregnated bundles.
Dimensions of the grip inserts and glass 
fabric sleeve for 5k and 10k impregnated 
bundles with the loading arrangement.
Examples of impregnated bundles of IK,
5K and 10K fibres.
Figure 2.10 Scanning electron micrographs of
impregnated bundle fracture surfaces.
Figure 2.11 Arrangement used to tension impregnated 
bundles in a steel frame prior to being
overwound with glass fibre.
Figure 2.12
Figure 2.13 
Fi gure 2.14
Figure 2.15 
Figure 2.16
Figure 2.17 
Figure 2.18
Figure 2.19
Fi gure 2 . 20
Figure 2.21
Figure 2.22
Figure 2.23
Figure 2.24 
Figure 2.25
The positions of the mould and frame 
during the cure of hybrid specimens.
Dimensions of the hybrid specimens (in mm).
Examples of lk (20 urn glass fibre), 5k,
10k and lk (10 urn glass fibre) hybrid 
coupons.
Examples of 2D array hybrid coupons at 
bundle spacings of 1.5, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.3mm.
The arrangement of the frames and locating 
pins for the production of the 3D array 
hybrids.
Examples of 3D array hybrid test coupons.
Cross-section of 3D array specimen at 1.5mm 
spacing.
Schematic of the illumination system
used during the testing of hybrid specimens
A typical single tow failure sequence, in 
practice larger photographs than these were 
used to identify the position of the 
breaks.
A typical failure sequence from a 1.0mm 
spacing 2D array hybrid. In practice 
larger photographs than these were used to 
identify the position of the breaks.
The failure situation in the 2D tape 
hybrids at maximum strains of 1.80%,
1.85% and 2.00% strain. Note the increase 
in the debonded region associated with the 
bundle failures with increasing strain.
The system of notional gauge lengths used 
to analyse the hybrid failure data 
collected from the sequences like those in 
Fig 2.20 and 2.21.
Photographs of debond regions in 5k and 
10k hybrid bundles.
Micrographs of polished transverse sections 
through hybrid bundles of lk, 5k and 10k 
fibres.
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2.26 Micrographs of polished longitudinal 
sections through hybrid bundles of lk 
(20 and 10 urn glass fibres), 5k and 10k 
fibres showing similarities between failure 
morphologies.
2.27 Micrographs of "i-plets" observed in hybrid 
bundle s .
2.28 Micrographs of matrix cracking associated 
with the debonded region in 5k and 10k 
hybrid bundles.
2.29 Definition of the arbitary interaction 
distance used to analyse the 2D array of 
hybrid specimens.
2.30 The percentage of bundle breaks interacting 
as a function of the interaction distance 
at a strain of 1.85% for the 2D array at 
different bundle spacings.
£.31 Micrographs of the longitudinal cross-
section of failures in 2D array hybrids.
£.32 Micrographs of transverse crosssections 
of the 2D array hybrid specimens.
£.33 The percentage of bundle breaks interacting 
as a function of interaction distance for 
3D array hybrid specimens at a spacing of 
1.5mm for strain of 1.85% and 2.00%.
£.34 Load/strain cures for a 3D hybrid specimen 
at 1.5mm bundle spacing loaded to 
succeedingly higher levels showing the 
degradation in modulus of the specimen at 
at high strains.
£.35 Arrangement of AE transducers on a hybrid 
specimen.
£.36 Ac oustic AE emmission traces for the different 
hybrids and a glass control, together with 
the corresponding load/strain cure.
£.37 Transient recorder traces of the AE
response from tow failures in a)lk, b)5k, c)10k 
and 3D hybrid specimens. These correspond 
to the large peaks in Fig 2.36.
.38 Diagram showing the four possible orientations
of a hybrid specimen in the Instron grips giving 
twelve strain gauge positions.
Figure 2.39 lk impregnated bundle strength distributions.
In this and the following series of figures the 
strength distributions for all the impregnated 
and hybrid bundles are illustrated.
In each one three graphs are shown:-
a) The strength distribution plotted on 
linear axes
b) The distribution plotted on Wiebull 
axe s
c) The distribution plotted on common 
axes to allow comparison between the 
different bundles.
Figure 2.40 5k impregnated bundle strength distribution.
Figure 2.41 10K impregnated bundle strength distribution.
Figure 2.42 lk hybrid bundle strength distribution 
(20 um glass fibres).
Figure 2.43 5k hybrid bundle strength distribution.
Figure 2.44 10k hybrid bundle strength distribution.
Figure 2.45 lk hybrid bundle strength distribution 
(10 um glass fibres).
F igure 2.46 2D array hybrid 
distribution at
bundle 
1 .5 mm
strength
spacing.
F igure 2.47 2D array hybrid 
distribution at
bundle 
1.0 mm
strength 
spacing.
Figure 2.48 2D array hybrid 
distribution at
bundle 
0 .5 mm
strength 
spacing.
Figure 2.49 2D array hybrid 
distribution at
bundle 
0 .3 mm
strength 
spacing.
Figure 3.1 A possible failure sequence for a lk hybrid 
bundle. As the applied load is increased 
failure initiates at individual fibre 
failures eventually resulting in total 
failure of the bundle.
Figure 3.2 Failure lines for a composite taken from 
Batdorf [46] calculated from the single 
fibre properties (taken from Priest [69]).
Figure 3.3 The mean strengths of all the single
bundles plotted as a function of the gauge 
length and weaklink scaled to lk bundle 
size.
Figure 3.4 The effect of altering the diameter of a 
cylinder of unit length on the surface to 
v olumeratio.
Figure 3 . 5
Figure 3.6 
Figure 3 . 7
Figure 3.8
Figure 3.9
Bundle failure strain plotted against the 
length of intact undebonded bundle in which 
that failure occured for lk, 5k and 10k 
hybrid bundles.
The model used to calculate the thermal 
strains.
The mechanism by which the glass fibre/resin 
matrix constrains a crack from growing from 
the surface into a carbon bundle in a 
hybrid composite.
The effect of varying the volume fraction 
of "fibres" and the ineffective length on 
the failure strain of the "fibres" based on 
the model of Aveston and Sillwood [83].
The difference between the actual volume 
fraction and the effective volume fraction 
of "fibres" for the model of Aveston and 
S illwoo d [83].
Figure 3.10 The difference between bulk flaws, and 
surface flaws in impregnated and hybrid 
bundles for a) Continuum and b) micromechanics 
with the SCF in the carbon fibres under 
local load sharing.
Figure 3.11 The effect of different tow arrangements 
on the surface to volume ratio.
AP PE ND IX A
Maximum likelihood (ML) methods may be used to 
estimate the parameters of a distribution to a greater 
accuracy than conventional graphical techniques. The 
technique involves writing an expression that is a function 
of the assumed distribution, the distribution parameters to 
be estimated and the experimental data. This expression is 
called the sample likelihood. Often for convenience the 
natural logarithm of this expression is used, the log 
likelihood function. The log likelihood function is then 
maximised and the parameter values which give the maximum 
value are the maximum likelihood estimates of the 
parameters. This technique produces closer estimates to 
the true values of the parameters and is therefore prefered ^  
to the graphical analysis, although a graphical analysis 
must also be used to demonstrate the fit of the data to the 
assumed distribution and to identify any rogue data points.
For the two parameter Weibull distribution the cdf is given 
by :
F(x) = 1 - EXP - (— )W Al
X
o
and the probability density function by:
f(x) = ( W /x ” )  . X (w- °  . EXP - (X/Xo)W A2
= w/X . (X/X (W' °  . EXP - CX/X )W
o o °
Let
z = X/X
then
f(x) = w/Xq . Z (W" °  . EXP - ZW = L A3
This is the likelihood function L, so taking logs gives:
I n  L -- In w -  lnX + (w - 1) JnZ ~ Zw A4
To obtain the ML estimates of the parameters w  a n d X o flnL 
has to be maximised with respect to each of the parameters. 
Thus done by differentiating and setting to zero.
These equations must be solved iteratively. In this case 
a Newton-Rapheson method is used which involves calculating 
the first and second derivatives of the likelihood 
function. The first derivatives are:
d InZ/dw = 0 d ln£/dx = 0  A5
o
The second derivatives are:
F1 - 4 4  - w(-1-~-2-wI  a <
dx x
o o
F2 = — 1 = - —  + In 2(2W - 1) A7
dw w
p.ii _ d2  ^ _ w((l + w) 2W - 1) Ag
j 2 2dx x
o o
F22 = . ' + 2w (ln2)w A9
dw w
F12. . j_ _ iw. o _ n ^ 2J. A10
dwdX X x A1J
O o o
The equation A5 can then be solved using these 
derivatives. A new set of parameters is produced by each 
iteration and this is continued until convergence is 
assumed to have occured. In practice the procedure is as
follows: initial values of w. and Xo are selected from the
graphical estimates since these must be in the region of 
the true values. For each data point the derivatives A6 - 
A10 are calculated and the sum of the deivatives 
calculated. These sums are then used to test for 
convergence in the following way. A and B are calculated 
according to the equations:
A = ((F1.F22) - (F2.F12))/((F11.F22) - F12.F12)) All
B = ((F2.F11) - (FI.FI 2))/ ((FI I.F22) - (F12.F12)) Al 2
convergence may be considered to have occured if
Z  %
A + B <  W
where w is a constant, in this case 10-4. If convergence 
has not occured then the new values for the parameters are 
given b y :
X = X w~ = 1—w A13
o2 o 2 :
The sums of all the deivatives are then calculated again 
and the procedure repeated. It must be remembered that the 
likihood function should increase with each iteration 
therefore the negative log liklihood must decrease for 
convergence to occur.
AP P E N D I X  B
END-TAG APPLICATION
Considerable problems were encounterd with the 
adhesion of the end-tags to the specimens under loading. 
End-tags are a necessity, since they provide a means of 
transferring the applied load from the testing machine into 
the specimen in a uniform manner and with a minimum of 
damage to the specimen. In the case of unidirectional 
composites, damage at the ends can result in premature 
longditudinal splitting. Various methods and glues were 
tried before a reasonable method was finalised, although 
even this did not give a 100% success rate.
The procedure finally decided upon was as follows.
The end-tags were cut out of a 2mm thick aluminium sheet, 
flattened in a press, and then etched in chromic acid at 65 
C for half an hour. The end-tags were positioned in the 
bath so that one surface was fully exposed to the acid. 
After etching they were washed in water, then acetone and 
dried. The specimens had the end-tag length marked on them 
and this region was abraded on a belt grinder using a fine 
grit paper. The ends were wiped clean of any dust and 
washed in acetone.
A two part epoxy adhesive was mixed and a thin layer 
applied to one of the abraded portions. The specimen end 
and the end-tag were placed on a warm hot-plate until the 
glue had melted. The end-tag was placed on to the glue and 
firm pressure applied. This ensured as thin a layer of 
glue as possible. The surface tension of the molten glue 
helped initially to keep the end-tag in position. The 
specimen was left over the hot-plate until the glue had 
stared to solidify. The procedure was then repeated for 
the remaining three end-tags on the specimen.
It is important to ensure that there is sufficient 
area of adhesion for the end-tag so that the applied 
tensile load is not sufficient to cause a shear stress that 
exceeds the maximum shear stress of the glue. To achieve 
this the end-tags were made as long as possible. The 
position of the end-tagged portion in the wedge- action 
grips is important. Kurall and Flaggs [110] have done a 
finite-e1ement analysis of the loading in tensile test 
specimens and found that the best arrangement is for an 
end-tag that is chamfered and protrudes out of the grip 
faces. Chamfering each end-tag is time consuming so this 
was avoided if possible, but the end of the end-tag 
protruded about 5mm from the grip faces.
CHARACTER *10 FN2,FN3,FN«,FN6,ANS,ANS2,PLOT 
CHARACTER *20 FN1.FN5 
DIMENSION Y(900),WL(900)
COMMOH/SET1/ A(900)
COMMON/SET2/ DPFC900),LST(900),LPF(900) 
C0MM0N/SET3/ X( 10),PRC 10)
COMMON/SETA/ STC900)
C LPF IS LN PROB, DPF IS LN LN PROB, LST IS LN STRESS
C .........
WRITEC*,1)
1 FORMATC/1RX,'******* THE BIG STATISTICS PROGRAM **«»***',//AX
+,'This program will analyse failure data from either Impregnated1, 
+//,'bundles or from hybrid specimens. The impregnated data is anal 
+ysed to give-',//6x,*a) the mean modulus',/6x,*b) the mean cross-s 
♦eotional area',/6x,'c) strain and stress data for a Weibull analys 
+is.',//9X,'Stress data is used automatically in this program.1,//R 
+x,’The Weibull analysis uses graphical and maximum likllhood metho 
+ds to give',/,'the parameters.',//,'Output files of data suitable 
+for plotting using Graph-11 are also produced.',///9x,'So here we 
+go!l! ')
C
2 WRITE(*,5)
5 F0RMATC//2X,'Is data to be processed impregnated tow data pre 
+ss Y or II')
READ(*,'(A)')ANS
IF (ANS.EQ.'N'.OR.ANS.EQ.'n') THEN 
GOTO 9
ELSE IF (ANS.EQ.'Y') THEN 
GOTO 6 
END IF
C
6 CALL IMPREG (A,N,FN1)
WRITE(*,R)
R FORMAT(//Rx,'Impregnated analysis completed now the Weibull
■••analysis')
GOTO 8 
S WRITEC*,10)
1tl FORMATC/RX,'ENTER INPUT FILE NAME')
READC*,'(A)') FH1
OPENC 5,FILE :FN1.STATUS:'UNKNOWN').
8 WRITEC*,15)
15 FORMATC/RX,'Do you require plot files')
READC*,'(A)') PLOT
IF (PLOT.EQ.'N') GOTO 55
C
WRITEC*.20)
20 FORMATC/RX,'ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME FOR LHPLOT POINTS- LA')
READC*,'(A)') FN2 
WRITEC*,25)
25 FORMATC/RX,'ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME FOR REGRESSION- LRf')
READC*.'(A)1) FN5 
WRITEC*,30)
30 FORMATC/RX,'ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME FOR WPL0T POINTS- P S ’ )
READC*,’(A)') FN3 
WRITEC*,R0)
R0 FORMATC/RX,'ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME FOR WPLOT LINE- V f)
READC*,'(A)') FIIR
OPEN(6,FILE = FN2.STATUS:'UNKNOWN')
OPENC8.FILE =FN3,STATUS:'UNKNOWN')
OPEN(9,FILE :FNR,STATUS:'UNKNOWN')
OPENC10,FILE =FN6 ,STATUS:'UNKNOWN')
GOTO 58
C
55 OPENC6 ,STATUS:'SCRATCH')
OPENC 8 ,STA TUS:•SCR ATCH')
OPENC9,STATUS:'SCRATCH')
OPENC10,STATUS:'SCRATCH')
C
58 WRITEC*,50)
50 FORMATC/RX,'ENTER FILE NAME FOR PARAMETERS- PA.#')
READC*,’(A)') FN5 
OPEN(7,FILE:FN5.STATUS:'UNKNOWN')
WRITEC*,60)
60 FORMATC/RX,'ENTER MODULUS VALUE IN GPa')
READ *, MOD
C MtllOMIIHtlHHIIHIMHIIIIMIIIKIflOIHIIIIIIKI
C INPUTING DATA FROM DATA FILE
C
IF CANS.EQ.'Y'.OR.ANS.EQ,'y') THEN 
GOTO 7
END IF 
N = 0
70 N:N+1
READ(5,*,END=75) ACN)
GOTO 70
75 PRINT*.'DATA ENTERED'
c ,,,,,,»««,,.»««»>«*»««»»•»»««»••«*«••*»***•«************
C SORTING DATA INTO ASCENDING ORDER
7 N: N- 1
CALL SORT(N)
C CALCULATING PROBABILITIES AND STRESSES
DO 80 JsI.N
PF:(FLOATCJ)-0.5)/FLOAT(N)
LPF(J):ABS(LOGC1/C1-PF)))
DPF(J):LOG(LPF(J))
STC J)=M0D*A(J)
L3T(J)=L0G(M0D*A(J)) c (I***********************
C PUTTING RESULTS INTO OUTPUT FILE FOR PLOTTING
WRITEC8,90) ST(J),PF 
90 FORMAT(2X,F11.8,11X,F10.8>
WRITE (6,100) LSTCJ),DPF(J)
100 FORMATC 2X,F10.8,11X,F12.8)
80 CONTINUEc ■»••,.•.•••»»»•»<•••••• »***•*.***•••.**.*••««*••*»•
C CALCULATING WEIBULL PARAMETER AND CHAR.STRESS FOR DATA
CALL STATS (R,N,W,C,CHS,WVAR,AMEAN,SDEV,ACHS,WSD,WMEAN)
IF (PLOT.EQ.'H') GOTO 85 
CALL LREG (W,C)
C MlimillllllllHMIIII* »«•>»•<•** •••*<*••••»•••• >•••»>
C CALCULATING THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION
85 SUM1:0.0
SUM2:0.0 
DO 110 1:1,N 
SUM1:SUMUSTCI)
SUM2:SUM2+(ST(I)**2)
110 CONTINUE
MEAN:SUM1/FLOATCN)
STDEV:SQRTC(SUM2-CSUM1*MEAN))/ (FLOATC N)-1)) 
c .•••»*«..•••«»•**•**••*••*••*«***•**•«*****•*****•***»*»
PRINT*,
PRINT*,'MEAN:'.MEAN,'STD.DEV.:'.STDEV 
FRINT*,
PRINT*,'LN LN PLOT ESTIMATES ARE'
PRINT*,
PRINT*,'WEIB.EXPONENT:',W
Appendix C
C CALCULATING MAXIMUM LIKLIHOOD ESTIMATES FOR WEIBULL PARAMETERS
SIG:ACHS 
ALPH:W
CALL MAXLIKCF.F1,F2,F11,F22,F12,N,SIG,ALPH) .
130 FPREVzF
XJAC=(F11*F22)-(F12»F12)
DEL1=((F1»F22)-(F2*F12))/XJAC 
DEL2=((F2*F11)-(F1*F12))/XJAC 
IF (C(DEL1*DEL1)-.(DEL2*DEL2)).LT.1.0E-3) THEN 
GOTO 500
END IF 
1 HO SIG=SIG-DEL1
ALPH:ALPH-DEL2
CALL MAXLIK(F,F1,F2,F11,F22,F12,N,SIG,ALPH)
IF (F.LE.FPREV) THEN 
GOTO 130
END IF 
SIG= SIG.DEL1 
ALPH:ALPH+DEL2 
DEL1:DEL1*0.2 
DEL2:DEL2*0.2 
GOTO 190 
500 PRINT*,
SD1=SQRT(F22/XJAC)
SD2=SQRT(F11/XJAC)
C0RR=-F12/SQRT(F11*F22)
C ...............................................................................................................................................................
C CALCULATING WEIBULL STD.DEV. AND COEFF.VAR. FOR LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES
2YC1) =C1+(2/ALPH))
ZY(2):(1 + C1/ALPH))
PI=3.19159265358979 
DO 150 1=1,2 
AG=(2Y(I)*»(ZY(I)-0.5))
BG=((PI*2)**0.5)
CG=(1/C 12*ZY(I)))
HG=C1/<288«(ZY(I)*»2)))
EG = (139/(51890*(ZY(I)**3)))
FG=(571/(2988320*(ZY(I)**9)))
GGC I) =( EXPC-ZY(I))*(AG*(BG*(1.CG+HG-EG-FG))))
150 CONTINUE
WLVAR=((SIG)**2)«(GG(1)-(GG(2)**2))
WLSD=SIG‘(S0RT(GG(1)-(GG(2)*«2)))
C ••>*>■«•>*•**•»••••..»*>•*••■*»••.ox.**.****.*.******.** .***................
PRINT*,'LLH ESTIMATES ARE:'
PRINT*,
PRINT*,'WEIB.EXPONENT:',ALPH 
PRINT*,'CHAR.STRESS:’,SIG 
PRINT*,'NEG LLH:',F 
PRINT*,c • •>»**»******i*»*«*«*****»****»«>*»****»*««»*»*»******i*******»<»*».
C CALCULATING LINE FOR WPLOT
IF (FLOT.EQ.'N') GOTO 195 
WRITEC*,155) STCD.STCN)
155 FORMAT(/9X,'MIN STRESS:',F10.6 ,5X,'MAX STRESS:',F10.6)
WRITEC*,160)
160 FORMATC/9X,'ENTER MIN STRESS FOR LINE IN GPa FOR WPLOT')
READ', MIN 
WRITEC*,170)
170 FORMATC/AX,'ENTER MAX STRESS FOR LINE IN GPa FOR WPLOT')
READ*, MAX
C
DO 180 Z=1,200 
YtZ)=MIN+(Z»(CMAX-MINJ/200))
WLC Z):1-C EXPC-C CY(Z)/ACHS)**W)))
WRITEC9,190) YCZ).WL(Z)
190 FORMATC2X.F12.6,11X.F12.8)
180 CONTINUE
Y05=C EXPC(-0,36651292.(W*( LOGC ACHS))))/W))
C ********.... ................... .........
C PUniNG PARAMETERS INTO PARAMETERS FILE
195 WRITEC7.20J) FN1
200 FORMATC1X,'**»•» FILE PROCESSED WAS ',2X,A20,' *.....
WRITEC7.210) N.MOD 
210 F0RMATC//10X,'NUMBER OF OBS.',6X,IA , 10X,
♦ 'MODULUS ='12X,F6.1,2X,'GPa')
WRITEC 7,220)
220 FORMATC//IX,'PARAMETERS CALCULATED FROM LNLH PLOT')
WRITEC7.230) W 
230 F0RMATC//10X,'WEIBULL EXPONENT'.5X.F10.6)
WRITEC7,2A0) ACHS,CHS 
2A0 FORHATC//10X, 1 CHARACT.STRESS',6X,F10.6 ,AX,':1,AX ,F10 .6)
WRITEC7.250) WVAR 
250 FORMATC// 10X,'COEFF.VAR.',10X,F10.6)
WRITEC7,260) WSD 
260 FORMATC//lOX.'WEIbULL STD.DEV.1,AX,F10.6)
WRITEC7.270) R 
270 FORMATC//10X,'CORRELATION COEFF.',3X,F12.9)
WRITEC7.280) WMEAN,Y05 
280 FORMATC//10X,'WEIBULL MEAN'.8X.F10.6 ,5X,
♦ 'PFO.5 STRESS',2X,F10.6)
WRITEC•,285) FN1
285 FORMATC'FILE PROCESSED WAS'.5X.A20)
WRITEC*,290) FN5 
290 FORMATC//,'PARAMETERS IN FILE'.5X.A10)
WRITEC7,300)
300 F0RMATC//1X,'PARAMETERS CALCULATED BY MAX.LIKELEHOOD')
WRITEC7.310) ALPH,SIG 
310 FORMATC//10X,'WEIBULL EXPONENT',5X,F10.6 ,// 10X,
+ 'CHARACT.STRESS'.6X.F10.6)
WRITEC7,320) WLVAR 
320 F0RHAT(//10X,'C0EFF.VAR.',10X,F10.6)
WRITEC 7,330)WLSD 
330 FORMATC//10X,'WEIBULL STD.DEV.'.AX.F10.6)
WRITEC 7,340) F 
3A0 FORMATC//10X,'NEG LOG LIKEHOOD'.2X.F10.3)
WRITEC7.700) SD2,SD1,CORR 
700 FORMATC//10X,'STD.ERRORS ARE-' .5X.F10.6 ,3X,' AND' ,2X,F10.6 ,
♦ //10X,'ESTIMATED CORRELATION OF PARAM ESTIMATES IS',F10.6) 
WRITEC7.360) MEAN,STDEV
360 FORMATC//10X,'MEAN STRESS'.9X.F10.6 ,5X,'STD.DEV.'.9X.F10.6)
C
WRITEC7.370)
370 FORMATC/IX,'MAX AND MIN DATA POINTS ENTERED')
WRITEC7.380) LSTC1),ST(1),DPFC1)
380 FORMATC/5X,'LSTC1) = '.F12.6 ,2X,' ='.F12.6,3X,'DPF( 1) = ',F12.6)
WRITEC7,390) LSTCN),STCN),DPF(N)
390 FORMATC5X,'LSTC N) = ',F1 2.6 ,2X,':',F1 2.6 ,3X,'DPF(N) = ',F12.6)
WRITEC7 ,900)
ROO FORMATC/IX,'POINTS FOR PLOTTING REGRESSION LINE')
WRITEC7.910) XCD.PRCI)
910 FORMATC/5X,'X(1)=',2X,F12.6,3X,'PRC1):',1X,F12.6)
WRITEC7.920) X(2),PRC2)
920 FORMATC 5X,'X(2) = ',2X,F12.6,3X,'PR(2)=',1X,F12.6)
C
IF CPLOT.EQ.'N') GOTO 935 
WRITEC*,930)
930 FORMATC/,'GRAPH10 DATA IN:')
PRINT*,'LNPLOT POINTS ',FN2,'LN REGRESSION POINTS ',FN6 
PRINT*,'WPLOT POINTS ’,FN3,'WPLOT LINES ',FN9
935 CLOSE (UNIT=5)
, CLOSE (UNIT:6)
CLOSE (UNIT:7)
CLOSE (UNIT=8)
CLOSE (UNIT=9)
CLOSE (UNIT:10)
WRITEC*,990)
990 F0RMAT(/9X,'Do you wish to analyse another file')
READ(*,'(A)*) ANS2
IF (ANS2.E<).,Y, .OR.ANS.EQ. >y *) GOTO 2
STOP
ENDC ..»<<»..I...
SUBROUTINE SORTC N)
COMMON/SET1/AC900)
10 J: 0
20 J:J+1
IFCJ.EQ.N) GOTO 30 
IFCA(J).LE.CACJ+1))) GOTO 20 
T: A( J)
A(J):A(J+1)
A(J+1):T 
GOTO 10 
30 RETURN
END
c ....a.............»...»...•»».».•.»>»».•<»>><>> ...... •••»«»>II
SUBROUTINE STATSCR,N,W,C,CHS,WVAR.AMEAN.SDEV,ACHS,WSD.WIIEAN) 
COHM0N/SET1/AC900)
C0MH0N/SET2/DPFC900),LSTC900).LPFC900)
COMM0N/SET9/STC900)
REAL LPF.DPF.LST
REAL*8 ZZ(5),G(5),AG,BG,CG,DG,EG,FG,PI
W=0.0
X=0.0
Y: 0.0
Z: 0. 0
Q: 0.0
W: 0.0
V: 0.0
A)1EAN:0.0
SDEV.0.0
CHS: 0.0
WVAR=0.0
WMEAN:0.0
SUKW:0.0
SUMX:0.0
SUMY:0.0
SIJMZ:0.0 .
SUMQ:0.0 
SUMV: 0 .0 
M: 0.0
C
DO 10 J:1,N 
W= STC J)
X:LSTC J)
Y: DPFCJ)
Z=LST(J)*DPF(J)
Q=LST(J)«LST(J)
V=DPF(J)*DPF(J)
SUMW=SUMW+W 
SUMX:SUMX.X 
SUMY:SUMY*Y 
SUMZ: SUMZ.Z 
SUMQ:SUMQ*Q 
S1JMV:SUMV*V 
10 CONTINUE
C
U=( SUMZ-C(SUMX*SUMY)/FLOATCN)))/(SUMV-C(SUMY* *2)/FLOATC N)))
W:(SUMZ-C(SUMX*SUMY)/ FLOATCN)))/(SUMQ-C(SUMX*SUMX)/FLOATCN))) 
C:(SUMY-(W*SUMX))/(N)
CHS:( (0.0-C)/W)
ACHS:EXP(CHS)
R:SQRT(U*W)
ZZ(1)=(1+C2/W))
ZZ(2):(1+C1/W))
PI:3-19159265358979 
DO 25 1=1,2
AG=(ZZ(I)**CZZ(I)-0.5))
BG=((PI*2)*»0.5)
CG=( 1/(12*ZZ(I)))
DG=( 1/(288*CZZ(I)**2)))
EG=(139/C 51890*t ZZ(I)»»3)))
FG=(571/(2988320*(ZZ(I)**9)))
G(I)=(EXP(-ZZ( I) )•( AG*(BG* C 1.CG+DG-EG-FG))))
25 CONTINUE
C
WVAR=((ACHS)»»2)»(G(1)-CGC2)**2>)
WSD=ACHS*(SQRTCGC1)-(G(2)**2)))
WMEAN:ACHS*G(2)
WRITEC*,30) LSTC1),LSTCN)
30 FORMATC/IX,'MIN POINT:•.F12.6,5X,'MAX POINT:•,F10.6)
RETURN
ENDc
SUBROUTINE LREGCW.C)
C0MM0N/SET3/XC 10),PRC 10)
REAL X,PR 
WRITEC*,10)
10 F0RMATC/9X,'ENTER X AXIS POINTS FOR REGRESSION END WITH 99')
1:0
20 1=1*1
READ *, XCI)
IFCXCI).GT.75) COTO 30 
GOTO 20 
30 PRC 1) =( W*X( 1) ) + C
PRC 2) =( W*X(2) )*C 
DO 90 J:1,2
WRITEC10,50) XCJ).PR(J)
50 FORMATCFI 2.6,FI2.6)
90 CONTINUE
RETURN 
END
c ****************************************************************
C CALCULATING THE NEG LOG LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION AND DERIVATIVES
SUBROUTINE MAXLIKCF.F1,F2,F11,F22,F12,N,SIG,ALPH) 
COMM0H/SET9/STC90O)
REAL*8 F,F1,F2,F11,F22,F12 
C F=NEG LOG LIKELIHOOD FUNCTI0N;F1,F2 ARE 1ST DERIVATIVES
C F11.F22.F12 2ND DERIVATIVES
F: 0.0 
F1 = 0.0 
F2= 0.0 
F11 = 0.0 
F22=0.0 
F12=0.0
IF (SIG.LE.O.O.OR.ALPH.LE.0.0) THEN 
GOTO 10
END IF 
DO 50 1=1,N 
Z: STC I)/SIG
F=F+L0G(SIG)-L0GCALPH)-(ALPH-1)*L0G(Z)+(Z**ALPH)
F1 = FHALPH*( 1-Z**ALPH)/SIG 
F2=F2-1/ALPH-,L0G(Z)*(Z**ALPH-1)
F11 = F11+ALPH«C( 1+ALPH)*Z**ALPH-1)/(SIG*S1G)
F22= F22+1/(ALPH* ALPH)+Z**ALPH* LOG(Z) • *2
F12=F12. 1/SIG-Z**ALPH*(HALPH*L0G(Z))/SIG
CONTINUE
GOTO 20
F=1.0E12
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE IMP REG (A,N,FN1)
REAL A,B,C,D,E,SMAX,SMIN,M,P,Q,F,SW,MF,EF,AA 
REAL*8 PI 
INTEGER X
CHARACTER *15 FN1,FN2,FN9
DIMENSION AA(150),B(150),C(150),D(150),E(150),SMAX(150) 
DIMENSION SW(150),P(150).SMINC150),F(150),G(150),EF(15G) 
DIMENSION HC150), AC 150)
WRITEC*,10)
FORMATC9X,'ENTER INPUT AND OUTPUT FILE NAMES')
READC*,'(A)') FN1.FN9 
WRITEC*,15)
FORMATC/RX,'ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME-STRAIN')
READC*,'CA)') FN2
OPENC5,FILE:FN1.STATUS:'UNKNOWN')
OPENC 11 ,FILE:FN2,STATUS: ' UNKNOWN" )
OPENC12 ,FILE=FN9.STATUS:'UNKNOWN')
1NPUTINC DATA FROM DATA FILE
N: 0
N:N*1
READC 5,*, END: 30) AA( N) ,B(H) ,C( N) ,DC N), EC H) ,F(li)
GOTO 20 
N: N-1
CALCULATING MODULI AND FAILURE STRESSES 
AA=FAILLOAD, B=DIAMETER, C:MAXLOAD, D=MINLOAD,
H:MODULUS, E=MAXSTKAIN,F=MINSTnAlK,G=X-SECT AREA 
M:0.0 
0=0.0 
S=0.0 
SUMS:0.0 
SUMM:0.0 
SUMQ=C.O
PI=3.19155265358979 
DO 50 1:1,N 
C(I)=PI*£CBCI)/2)»»2)
CONTINUE 
DO 60 X:1,N 
SMAXC X) :CCX)/G(X)
SMINC X) :D(X) /G( X)
H( X) :( SMAXC X)-SMINC X))/( E( X) -FCX))
SWCX):SMAX(X)/1E9
EF(X)=C(AACX)/G(X))/H(X)>
A(X):(AA(X)/GCX))/1E9
WRITEC11,80) EF(X)
F0RMATC2X,E15.6)
M: HC X)
SUMM:SUMM.M
CONTINUE
EMEAN = C SUMM/FLOATCN))
DO 90 X=1,N
PCX):C HC X)-EM£AN)**2
0=PCX)
SUM5:SUMQ»5
CONTINUE
ESDEV = SQRT C SO MQ/ FLOAT(N))
DO 100 X=1,N 
S=G( X)
SUMS=SUMS+S
CONTINUE
MF:(SUMS/FLOATCN)*1E6)
WRITEC12,160) FN1 ,N.EhEAN.ESDEV,MF
FORMATC9X,'FILE ANALYSED WAS',19X,A12,//9X,'NUMBER OF 0BSER7A 
+TIONS WAS \3X,I3,//9X,'MF.AN MODULUS: ', 16X.E15.8,3X,' PA', //9X,' ST 
+D.DEVIATION: 1,15X,E15.8,//9X,'MEAN X-SECTIONAL AREA: ',7X ,E15-8 ,3 
+X,'MM2')
CLOSEC UNIT=5)
CLOSE(UNIT:12)
CLOSECUNIT:11)
RETURN
END
INTEGER*2 I,J,K,N,Y,Z,Q(800),BB 
INTRINSIC SQRT.ABS 
WRITEC*,10)
10 FORMATC//10X,'**** THE MANN-WHITNET SIGNIFICANCE TEST *•*»•)
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C INPUT OF FILE NAMES AND OPENING FILES
WRITEC*,20)
20 FORMATC/9X,'ENTER INPUT FILENAMES-A.B')
READC*,’(A)') FN1.FN2 
WRITEC*,30)
30 FORMATC/9X,'ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME')
READC*,*CA3•) FN3 
0PENC5,FILE=FN1.STATUS:'UNKNOWN')
OP EN C 6,FILE:FN2,STATU S='UNK NOWN') 
OPENC7,FILE:FN3,STATUS:'UNKNOWH') 
c ************************************************************
C INPUTING DATA FROM DATA FILES
L=0
90 L=L+1
READC5,*,END=95) ACL)
GOTO 90 
95 M=0
50 M=M,1
READ(6,*,END:55) B(M)
GOTO 50
C I * * * * * * * * * * * * * > * « • « » • • • • • » » • • • » * « • « • > • » • » * » » » • > • * * * • • » • » * • « *
C COMBINING THE TWO DATA FILES TO PRODUCE A SINGLE DATA SET
55 REWIND 5
REWIND 6 
N: 0
60 N:N+ 1
R£A0C5,*,END=65) C(N)
GOTO 60 
65 N:N— 1
70 N:N<-1
READC 6,*,END=80) C(N)
GOTO 70 
80 L:L-1
M=M— 1 
N: N— 1
c >••>>••••>*•>•>»•••»••*»»••■*•*>«•»•*•>•*>■**••»>>«•••*»••»»
C CONVERTING THE STRAIN DATA TO INTEGERS
DO 90 K=1,L 
FCK):INTCA(K)*215000)
90 CONTINUE
DO 100 K=1,M 
GCK):INTCB(K)*215000)
100 CONTINUE
DO 110 K=1,N 
HCK)=INT(C(K)*215000)
110 CONTINUE
C i***t,
C SORTING DATA INTO ASCENDING ORDER
120 J=0
130 J=J*1
IFCJ.EO.N) GOTO 190 
IF(H(J).LE.(H(Jf1))) GOTO 130 
T:H( J)
HCJ)=HC J+l)
HC J+1) =T 
GOTO 120
C .................» * • « * » * .............• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • « » • ■ > • • • • * • • » • > • • > • • • • *
C DETECTING OCCURENCE OF TIED VALUES WITH SAME RANK
190 DO 150 J:1,N
X(J)=0 
150 CONTINUE
J=1
160 Y=0
170 Y:Y*1
BB:J*Y
IF(CBB).EQ.(N+1)) GOTO 180 
IFCHC J) .EQ.HC J+Y) ) GOTO 170 
C ALLOTTING SAME RANK TO TIED VALUES
180 DO 190 ZrJ,(J+Y-1)
X(Z)=J+CY-1)/2.0 
190 CONTINUE
J: J+Y-1
IFCJ.EO.N) GOTO 200
J:J*1
GOTO 160c •*••••••••*•••*••••*•*t*************************************
C OUTPUTTING INFONATION TO TERMINAL
200 WRITEC*,220) FN1,FN2
220 FORMATC/9x,'FILES PROCESSED WERE;-',9X,A12,2X,A12,2X,'COMBINE
+D' )
WRITEC*,230) L.M.N 
230 FORMATC30X,'L =',13,9X,'M:',13,9X,'N:',13)
C «•••«*.»•••**•*»«».««»*«**«•••••»••*•»»*»*»».***•».**«*«»»•*
C WORKING OUT RANKING VALUES FOR THE DATA
R 1: 0 
R2=0
DO 290 J:1,N 
Q(J)=1 
290 CONTINUE
DO 250 1=1,L 
DO 260 J=1,N
IF(F(I).EQ,H(J).AND.0(J).EQ,1) GOTO 270 
260 CONTINUE
GOTO 250 
270 0(J)=0
D=X( J)
R1= R1+D 
250 CONTINUE
DO 280 1=1,M 
DO 290 J=1,N
IF(G(I).EQ.H(J).AND.0CJ).EQ.1) GOTO 300 
290 CONTINUE
GOTO 280 
300 Q(J)=0
E=X(J)
R2=R2*E 
280 CONTINUEc a********•■••••>•••••••••»•••••••■......... .
C CALCULATING TEST STATISTICS U1,U2,U3,U
WRITEC*,310)R1,R2 
310 F0RMATC/9X,'R VALUES ARE- R1 =',F8.1,3X,'R2 = ',F8.1)
U1 = ( L*M)+( CL*(L* 1) )/2)-R1 
U2=( L*M)+C CM*(M+1) )/2)-R2 
UA:((CL*M)*(UK*1))/12)
U B = C A B S C U 1 -C (L *M ) /2 ) ) )
U3=C UB/SQRTC UA))
c ••••>»••»»•■••••»•*••■••••>••••••■•••»•••••••••>>•••«■••••••
C OUTPUT OF RESULTS TO TERMINAL AND TO RESULTS FILE.
WRITEC*,320)U1,U2,U3 
320 FORMATC/18X,'U1 =’,F9.2,2X,*U2 ='.F9.2.2X,'U =',F9.6)
WRITEC*,330)
330 FORMATC/9X,'If U1 and U2 are less than 20 then take the small
+er value of U1.U2 as U',/9x,'and use tables entering at N1=L and N 
+2=M.',//9x,'Otherwise use U3 for the test and then the critical va tI
Appendix D
♦lues for this U are:- ',//10x,
+ ' 51 SIGNIFICANCE;: 1.960',/10x,
♦ ' U  SIGNIFICANCE = 2.576' ,/10x,
♦ ' 0.5* SIGNIFICANCE = 3.291V/1X,
+ ' If the value of U is less than one of the significance levels ab
+ove './Ax,'then the data sets can be said to have been sampled f 
+rcn the same ',/1x,'underlying distribution at that level
♦of significance*,/7x,'e.g. If U was 1.90 then the data have come 
♦from the same distribution',/12x,'at the 5* significance level') 
WRITEC7.310)
310 FORMATC/IX,'FILES PROCESSED WERE;-')
CLOSECUNIT=5) 
CL0SE(UNITr6) 
CLOSEC UNITi7) 
STCP 
END
390
380
370
360
350
WRI (7,350) FN1.FN2
FORMATC/IX,A12,2X.A12,2X,'COMBINED')
WRITEC7,360) L.M.N
FORMATCIX,'L=',13,9X,'M=',13,9X,'N=',13)
WRITEC7.370)R1,R2
FORMATC/RX,'R VALUES ARE- R1 =',F8.1,3X,'R2 = ’.F8.1) 
WRITEC7,380)U1,U2,U3
FORMATC/18X,'U1 =’,F9.2,2X,'U2 =',F9.2,2X,'U =',F9 .6) 
WRITEC 7,390)
FORMATC/10X,' 5* SIGNIFICANCE = 1.960',/10x,
' 1* SIGNIFICANCE = 2.576',/10x,
' 0.5* SIGNIFICANCE = 3.291',/IX,'----------------
■')
Appendix E
REAL*4 TOR(200),STOR,MTOR,ST(200)
REAL*8 AGfBG,CGfEG,FG,GAM,IT 
CHARACTER *8 FN1
C
WRITE(«,5)
5 FORMATC4X,' ENTER WEIBULL EXPONENT AND CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH')
READ (*,*) B,A 
WRITEC*,10)
10 FORMATC/4X,'ENTER DATA FILE TO BE PROCESSED')
READC*,'(A)') FN1
OPENC2,FILE=FN1,STATUS:'UNKNOWN')
C INPUTING DATA FROM DATA FILE
N=0
15 N:N+1
READC2,*,END:20) STCN)
GOTO 15
20 PRINT*,'DATA ENTERED'
N= N-1 
STOR:0.0 
MTOR:0.0
C
DO 30 1=1,N 
IT = ( 1— ( 1/A))
PI= 3.1-4159265358979 
AG=(IT**CIT-0.5))
EG=((PI*2)**0.5)
CG=C 1/C 12* IT))
HG=( 1/(288* (IT**2)))
EG=(139/(51840*(IT**3)))
FG:C571/C2488320*(IT**4)))
GAM:(EXP(-IT)*(AG*(BG*(1+CG+HG-EG-FG))))
TORCI)=C(ST(I)*215)/( 2*B))*GAM 
STOR=STOR+TOR(I)
30 CONTINUE
C
MTOR=STOR/(FLOATC N))
WRITEC*,40) MTOR 
40 FORMATC//4X,'MEAN SHEAR STRESS =',2X,F10.6,2X,'GPa')
C
STOP
END
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